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ABSTRACT. 
In this thesis, we consider several generalizations of 
the theory of Quasi-Frobenius rings, and construct examples 
of tho classes of rings ~e ihtroduce. In Chapter 1 we establish 
\>lell-kno\'lll results, although the \'lay in which ,.,e use 
idempotents is apparently new. 
Chapter 2 is dev.oted to the study of three generalizations 
of Quasi-Frobenius rings, namely D-rings, RD-rings (restricted 
D-rings) and PD-rings (partial D-rings). PD-rings is the 
largest.. class of rings \'Ie study, and \;'e show that these rings 
can be considered as a natural generalization of Nakayama's 
definition of a Quasi-Frobenius ring. D-rings are defined 
by annihilator conditions, and RD-rings are a generalization 
of D-rings. ';fe sho\v that RD-rings, hence also D-rings, are 
_ semi-perfect, and it follows that they are also PD-rinc;s. ~Je 
will show that in the self-injective case, these three classes 
of rings all coincide with a class of rings studied by 
Osofsky, [30J. \'ve ,'lill investigo.te \<1hen the properties 
described are Hori ta invariant, and \-Jill sho\1 that fini tcly 
generated modules over D-rings are finite dimensional. :E'inally, 
we study group rings over D-rings, RD-rings and PD-rings, and 
in particular sho\." that if a group ring is a D-ring, then the 
group is finite and the ring is a D-ring, and further, either 
the ring is self-injective or the group is Hamiltonian. In 
Chapter 3 we construct examples of D-rings, RD-rings and 
PD-rings. 
Chapter 4 contains results obtained jointly by 
Dr. C. R. Hajarnavis and the author. Here, vIe gellCralize 
a result of llajarnavis, [14]., by considering Noetherian rings 
t 
o 
(iii) 
each of whose proper hOl:lOlnorphic imae;es are i.p.r.i.-rings. 
He \-Till obtain a partial structure theory for such rings, and 
in the prime bounded case shovi that such rings are Dedekind 
prime rings. 
1 
TEHIUNOLOGY. 
(i) IN denotes the natural numbers, i.e. !N = {1,2,3, ••• }. 
(ii) By a ring R we mean an associative, distributive, but 
not necessarily commutative ring R with an identity 
element denoted 1ifPlor, \'Then no confusion may arise, 
simply by 1. 
(iii) Whenever appropriate, the absence of the adjective 
(iv) 
right or left will mean that the condition is 
(right - left) syraraetric. In particular, one-sided 
ideals of a ring \·lill be referred to specifically as 
right ideals or left ideals, and the term ideal ... lill 
only be used to describe a two-sided ideal. 
o If A is a subset of a ring R, then ... Ie \·rri te A = R t 
A 1 = A, and inductively \-/e \'Trite An+1 = AnA for each 
n €~. If x E R, we write X O = 1Rt x1 = x, and' 
n+1 n inductively x = x x for each n-£ W. 
(v) A module 11 over a ring R will mean either a right or 
(vi) 
a left unital R-module. If we wish to stress that 
.' 
R module M is a right (respectively, left) R-module, 
we will \lTri te MR (respectively, RH). In particular, 
RR (respectively, RR) denotes R considered as a right 
(respectively, left) R-module. 
If R, S are rings and 11 is a right S- and a left 
R-module with the actions RH and HS associating, then 
we say H_ is an R-S bimodule, and \yri te RNs. 
(vii) If M, N.are modules over a ring R, and if f: H oJ N is 
an R-homomorphism, then we "'!rite f on the left of its 
argur:lent; so for each m E H, f(m) E N. 
I' 
cf 
(viii) Bodule isomorphisms -\vill be denoted by "" , and ring 
isomorphisms will be denoted by ~ • 
(ix) vie assume the reader is :familiar \'d th: 
Zorn's Lemma:. If X is a non-empty partially 
ordered set such that every totally ordered subset 
of X has an upper bound in X, then-X has a maximal 
element. 
(x) l'le use standard notation throughout. However, \.,e 
stress that'S' denotes 'contained in!, and 'c.' 
denotes 'contained in but not equal to'. 
2 
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Chapter 1. 
ARTINIAN, NOETHERIAN AND SEI1!-PE'RFECT RINGS. 
In this chapter \tIe ... 1i11 define Artinian, Noetherian 
and semi-perfect rings, and will establish some well-knovJn 
results on these rings. These results will be in constant 
use in later chapters. The reader may find some of the proofs 
given here easier than those given in the literature. 
\1e start vIi th some preliminary definitions and results, 
most of which can be found in [6], (11], [17] and [20]. 
§ 1 Some basic definitions and results. 
1.1.1 Definitions: Let M be a module over a ring R. 
A submodule N of H is said to be proper if N :/! H. A proper 
submodule N of 1-1 is maximal if N is not strictly contained in 
any other proper submodule of M. A maximal right (res:pectively 
,left) ideal, of R is a caximal submoduie of RR (respectively 
RR). A maximal ideal of R is a proper ideal of R not strictly 
contained in any other proper'ideal of R. Since R has an 
identity element, Zorn's Lemma ensures that every proper right, 
left or two-sided ideal of R is contained in a maximal right, 
left or two-sided ideal of R respectively_ 
A non-zero submoclule 1I of !'1 is said to be minimal or 
simple if N does not strictly contain any other non-zero 
submodulo of M. Minimal right, left and two-sided ideals of R 
are defined in an analogous way to the maximal case. 
The. socle-of H, denoted E(M), is the sum of all simple 
submodules of K. E(RR) is called the rie;ht socle of R, denoted 
Er(R), and E(RR) is called the loft socle of R, denoted E1 (R). 
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M is said to be completely reducible if M = E(M). 
Clearly EOO is ahrays a completely reducible submodule 
of H. 
1.1.2 LE!1HA: 
The follo\ofing conditions on a module 1-1 are equivalent:-
(i) M is completely reducible. 
(ii) Every submodu1e of 11 (including 1·1) is completely 
reducible. 
(iii) Every submodule of 1-1 is a direct sUr.lmand of H. 
(iv) 1-1 can be expressed as a direct sum of simple submodu1es. 
Proof: See [6], theorem 15.3 • 
1.1.3 Definitions: A right or left ideal I of a ring R is 
said to be nil if for each x e I there exists n e ~ (depending 
on x) \.,ri th xn = O. I is said to be nilnotent if In = ° for J. 
sor.le n E. iN. The sum of all the nilpotent right ideals of R 
is called the nilpotent (or Wedderburn) radical of. R, 
denoted vT(R). It is 1;1ell kno\il1 (see, for example, [11]) that 
\v(R) is also the sum of all nilpotent left ideals of R, and 
hence is an ideal of R. If Itl(R) = 0, then \-re say that H is 
semi-prime. If W(R) is itself nilpotent, then clearly 
OCR) is a semi-prime ring. 
The Jacobson radical of a ring R, denoted by J(n), 
is the intersection of all the maximal right ideals of R. 
It is \</ell knovTn (see, for example, [171) that J(R) is also 
the intersection of all l:laxirila1 left ideals of R, and hence 
is an ideal of R, and further J(R) is the unique (right, 
left or two-sided) ideal of R maximal with respect to the 
property- that· 1-j has a (right, left or t1l/o-sided) inverse 
t 
d 
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in R for each j E J(R). If J(R) = 0, then we say that R 
is semi-simple. Clearly, R Jt'R'J is al\V'ays a semi-simple ring. 
A ring R is said to be simple if it has no non-zero 
proper ideals. Since J(R) is a proper ideal of R, a simple 
ring is also semi-simple. 
Suppose x is an element of a ring Rand xn = 0 for some 
n € [{. Clearly (1 - x)( 1 + x + •• + xn- 1 ) = 1, so 1 - x 
has a right inverse in R. Hence every nil, and in particular 
every nilpotent, right'ideal of R is contained in J(R). 
Therefore, W(ll) ~ J(ll). It follows that a semi-simple ring 
is semi-prime. 
The Jacobson radical of a ring has the following useful 
property, which we shall use frequently. 
1.1.4 NAKAYANA'S LEHHA: 
Let ~ be a finitely generated module over a ring R. 
If M~J(R) = N, then M = O. 
Proof: See [39], lemma 1.3 • 
'1.1.5 Notation: Hhen it is clear" l-vhich ring R is under 
consideration, we will write Er , El , \'/ and J instead of Er(R), 
El(R)~ \I/(R) and J(R) respectively. The symbols Er' El , \'1 and 
J \·Till not be used for any other purpose. 
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§ 2 Artinian rings. 
1.2.1 Definitions: A module 11 over a ring R is Artinian if 
it has the descending chain condition on R-submodules, i.e. if 
for any chain 1-11 =:? 112 :? ••• of R-submodules of H,. there exists 
n e ~ (depending on the chain) with M = M = 
. n n+1 •••.• The 
ring R is right (respectively left) Artinian if RR 
(respectively RR) is Artinian. Ue say R is Artinian if it is 
both left and right Artinian. 
It is vlell knO\>Jn (see, for example, [11]) that if R is 
a ring vii th any of the above chain conditions, then VI = J, 
a nilpotent ideal of R. 
1.2.2 THEOREH: 
ThefollO\ving conditions on a ring Rare equivalent:-
(i) . R is semi-simple Artinian. 
(ii) R is semi-si~ple richt Artinian. 
(iii) R is a (finite) direct sum of simple Artinian rines. 
(iv) RR is completely reducible, i.e. Er = R. 
(v) Every right R-module is cor:lpletely reducible. 
Proof: See [6J, chapter IV. 
Hemark: Clearly a finitely eenerated completely reducible 
module can be expressed as a direct sum of a finite number 
of simple submodules. Since any ring R is generated (as a right 
or a left R-module) by 1R' the above theoren shows that 
a semi-simple Artinian ring can be expressed as a direct sum 
of a finite number of minimal right ideals. 
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1.2.3 Definitions: A descending chain 14 = MO=> M1 ::> ••• :>Hk = 0 
of submodules of a module M is said to be a composition series 
H. 1 1-
-r ' (1~i~k)t 
i 
of II of length k if all the factor modules 
are simple. If H has such a series, then any blo composition 
series of n have the same length (see [6], corollary 13.5). 
1.2.4 THEOREH: 
A ring R is right Artinian if and only if RR has 
. a composition series. 
Proof: See [61, theorem 54.1 • 
1.2.5 Definitions: Let X be a subset of a ring R. We define 
the right annihilator of X to be fa E R: Xa = O}, denoted 
rR(X) or simply reX), and the left annihilator of X to be 
{a £ R: aX = OJ, denoted ~(X) or simply leX). Clearly reX) 
and leX) are right and left ideals of R respectively, and if 
X is a right ideal then reX) is an ideal of R. \1e \,lill write 
rl(X) and lr(X) for r(l(X» and l(r(X» respectively. It is 
easy to see that X~ rl(X) and X ~ lr(X), and hence rlr(X) = reX) 
and lrl(X) = leX). If x e Rt then we write rex) and lex) for 
r({x}) and l«(xJ) respectively. 
p 
1.2.6 Definitions: A ring R is said to be a local ring if :r 
is a simple Artinian ring, and is said to be a scalar local ring 
if ~ is a division ring. A local Artinian ring is also called 
a primary Artinian ring, and a. scalar local Artinian ring is also 
called a completely primary Artinian ring. 
If R is a scalar local ring, then clearly J is the unique 
maximal (right, left or two-sided) ideal of R. It fol10\-/s 
that Lx E R : x¢ J} is the set of all units of R; that is, 
J is the set of non-units of R. 
1.2.7 Definitions: An element e of a ring R is said to be 
2 
an idempotent if 0 ~ e = e • Two idempotents e, fER are 
sa.id to be orthogonal if ef = fe = O. Hore generally, a set 
8 
(" e } of idempotents of R is said to be a set of mutually 
. l i iGI -
orthogonal idempotents if e.e. = 0 whenever i, j E I, i f j. 
J. J 
An idempotent e E R is said to be primitive if it cannot be 
. expressed as the sum of t\'/o orthogonal idempotents, and is 
said to be local if eRe is a scalar local ring. (Notice that 
e is the identity of the ring eRe). 
2 Let e be an idempotent of a ring R. Then (1 - e) = 1 - e, 
and eR = r(1 - e). Clearly 1 - e is nota unit of R, and 
~o e ¢ J. Thus the Jacobson radical of R contains no 
idempotents. 
1.2.8 LEEi".A: 
Let e be an idempotent in a. ring R, and suppose 11 , •• ,In 
are non-zero right ideals of R \-li th eR = Ii Gl •• $ In. Then 
there- are mutually orthogonal idempotents e1 , •• ,en of R \'Ii tIl 
e = e 1 + •• + en and Ii = eiR for i = 1, •• ,n. Conversely, if 
e1 , •• ,en are mutually orthogonal ide@potents in R, then 
e = e1 + •• + en is an idem:;?otent, and eU = aiR <& ... (i) enR. 
Proof: The proof is straightfor\'lard and is left to the reader. 
"0" - },e.r-o 
1.2.9 Definitions: A.(module 11 over a ring R is said to be 
indecomposable if 1-1 cannot be expressed as the direct sum 
of two proper submodules of H. An indecomposable submodule 
of RR (respectively RR) is called an indecomposable right 
(respectively left) ideal of R. An indecomposable ideal 
9 
of R is an ideal of R that cannot be expressed as the direct 
sum of hID non-zero ideals of R. 
1.2.10 LEMHA: 
Let e be an idempotent of a ring R. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:-
(i) e is primitive. 
(ii) eR is indecomposable. 
(iii) eRe is a ring \'li th no idempotents other than e ( = 1 R ). e e 
Further, the following stronger conditions are 
equivalent:-
(iv) e is local. 
(v) eR has a unique maximal right R-subr.todule. 
(vi) eR 
eJ is a simple right R-module. 
Proof: (i) ~ (ii) follo\'/s frOll 1.2.8, and (i) ~ (iii) is 
proved as in [6], theorem 54.9 . 
(iv) =* (v) . Suppose e is local and H1 , H2 are . 
proper submodules of eR ... ri th H1 + ~~ -'2 - eRe Then e = m1 
for m1 E N1 , m2 E H2 , and so 
2 
some e = e = m1e + m2e. 
e 4- eJe, so for- some j E {1,2}, m.e rf- eJe. But eRe is 
J 
hlo 
+ IU2 
Now 
a scalar local ring, so e £ eRe = m.eRe <;; H., a contradiction. 
J J ::; 
Clearly now the sum of all proper submodules of eR is the 
unique maximalsubmodule of eRe 
(v) => (vi) : Suppose N is the unique maximal subr.todulc 
of eRe Let x be an element of H. Clearly (1 + x)eR + H = eR, 
so (1 + x)eR = eRe Therefore, x = (1 + x)y for some y € R. 
Then 1 = (1 + x)(1 - y), so 1 + x has a right inverse. 
Hence 1-1 C eR f'\ J = eJ. Since e ¢ J, H = eJ, and so 
is simple. 
) . . eR (vi) =* (i v : Suppose e.r is a simple right 
eR 
eJ 
R-module, and x E eRe, x ¢ eJe. NO\i xeR + eJ = eR, so 
10 
e = xer + ej for some r € R, j E J. Then e(1 j) = xer, and 
so e = xer(1 - j)-1 = e2 = xer(1 _ j)-1 e • Let y = er(1 _ j)-1e; 
clearly yE eRe. Then e = xy ¢ eJe, so y ~ eJe, and in the 
same way we can find z E eRe with yz = e. Therefore, 
z = ez = xyz = xe = x, so "A"y = yx = e. Hence eRe is 'a scalar 
local ring. 
Finally we notice that the only idempotent of a scalar 
local ring is the identity, so (iv) =9 (iii). 
Let I be a non-zero right ideal of a semi-simple Artinian 
ring R. By 1.1.2 and 1.2.2, I is a direct summand of R, so 
by 1.2.8, I is l.5enerated by an idempotent·. 
Let e be a primitive idempotent of a semi-simple 
Artinian ring R. By 1.1.2 and 1.2.2 , eR is completely 
reducible, and by 1.2.10 , eR is' indecomposable. Clearly 
now eR is a minimal right ideal of R, so by 1.2.10 aGain, 
e is a local idempotent. 
1 .2. 11 LF;f·H·IA: 
Let e be a local idempotent of a ring R, and let M be 
a simpl~ right R-module.·Then Me # 0 if and only if eR -. eJ 
Proof: See [6] t theorem 54.12 • 
d 
1.2.12 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a ring such that 1 = e1 + •• + en for some 
mutually orthogonal local idempotents e1, •• ,en of R. Then 
every simple right R-motiule is isomorphic to eiR for 
e:J 
some i, 1 ~ i :s; n. 1. 
Proof: If H is a simple right R-module, then 
o ~ M = M(e1 + •• + en)' so 0 ~ Mei for some i. The result 
now follows from 1.2.11 • 
By 1.1.2 and 1.2.8 , and our earlier remarks, 
11 
a semi-simple Artinian ring satisfies the hypotheses of 1.2.12 t 
so every simple right module over.a semi-simple Artinian ring 
is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal of R. 
Notation: Let A be an ideal of a ring R. If x, y E R with 
x - yeA, then we write x ~ y mod (A). 
1.2.13 Definitions: Let A be an ideal of a ring R. If x € R 
R 
and x + A is an idempotent in A ' (that is, x ¢ A and 
2 x mod (A) ), then , ... e say x _.is an idempotent modulo A. 
If, further, there is an idempotent e e R with e ~ x mod (A), 
then \"e say x can be lifted over A. Hore generally, \-le say 
idemrotents can be lifted over A if every idem,otent modulo A 
can be lifted over A. 
1.2.14 LEHMA: 
Let A be-a nil ideal of a ring R. Then idempotents can 
be lifted over-A. 
Proof: S·uppose x € R, x - x2 = a e. A, and n E IN \-li th an = o. 
12 
Let y = x + a(2x - 1) :: x mod (A). It is easy to check that 
y _ y2 = a 2(4a + 3), so clearly (y _ y2)m = 0 for some 
m E. (o} U IN, m < n. The result follo\:/s by induction. 
1.2.15 LENHA: 
Let I be a right ideal of a ring R, and suppose 
I + J = eR + J for some idempotent e E R. Then there is 
an idempotent f E I such that Rf = Re, and f = e mod (J). 
Proof: e ~ I + J, so e = x + j for some x E. I, j E J. Then 
2 
e = e = ex + ej, and so e(1 
( , )-1 2 in il, so e = ex 1 - J = e 
j) = ex. But 1 - j is a unit 
= ex(1 - j)-1e • Let 
f = x(1 - j)-1e E xll ~ I. Howe = ef and fe = f, so 
f2 = fef = fe = f and Re = Hf. Clearly x :: x(1 - j) mod (J), 
so x( 1 
- J' )-1 - d (J) B t ' , ~ J x mo • u e = x + J, so e - x = J ~ 
and x(1 - j)-1 :: e mod (J). Hultiplying on the right by e 
gives f _ e mod (J) as required. 
1.2.16 LEHMA: 
Let R be a rinG and suppose a E R is an idempotent 
modulo J. Then the following conditions are cquivalent:-
(i) a can be lifted over J. 
(ii) There is an idempotent f E aRa ''lith f ;: a mod (J). 
(iii) aR + J = eR + J for some idempotent e E. R. 
Proof; If e :: anlOd (J), e <::. R, then clearly eR + J = all + J, 
so (i) ~ (iii) is trivial. (ii) =9 (i) is also trivial, so 
it suffices to show (iii) ~ (ii). Suppose then e is an 
idempotent in R and eR + J = all + J. By 1.2.15 vIe may assume 
eG: aR, e = ax say. Now a - a 
2 
mod (J), so e 
-
ae mod (J) , 
-
.e 
-
ae = j say'. Then e - ae = (e - ae)e = je,· so (1 - j)e = ae, 
13 
and hence e = (1 - j)-1ae • ~et f = e(1 - j)-1a • e E aR, so 
f € aRa,and clearly f = ef and fe = e t so f2 = fef = ef = f. 
Now a - (1 - j)a mod (J), so (1 - j)-1a - a mod (J), and 
hence f = e(1 - j)-1a = ea mod (J). But a € eR + J, so 
a = ea mod(J) and f = a mod (J) as required. 
1.2.17 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a ring, and let (a1 ,a2 , •• } be a (finite or 
countably infinite) set of mutually orthogonal idempotents 
modulo J, such that each a. can be lifted over J. Then there 
J. 
is a set {e1 ,e2,.1 of mutually orthogonal idempotents of R 
with e. - a. mod (J) for each i. 
J. J. 
Proof: Let e 1 be any idempotent \'1ith e1 = a 1 mod (J), and 
suppose inductively n e ~ and e1 , •• ,en are mutually orthogonal 
idempotents of R \"i th e. ;: a. mod (J) for 1 ~ i ~ n. Let J. ]. 
fn = e 1 + •• + en' an idempotent of R by 1~?8 • Clearly 
a = (1 - f)a 1(1 n+1 n n+ fn) mod (J), so by 1.2.16 there is 
an idempotent e 1 E (1 - f )R(1 - f ) with e 1 = a 1 mod (J). 
. n+ n n n+ n+ 
Clearly now e1 , •• ,cn+1 are mutually orthogonal idempotents, so 
the result follows by induction. 
Remark: It is not always possible to lift an uncountable set 
of mutually orthogonal ideLlpotents over the Jacobson radical 
of a ring to a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents, even 
if (individual) idempotents can be lifted (see [42], exarnple A). 
Note: \-Ie are nO\'1in a position to make some observations about 
Artinian rings. However, we delay our remarks until we have 
established a more general situation. The reader ~ay wish to 
refer to 1.4.4 • 
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§ 3 r.1odules 
1.3.1 Definitions: A module M over a ring R is said to be 
finite dimensional if M does not contain an infinite direct 
sura of non-zero submodules. R is said to be right (respectively 
~) finite dimensional if RR (respectively RR) is finite 
dimensional. 
A module 1-1 over a ring R is said to be uniform if H ~ 0 
and every submodule of 1-1 (including H) is indecomposable. 
Uniform one-sided ideals of R are defined in the obvious \vay. 
Clearly any non-zero submodule of a finite dimensional 
(respectively uniform) module is also finite dimensional 
(respectively uniform). 
1.3.2 Definitions: Let N be a submodule of a module Mover 
a ring R. N is said to be essential in H if for any non-zero 
submodule N I of H, N f1 N I f. O. A submodule L of M containing N 
is said to be an essential extension of N in N if N is 
essential in L. N is said to be superfluous in H if for any 
proper submodule NI of M, N + NI f..M. Essential and superfluous 
one-sided. ideals of R are defined in the obvious way. 
Let I be a right ideal of a ring R. If I f. R, then 
I is contained in a maximal right ideal of R, so I + J f. R. 
Therefore t J is superfluous in RR. Suppose I 1- J, so I is not 
contained ill some maximal right ideal H of R. Then I + !1 = R, 
so I is not superfluous. Clearly now I is superfluous in R 
if and only if I = J. 
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1.3.3 THEOREH: 
Let N be a submodule of a finite dimensional module H 
over a ring R. Then 
(i) If N F 0, then N contains a uniform submodule. 
(ii) There are uniform submodules U1 , •• , Un of M \-;i th 
N ED U1 ~ •• ED Un essential in H. Further, if V1 , •• ,Vm are 
non-zero submodules of N \'/i th N 19 V 1 (j) •• (9 V essential 
m 
in M, then m ~n, and m = n if and only if each V. is uniform. 
l. 
Proof: See [13], theorem 1.07 • 
1.3.4 Definitions: Let M be a finite dimensional module over 
a ring R. Putting N = 0 in theorem 1.3.3(ii), we see that there 
. is a unique n E iN u to} such that H contains a direct sum of n 
uniform submodules which is essential in M, and any direct sum 
of non-zero submodules of M has at most n terms. We may 
therefore define the dimension of H, denoted dim (M), to be 
this integer n. If R is right (respectively left) finite 
dimensional, then the right (respectively ~) ideal 
dimension of R is defined to be dim (RR) (respectively 
dim (RR) ). 
Let H be a finite dimensional module. Clearly 
(i) dim (In = 0 if and only if H = O. 
(ii) dim (N) = 1 if and only if 11 is uniform. 
(iii) If 11 is completely reducible, then dim (1) = n if and 
only if H can be expressed as the direct sum of n simple 
submodules of H. 
From (iii) above, and from 1.2.2 , 1.2.8 and 1.2.10 
we see that a semi-simple Artinian ring R is right and left 
finite dimensional, and that the right ideal dimension and 
the left ideal dimension of R are equal, and is n (c iN) if 
and only if there are n mutually orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of R \"hose. sum is 1R• 
1.3.5 Definitions: Let R be a ring. A sequence of R-modules 
••• consists of a (finite or countably 
infinite) ordered family of R-modules H1 , M2 , H3 , ••• with 
••• • \'le say such 
a sequence is exact if Im f. = Ker f. 1 for each i. In 
. 1 1+ 
particular, an exact sequence of the form 
o~L4H~N-+O 
.is called a short exact sequence, and such a sequence is said 
to split if Im f (= Ker g) is a direct summand of H. 
f Clearly a sequ,ence 0 ~ L 4 H is exact if and only if 
f is a monomorphism, and a sequence M f4 N ~·O is exact if 
and only if g is an epimorphism. 
1.3.6 Q.efinition: A module P over a ring R is said to be 
projective if given any exact sequence A ~ B ~ 0 and any 
R-homomorphism g:P ~ B, there is an R-homomorphism h:P ~ A 
such that the diagram commutes, i.e. such 
o 
that fh = g. 
It is straightfor\'lard to check that if R is a ring, 
then RR and·RR are projective modules. 
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1.3.7 LUIMA: 
Let P be a module over a ring R. Then P is projective 
if and only if every short exaet sequence 
O-..tA-tB-..tP40 
splits. 
Proof: See [61, 56.3 • 
1.3.8 THEOREH: 
Let Rbe a ring and let fPi1i~I be a set of right 
R-modules'. Then the direct sum ~ 
iEI 
~ P. is projective if and 
J. 
only if each P., iE I, is projective. 
J. 
, Proof: See [6J, theorem 56.5 • 
There is a fairly obvious dual concept to the notion 
of a projective module, na~ely:-
1.3.9- Definitions: A module H over a ring R is said to be 
injective if given any exact seque~ce 0 -t A ~ B and any 
R-homomorphism g:A ~ H, there is an R-homomorphism h:B ~ r·f 
such that ,the diagram o -7 A ~ B commutes, i.e. such 
g!/h 
H 
that hf= g. R is said to be right (respectively~) 
self-injective if RR (respectively RR) is injective, and is 
said to be self-injective if it is both right and left 
self-injective. 
Definition~ Let I be a right ideal of a ring R, and let M 
be a right R-module. An R-homomorphism f:I ~ r.t is said to be 
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given by left multiplication (by an element of 1-1) if there 
is an element m € M such that f(x) = mx for each x € I. 
1.3.10 THEOREH: 
Let R be a ring, ahd l~t M be a right R-module. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:-
(i) M is injective. 
(ii) Every short exact sequence 0 ~ M ~ A ~ B ~ 0 
splits. 
(iii) Every R-homoI:lorphism from a right ideal of R to }f is 
given by left multiplication. 
Proof: See [6J, theorems 57.9 and 57.14. 
Putting H = R in 1.3.10(iii) immediately gives 
1.3.11 COROLLARY: 
A ring R is right self-injective if and only if every 
R-homomorphism from a right ideal of R to R is given by left 
multiplication by an element of R. 
1.3.12 Remark: It is easy to see that if I is a right ideal 
of a right self-injective ring R t and if I is a maximal o 
essential extension of I in RR (such exists by Zorn's Lemma), 
2 
then I is a direct summand of R, so I = eR for some e = e. € R. 
o 0 
Hence every non-zero right ideal of R has an idempotent1y 
generated essential extension. 
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~ 4, Semi-pertect rings. 
1.~.1 Definition: Let M be a module over a ring R. 
A projective cover of 11 is a projective R-module P together 
with an R-epimorphism f:P ~ M such that Ker f is superfluous 
in P. 
r£heEckmann - Schopf theorem (see [6] theorem 57.13) 
sho\.,rs that any module can be embedded (in a minimal \.,ray) 
in an injective module, called its injective 'hull. As observed 
by Bass in [3], if lie consider projective modules as a dual 
concept to that of injective modules,then projective covers 
are the dual notion to injective hulls. However, in contrast 
,to the Eckmann - Schopf theorem, projective covers seldom 
exist; for example, an abelian group (considered as a module 
over ~, the ring of rational integers) has a projective cover 
only if it is free. 
1.4.2 Definitions: A ring R is said to be right (respectively 
left) semi-perfect if every simple right (respectively left) 
.-
R-module has a projective cover, and is said to be right 
(respectively ~) Eerfect if every right (respectively left) 
R-module has a projective cover. R is said to be semi-perfect 
(respectively verfect) if it is both left and right 
semi-perfect (respectively perfect). 
Semi-perfect and perfect rings were first studied by 
Bass in [3J. The follm.,ring important result can be found in 
his paper. The proof given here, while essentially the same 
as Bass I s proof" is shorter than tho proof given in [3J. 
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1.4.3 THEOREH: 
The follo\'ling conditions on a ring Rare equivalent:-
(i) R is right semi-perfect. 
(ii) R is left semi-perfect. 
(iii) ~ is semi-simple' Artinian and idempotents can be 
lifted over J. 
(iv) Every finitely generated right R-module has a projective 
cover. 
(v) Every finitely generated left R-module has a projective 
cover. 
Proof: Since (iii) is right - left symmetric, and (iy) =9 (i) 
is trivial, it suffices to prove (i) ~ (iii) and (iii) ~ (iv). 
(i) =9 (iii):- Let H be a maximal right ideal of R t and suppose 
R R f:P ~ M is a projective cover of n. Choose p € P with 
R f(p) :: 1 + H. No\'! f(pR) :: Ht so P = pR + Ker f. But Ker t 
is superfluous in P, so P = pRe Let rep) :: [x € R:px :: oj. 
No\v the natural sequence 0 ~ rep) -; R -=t pR -;. 0 is exact, 
so by.1.3.7 there is a right ideal I of R with I e rep) :: R. 
Clearly r(p.r(p» :: f(O) :: 0, and since t(p) :: 1 + N, rep) ~ H. 
Therefore, H = (I n H) @ r (1'). Suppose K is a right ideal 
of Rand (I"J.!) + K = R. Then I:: (Inn) + (If"IK), so 
pR :: p(I (!) rep»~ = pI = p(InH) + p(In K) ~ Ker f + p(I""IK). 
But Kar f is superfluous in pR, so pR = p(I A Ie), whence 
(InK) + rep) = R. But I Q) rep) = R, so clearly IAK = I, 
i.e. I ~ K. Thus K = K + (InN) = R. Therefore II"\N is 
a superfluous right ideal, so lAB S J. Now R = I e rep), so 
2 . 
by 1.2.8, rep) = eR for some e = e E R. Therefore 
H = r (p ) (D (I () H) ;:: eR + 'R R J. Suppose Er(j) f. j. Then 
there is a maximal right ideal 11 with Er(~) :::~. But 
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2 by the above, H = eR + J for some e = e E: R, and 
R R ~_ (1 - e)R + J R = eR + J J a simple module, so 
(1 - e)R + J C E (g) c::::.. ~ ",hence (1 _ e)R + J ~ 1-1 = eR + J .L R, J - r J - J' l-
n contradiction. Hence Er(~) =~, so by 1.2.2, ~ is 
semi-simple Artinian. Suppose a e R is a primitive, hence local, 
idempotent modulo J. Clearly (1 - a)R + J is a maximal right 
ideal of R, so (1 - a)R + J = eR + J for some e = e2 E: R. By 
1.2.16, 1 - a :: f mod (J) for some f = f 2 E: R, so 
a = 1 - f mod (J), and 1 - f is an idempotent in R. Hence 
primitive idempotents modulo J can be lifted over J. Finally, 
since R J is semi-simple Artinian, any idempotent modulo J 
can be expressed as a finite sum of mutually orthogonal 
·primitive idempotents modulo J, so it follows from the above 
and 1.2.17 that any idempotent call be lifted over J. 
(iii) =9 (iv):- Let 11 be a finitely generated right R-module. 
li R H • NJ is a right J - module, so by 1.2.2 MJ 1S 
R 
completely reducible as an J - module, and hence also 
as an R-module. By 1.1.2 and 1.2.12, there is an indexing 
set I, local idempotents e. € R for each i E I, and an 
1 
M e.R 
isomorphism f:;:,rJ ~ E E9 2:- • Let P = ~ $ e. R. By 1.3.8, 
11 iGI eiJ i~I 1 
each e.R is projective, so P is projective. Let g:P ~ E G> 
1 iGI 
e.R 
J. 
e.J 
J. 
and h:H -4 ~:~J be the canonical epimorph~sms. P is projective, 
so there is an R-hol!lomorphism t:p ....,. 11 such that the diagram 
( -1 M commutes. No\., ht p) = f g(p) = 11J' so 
H 1>1 t(p) + HJ = H. But nO\-1 (t"(15)J = ttPJ, and H is finitely 
M ( ) generated, so by Nakayamats Lemma, tTPJ = 0, i.e. H = t P • 
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Thus t is an R-epimorphism. Suppose Q is a submodulc of P 
and Ker t NOvl 0 ht(Ker t) -1 t) , Q + = P. = = f g(Ker so 
Ker tS Ker g = PJ. Thus Q + PJ = P, so (~)J = ~. But H, 
and H is finitely generated, is a finite hence "MJ , so I 
indexing set, whence P is finitely e;enerated. Therefore, by 
Nakayama's Lemma, P Q = 0, i.e. P = Q. Thus Ker t is superfluous 
in P, so t is a projective cover of M as required. 
We note that if R is a right or left Artinian ring, 
then J (= W) is nilpotent, so by 1.2.14 and the above theorem, 
R is semi-perfect. 
'1.4.4 Remarks: Let R be a semi-perfect ring. 
(i) Suppose x is a primitive, hence local, idempotent 
modulo J. There is an idempotent e E R \vi th e 
-
x mod (J) , 
eR + J =XR + J. But now eR ,v eR + J xR + J is so eJ= J = J 
a simple right R-module, so e is a local id"empotent of R. 
(ii) Suppose e is a primitive idempotent of R, so by 1.2.10 
eRe contains no idempotents other than e. But now by 1.2.16, 
if a € eRe is an idempotent modulo J, then e ~ a mod (J), so 
(e +"J) ~ (e + J) (S~) contains no idempotents other than 
e + J, so e is primitive modulo J. Hence (by (i) ) e is 
a local idempotent of R. 
(iii) It is now easy to see that 1 = e1 + •• + en for some 
mutually orthogonal local idempotents e1 , •• en of R, where 
R J. n is the right (or left) ideal dimension of 
(iv) If I is a right ideal of R, I 1: J, then I + J J is 
generated by an idempotent of R S' sol + J = eR + J for some 
idempotent '0 ~ R. By 1.2.15, we may assume e ~ I, so clearly 
I = eR + (IAJ) = eR GJ (1 - e)(I{\J). It follo\-/8 that a right 
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ideal of n is contained in J if and only if it contains no 
idempotents. 
1.4.5 THEOHEH: 
The follovdng conditions on a ring R are equivalent:-
(i) R is right perfect. 
(ii) R satisfies the descending chain condition on principal 
left ideals. 
( ••• ) R J.J.J. -J is Artinian and every non-zero leftR-module has 
non-zero socle. 
(iv) R J is Artinian and every non-zero right R-module has 
a maximal submodule. 
Proof: [3], theorem P, gives (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii), and 
[39J, theorem 2.3, gives (i) ~ (iv). 
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§ 5 Idempotents. 
\'le have already seen hO\1 useful idempotents can be 
in studying Artinian and semi-perfect rings, and in this 
section we will establish so~e more useful results on 
idempotents. \'/e start this section by considering \1hen two 
idempotently generated right ideals are isomorphic. 
The following theorem is well known in the semi-perfect 
case. The second part of this theorem was first proved (using 
composition series arguments) for Artinian rings by Dwa:a 
in [8]. Our. generalization does not seem to occt~ in the 
literature. 
1.5.1 THEOREH: 
Let e, f be idempotents in a ring R. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:-
(i) eR ~ fR 
(ii) Re ~ Rf 
eR ~ fR 
eJ fJ (iii) 
Re ~ Rf Je n 
There are elements u t eRf, vE- fRe with uv = e, vu 
(vi) There are elements u, v E R with uv = e, vu = f. 
Further, if e t f are local idempotents, then the above 
conditions are also equivalent to:-
(vii) eRf '* J. 
(viii) fRe ~ J. 
Proof: Suppose. Cf: eR ~ fR is an isomorphism. Let 
= 
v = epee) =: <f(e2 ) = /f(e)e E fReand u = <.p-\f)c. eRt. Now 
uv = If -\f i/(e» = tp -1(tf (e» = e and vu ~ f, so (i) ~ (v). 
f. 
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<! (eJ) = veJ ~ fRf"I J = fJ and l/ -1(fJ) = ufJ == eJ, so 
If (eJ) = fJ. Clearly nOli lfJ induces an isomorphism eR fR eJ ~ fJ' 
so (i) =9 (iii). Suppose u, v € R with uv = e and vu = f. 
2 Then ufv = uvuv = e = e and similarly f = veu EveR. It is 
now easy to see that the' map'eR ~ fR given by left 
multiplication by fv is an R-isomorphism, so (vi) =9 (i). 
eR ,.., fR 
Suppose eJ ~ fJ' so eR + J N fR + J J = J. Since (i) ~ (v) is 
established there are elements u E: eRf, v E. fRe with 
uv :: e mod (J) and vu _ f mod (J). Let j = uv - e € J. v E Re 
.)-1 so uv = uve = (1 + j)e, aud putting y = (1 + J ,e = yuv. 
Similarly, vuz = f for some z € R. Hence 
e = yufv = yuvuzv = euzv = uzv, so v(uz) = f and (uz)v = e, 
... ,hence (iii) ==} (vi). Since (vi) ~ (ii) ===> (iv) =} (v) 
follows by symmetry and (v) ~ (vi) is trivial, \1e have 
established the equivalence of (i) to (vi). Novi suppose 
e, f are local idempotents. Since e, f ¢ J, (v) ~ (vii) and 
(v) =9 (viii) are trivial. By 1.2.10, eR eJ ·is a sirlple right 
R-module, so (vii) =9 (iii) follo\"/s from 1.2.11. (viii) ~ (iv) 
follows by symmetry, completing the proof. 
1 .5.2 COROI,LAHY: 
Suppose a 1 , •• an are elements of a ring R such that 
e = a1a2 •• an is an idempotent. Then for 1~i~n 
f. = a .•• a ea1 •• a, 1 is an idempotent and f.R ~ eRe 1. 1. n 1.- 1. 
2. Proof: f. = a .•• a ca1··a ea1··a. 1 1. 1. n n 1.-
and clearly a1 •• a. 1f.a .•• ~ = e3 = 1.- 1. 1. n 
= a .•• a e 3a 1 .·a. 1 = f., 1. n 1.- 1. 
e F 0, so f. F o. The 
1. 
result now follo\'/s from 1.5.1 (vi) -==> (i). 
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1.5.3 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a ring and let a E R be an idempotent modulo J. 
Then a can be lifted over J if and only if there is an 
idempotent e € R such that aR + J J 
:; eR + J 
J • 
Proof: If a can be lifted over J the result is trivial, so 
U ose e · an·d t t d aR + J N eR + J. By 1 5 1 s pp ~s ~ empo en an J J • • 
there are elements u € aRe, v E eRa with uv - a mod (J) and 
" 
vu = e mod (J). Let j = vu - e € J. u € Re so vu = vue = (1 + j)e 
. )-1 
and e = (1 + j VUe Let f = -1 u(1 + j) v, an idempotent by 
1.5.2. Now u = u(1 + j) mod (J), so u(1 + j)-1 = u mod (J), 
\vhence f :: uv == a mod (J) as required. 
1.5.l~ THEOREH: 
A ring R is semi-perfect if and only if R = r; e.R for 
ic:I J. 
some collection fe i1iEI of local idempotents. 
Proof: If R is semi-perfect the result follows from 1.4.1,,(iii), 
so suppose [ei}ieI is a collection of local idempotents and 
R = E e.R. Therefore R 
e.R -I- J 
= 
,-. J. 
J- ~ -----~J---. But for each i € I, iGtI J. . i€I 
J 
e.R 
J. 
J' e i 
a simple right R-module, hence a simple right 
R R J - module, so by 1.2.2 J is Artinian. Now suppose a € R is 
a local idempotent modulo J. aR = aRC l: e.R) 1:- J, so aRe. t J 
. i€I J. J. 
aR + J ...., eiR + J ----~- •. It follows J = J for some i E I. But now by 1.2.11, 
from 1.5.3 that local idempotents can be lifted over J. As in 
the proof of 1.4.3, \>le can novl lift any idempotent over J, 
so (by 1.4.3) R is semi-perfect. 
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Suppose e1 , •• , e2n are idernpotents in a ring R ",Ii th 
e1R = e2R, Re2 = Re3, e3R = e4R, ••• e2n_1R = e2nR. Then by 
1.5.1, e1R ~ e2R ~ •••. ~ e2nR. It is natural to ask when, 
given idernpotents e, fER with eR ~ fR, we can find 
idempotents e1 , •• ,e2n ~ R as above with e = e1 , f = e2n • 
Before answering this question, \'Ie note the follO\·,ing example. 
Let F be a field, and let R be the 2x2matrix ring 
over F. a simple Artinian ring. Let e =. [: ~]. f = [~ ~]" R. 
so clearly e, f are local idempotents, eR ~ fil, and ef = fe = O. 
If g is an idempoten'l; and eR = gR, Rg = Rf, then 
g € RggR = RfeR = 0, a contradiction. However, ,,,e \'fill see 
. that there exist idempotents g, heR with eR = gR, Rg = Rh, 
and hR = fR. 
1.5.5 LEHl1A: 
I,et e, f be primi ti ve idempotents in.a ring R. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:-
(i) e = fe 
(ii) f = ef 
(iii) e E. fRe 
(iv) f E eRf 
(v) eR = iR 
l~oof: (v) =? (i) ¢9 (iii), (v) ~ (ii) ~ (iv) and 
(i) + (ii) ~ (v) are trivial, so it suffices to prove 
(i) =J (ii), whence (ii) =';> (i) will follo\·, by symmetry, 
completing the proof. Suppose then e = fee Then 
2 . . . [f(1 - elf] = f(1 - e)f E fllf. But f is primitive, so by 
1.2.10 either to: f(1 - elf or f(1 - elf : 0. If f = r(1 - e)f 
2 
·then fef = 0, and since e = fe, ef = 0. Therefore e = (fe) = 0, 
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a contradiction. Hence 0 = f(1 - elf = f - fef = f - ef; 
i.e. f = ef as required. 
1.5.6 PROPOSITION: 
Let e, f be local idempotents in a ring R. Then the 
follol'ling conditions are cquivalent:-
(i) fe tI- J 
(ii) eRf contains an idempotent. 
(iii) There is an idempotent g € R with eR = gR, Rg = Rf. 
Proof: Suppose fe ¢ J, so feR ~ fJ and by 1.2.10 feR = fR. 
Therefore f = fex for some x E R, and by 1.5.2 exf is 
an idempotent. So exfR ~ eJ, Rexf ~ Jf, and by 1.2.10 
exfR = eR, Rexf = Rf. Hence (i), ~ (iii). (iii) ~ (ii) is 
trivial. Finally, suppose e E eRf is an idempotent. Then 
. 2 
e ¢ J and g = g c:. eRfeHf, so fe ¢. J. Hence (ii) ~ (i) 
as required. 
1 .5 .7 ''l'HEOREH: 
Let e, f be local idempotents, of a rine R. Then eR '" fR 
if and only if there arc ideQPotents g, hER such that 
eR = gR,' Rg = Rh, and hR = fR. 
Proof: Suppose eR ~ fR. If fe 4- J the result follo\16 from 
1.5.6, 60 supposefe c J. By 1.5.1 fRe % J, so fxe ¢ J for 
some x ~ R. Let h = f + fxe(1 - f). Clearly h = h2 , fh = h, 
and hf = fl-O (so h -I 0). 'l'herefore, fn = hR. No\'1 fe e J, 
fxe ¢ J, so ~e = fe + fxe(1 - fe) ¢ J. The result now follows 
from 1.5.6. The converse i6 an immediate cOllseqU(;mce of 1.5.1. 
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1.5.8 THEOREH: 
Let e be a local idempotent of a ring R, and let I be 
the set of all idempotents fER with fR ~ eR. Then 
ReR = E fR 
f<=I 
= E Rf. 
fEI 
Proof: Let A = L. fn, and suppose x <.:: R. Clearly xA So A if 
fEI 
and only "if xf € A for each f e. I. Suppose then f E: I. Now 
if xf ¢ J let y = xf, and if xf E J let y = f + xf. Now 
y E Rf, Y 1- J, so by 1.2.10 Ry = Rf. Thus f = zy for some 
z € R. Now by 1.5.2 yz ~ I, so y = yf = yzy E yzR ~ A, so 
clearly xf E A. Hence A is an ideal. If f E I, fR ~ eR so by 
1.5.1 there are elements u € fRe, v E eRf with f = uv e ReR. 
So A= ReR. But e € A, an ideal of R. Thus A = ReR. The 
result now follows by sym~etry. 
We now turn our attention to the socles of a ring R • 
. "
Suppose 1'1 is a minimal rie;ht ideal of R and x E R. xU is 
an R-~lomomorphic image of N, so clearly xH = ° or xl1 is 
a minimal right ideal of R. lIence E is an ideal of R. Novl 
r 
by Nakayama's Lemma 
But i(J) is a right 
by 1.2.2 l(J) ~ E , 
r 
1.5.9 u:r,1t-!A: 
(1.1.1~), HJ = 0, so 
R J - module, so if 
clearly Er ~ l(J). 
~ is Artininn then 
so l(J) = E • 
r 
Hence we have 
Let R be a ring. Then E 
r 
is an ideal ofR, E Co l(J), r-
and if R is Artinian then E = l(J). J r 
It is \-/011 knO\m that if 1-1 is a minimal right ideal 
of a ring l~ andll f. 0, then H = eR for some idempotent 0 E" R 
(see [17J t lemma 1.3.1), and clearly eJ = 0, so by 1.2.10 
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e is a local idempotent. Using this result ... /e can now prove 
1 .5. 10 THEOREr-1: 
Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then R can be uniquely 
expressed as a direct sum S $ T of a semi-simple Artinian 
ring S and a ring T in which Er(T)A El (T) =. \1('1'). 
Proof: Suppose e is a local idempotent, e ~ ErAE1' and 
suppose f is an idempotent, fR C ReR. No\'1 
ReR = fR ~ (1 - f)ReR, so (1 - f)Re ~ O. But e E El = r(J), 
so Je = O. Hence (1 - f)Re~ J. Thus there is a local 
idempotent g E (1 - f)Re, 60 g = (1 - f)g. By 1.5.2,.g(1 - f) 
is also an idempotent, and clearly f, g(1 - f) are mutually 
orthogonal. But g E (1 - f)Re so g(1 - f) 6: ReR, so f + g(1 - f) 
is an idempotent ill ReR. Since R is semi-perfect, induction 
sho\;lS ReR = fR for some idempotent fER. Similarly ReR = Rg 
for some idempotent g E R, so fR = Rg, whence f = fg = g. 
Therefore, ReR = fR = Rf = fllf, an (ideal) dire.:;t sumll,and of R. 
Since .iR .s ErA Bl , fn is completely reducible, so by 1.2.2 
fH is a semi-simple Artinian ring. The result nO\,1 follows 
easily by induction. 
1.5.11 Definition: An idempotent f in a ring R is said to be 
a eenerating idempotent of R if R = RfR. 
'.5.12 Definition: Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then 
a reuresentative set of idempotents of R is an indexed set 
* ' 
{eij : , ~ i ~. n, . 1 ~ j -s;,: ti 1 of mutually orthogonal primi ti ve 
idempotents of R, for some n, t" •• , t
n
€ H, such that 
n 
, = L 
i .. 1 
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semi-perfect ring R has such a set, and (by 1.5.8) 
e11 + e21 + •• + en1 is a ~enerating idempotent of R. 
1.5.13 PROPOSITION: 
Let f be a generating idempotent of a ring R. Then 
R is semi-perfect if and only if fRf is semi-perfect. 
Proof: Suppose e is an idempotent in R, e E fRf. Clearly 
eRe = efRfe, so by 1.2.10 e is local in R if and only if 
e is local in fRf. If R or fRf is semi-perfect, then 
•• + en for some mutually orthogonal local idempotents 
e1 , •• , en E fRf, so clearly fRf = e1fRf + •• + enfRf 
. and R = RfR = Re 1R + •• + RenR. The result now follows 
immediately from 1.5.8 and 1.5.4. 
1.5.14 Definition: Let P be a property for rings. P is said 
to be a Nori ta invariant property if \.,henever R is a ring 
with property P, f is a generating idempotent of R, and n c IN, 
then both fRf and the nxn matrix ring Rn have property P. 
1.5.15 LEHMA: 
Let R be a ring and n E ~. Then there is a generating 
idempotent f of the nxn matrix ring R with fR f ~ R. 
n n 
Proof: Put f = (aij ) E Rn ",here a 11 = 1 and aij = 
(i,j) f. (1~1). 
o for 
Clearly now· 1.5.13 says that being semi-perfect is 
a I·lori ta invariant property. This is a well-known result 
that follows easily from vlell-established theory of Nori ta 
invariance (see, for example, [27J). Since we are able to use 
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direct methods to see if the properties discussed in this 
thesis are IIori ta invariant, \ .... e omit any detailed discussion 
of the (deep) theory of Eorita invariance. Our next theorem 
also follows easily from this theory, although the proof 
quoted also uses direct ~eth6ds. 
1.5.16 THEOREM: 
Let f be a generating idempotent of a semi-perfect 
rin~ R. Then R is right self-injective if and only if fRf 
is right self-injective. 
Proof: See [4], theorem 1.1 • 
\"'e end this section by introducing continuous rings, 
as defined and studied by Utumi in (for example) [40]. 
1.5.17 Definition: A ring R is riGht (respectively ~) 
continuous if 
(i) .Every non-zero right (respectively loft) ideal of R has 
an idempotently generated essential extension in R. 
(ii) If x E R and xR (respectively Rx) is isomorphic to 
an ider,1potently generated right (respectively left) ideal 
of R, then xR (respectively Rx) is idempotently generated. 
R is said to be continuous if R is both right and left 
continuous. 
Let R be a r.ight self-injective ring and suppose e is 
an idempotent of H, x E R, and h:xR ~ eR is an isomorphism. 
By 1.3.11 there are elements u, v E: R \-lith h-1 (e) :: ue and 
e = h(ue) = vue. Then ue = ue2 = uevue. Now by 1.5.2 uev is 
an ider:lpotent, and clearly uevR = ueB = xU = uevueR ~ uevR. 
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Hence :Jill is generated by the idempotent uev. Combining this 
",ith 1.3.12 \'Ie have, as observed by Utumi in [40J, 
1.5.18 LENNA: 
A right self-injective ring is right continuous. 
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§ 6 Noetherian rings. 
1.6.1 Definitions: A ring R is riEht Noetherian if it has 
the ascending chain condition on right ideals, i.e. if for 
any chain I1 ~ I2 ~ •••. of right ideals of R, there exists 
n e m (depending on the chain) with In = In+1 = •••• 
R is left Noetherian if it has the ascending chain condition 
on left ideals, and is Noetherian if it is both right and 
left Noetherian. 
It is straightforward to verify the equivalence of 
the following conditions on a rine R:-
(i) R is right Noetherian. 
(ii) Every non-empty collection of right ideals of R has 
a maximal element. 
(iii) Every rie;ht ideal of R is finitely generated. 
/ It is well known that if R is a riGht or left 
Noetherian ring the~ V is nilpotent, so R • f.i is a semi-prime 
ring. _This fact follo\-IS from:-
1.6.2 THEOREH (Levitzki): 
Ev_ery nil one-sided id.eal of a right Noetheri,m rine 
is nilpotent. 
Proof: See [11], page 49. 
1.6.3 THEOREH: 
A ring R is right Artinian if and only if R is right. 
Noetherian and .~ is Artinian. 
Proof: See t11].·· 
1.6.4 Definitions: A proper ideal P of a ring R is said 
to be a prime ideal of R if whenever A, B are ideals of R 
and AB .£ P, then A := p. or B = P. Clearly every maximal 
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ideal of R is a prime ideal of R. A minimal prime ideal of R 
is a prime ideal ""hieh does not strictly contain any other 
prine ideal of R. R is said to be a prir.1e ring if 0 is 
a prime ideal of R. 
If A is an ideal of a ring R, it is easy to see that 
the only prime ideals of R A are precisely those ideals 
of the form P A for some prime ideal P of R containing A. 
.1.6.5 PROPOSITION: 
Le~R be a right Noetherian ring. Then R has a finite 
number of minimal prime ideals, P1 , •• ,Pn say, and 
vI = P1 " ••• '"'Pn ' and no Pi is redundant in this expression. 
Proof: See [13J, 2.17 • 
If R is a right Noetherian ring then W is nilpotent, 
so it is clear from 1.6.5 that there is a product of prime 
ideals "/hich equals o. Applying this to R and the factor 
rings of R, we immediately get the following well-known 
result. 
1.6.6 LEt-l!'1A: 
If R is a right Noetherian ring then 
(i) Every ideal of R contains a product of prime ideals. 
(ii) Every non-zero ideal contains a product of non-zero 
prime ideals. 
1.6.7 Definitions: A proper ideal T of a ring R is said to 
be a rie;ht primary ideal of R if whenever A, B are ideals 
n 
of Rand AB == T, then A = T or B =: T for some n E IN. 
T is a left primary idea~ if whenever A, B are ideals of R 
and AB S T, then Am .=. T for some ra (0' a'I or B =- T. 
T is a primary ideal if it is both left and right primary. 
Clearly a prime ideal of R is also primary. R is said to be 
a primary ring. if ° is a primary ideal of R. 
'1.6.8 Remark: Let R be a primary Hoetherian ring and suppose 
A, B are ideals of Rand AB := H. Then for some n E. IN" 
(AB)n = 0, (AB)n-1 I O. If A ~ W then 0 is primary and 
'( n-1 ( )n-1 AB AB) = 0, so B AB :: 0, \'Thence B :::. H. Hence ",1 is 
a prime ideal of R. It follows that our definition of 
a primary ring (1.6. r1) is consistent 'fTith our definition 
of a primary Artinian ring (1.2.6). 
1.6.9 Definitions: A proper right (respectively left) ideal I 
of a ring R is said to be a meet-irreducible right 
(respectively ~) ideal of H if \"henever X1 ' X2 ar~ right 
(respectively left) ideals of R and I :: X1 f\X2 , then X1 :: I 
or X2 :: I. Similarly, a meet-irreducible ideal of R is 
a proper ideal of R that cannot be expressed as an intersection 
of two strictly larger ideals of R. 
Let R be a r~8ht Noetherian ring. Then 
(i) Every proper rieht ideal of R can be e:q)ressed as 
a finite intersection of meet-irreducible right ideals of R. 
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(ii) Every proper ideal of R can be expressed as a finite 
intersection of meet-irreducible ideals of R. 
Proof: If X1 ' X2 are right ideals \'1ith the property described 
in (i), then clearly X1AX2 also has this property. Since 
a proper right ideal I \'1i thout this property cannot be 
meet-irreducible, it follows that I is contained in .. 
a larger proper right ideal \·Ii thout this property. But 
R is right Noetherian, so clearly (i) holds •. (ii) follows 
similarly. 
1.6.11 Definition: A ring R is said to have primary 
decomposi tion if every ideal of R is expressible as a fini t.e 
intersection of primary ideals of R. If R is right lioetherian, 
then 1.6.10 sho\'/s that R has primary decomposition if and 
only if every meet-irreducible ideal of R is primary. 
1.6.12 Definition: Two ideals A, B of a ring R are said to be 
co-maximal if A + B = R. Nore generally, a set [Ai}i€I 
of ideals of R is said to be a set.of co-maximal ideals 
if A. + A
J
. = R for each i, j E I, i ~ j. 
~ 
1 .6.13 LEI' iNA : 
Let A1 , •• ,A be co-maximal ideals of a ring R, and _ n 
suppose k1 , •• ,kn E fi~. For i = 1, •• ,n let 
. k. 1 k.+'1 ~- J. ., 
••• f\A. 1 .1\ A. 1 f'I ~:- J.+ 
•• + B 
n 
k. 
~ 
= R = B. + A . 
. ~ J. 
k 
n 
••• r\A • 
n 
'l'hen 
for 1 ~ i ~ n. Further, if 
k. k 
n 
••• r'\ A 
·n 
= 0 then B1 $ •• $ 13 
n 
= R = Bi ~ Ai~ for 1~ i~ n. 
Proof: Suppose 1-1 is a maximal, hence prime, ideal of Rand 
B1 + .. + B c H. Then B c::: M and M is prime so A. == M for n- 1- ~ 
some i f. 1 • But B. ~ 1-1, so Aj :s.. H for some j f. i. Thus ~ 
R = A. + A. s: lI, a contradiction. So B1 + .. + B = R. ~ J n 
k. 
If 1 :;;.; S n then 1 1 13 B B 13 <:. A ~ ~- c ear y 1 + •• + i~1 + i+1 + •• + n- i' 
Ie. 
whence B. + A.~ = R. The final statement of the lemma 
~ ~ 
follows trivially. 
Let R be an Artinian ring. By 1.6.8 every primary 
ideal of R contains a pm-ler of a maximal ideal of R, so if 
R has primary decomposition then there are maximal ideals 
k k 
H1 , •• ,Hn of Rand k1 , •• ,kn E U'l such that N11(\ ••• (\}tnn = 0. 
Thus the follO\oJing \OTell-kno\'m result follo"'Ts easily 
from 1.6.13 • 
1 .6.14 PRO·POSITION: 
Let R be an Artinian rinG. Then R has primary 
decomposition if and only if R can be expressed as a direct 
sum of primary nrtinian rings. 
1.6.15 Definitions: An element c of a ring R is said to 
be ~ie:ht regular if r(c) = 0, and left regular if l(c) = 0. 
If r(c) = l(c) = 0, '"TO say c is re[)ular. 
1.6.16 Notation: Let A be a proper ideal of a ring R. Then 
CR(A) = {c E R: c + A is regular in ~}. 
When it is clear which ring R is under consideration, we write 
e(l\.) instead of CR(A). In particular, e(o) is the set of, 
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all regular elements of R •. 
1.6.17 Definitions: A ring Q is said to be a quotient rin~ 
if every regular element of Q is a unit in Q. 
Let R be a subring of a ring Q. Then Q is said to be 
a right (respectively ~) quotient ring of R if the regular 
elements of R are units in Q, and every element of Q can. 
-1 ( -1 be written in the form ac respectively c a) for some 
a € R, c E CR(O). In this case it is clear that Q is 
a quotient ring, and if R is a quotient ring then R = Q. 
If Q is both a right and a left quotient ring of R, then 
... /e say Q is a quotient ring of R. It is easy to verify that 
if Q1' Q2 are both quotient rings of a ring R, .then Q1 (1 Q2' 
and if, further, Q is a left quotient ring of R, then so 
are Q1 and Q2' and Q ~ Q1· Thus if R is a ring which has 
a (right) quotient ring Q (i.e. if Q is a (right) quotient 
ring of R), then \'le are justified in referring to Q as 
~ (right) quotient ring of R. 
1.6.18 Definition: LetC be a multiplicatively closed set 
of regular elements of a ring R. Then R is said to satisfy 
the right (r~spectively ~) Ore condition with respect to C 
if for each a E. R, c ~ C there are elements u1 C. R, c1 ~ C 
such that aC 1 - ca1 (respectively c1u = a1c). 
Suppose Q is the right quotient rins of a ring R, and 
- -1 -1 -1 
a E R, c £ CRCO). Then caE Q, so c a = a 1c1 for some 
a1 E R, c 1 E CR(O), whence nC 1 = ca1• Thus R satisfies 
the right Ore condition \'I'i th respect to CR (0). Ore has proved 
a converse to this fact, that is:-
1.6.19 THEOREr-1 (Ore): 
A ring R has a right quotient ring if and only if R 
satisfies the right Ore condition with respect to C(O). 
Proof: See [17J, theorem 7.1.1 • 
1.6.20 THEOREH (Goldie): 
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A semi-prime (respectively prime) right Noetherian 
ring R has a semi-simple (respectively simple) Artinian right 
quotient ring. 
Proof: See [11J, theorem 5.L~ or [13J, theorem 1.37 • 
One of the important facts established by Goldie in his 
proof of 1.6.20 is the following:-
1.6.21 PROPOSITION: 
Let R be a semi-prime right Noetherian ring. Then 
(i) ,Every right .. regular element of R is regular. 
(ii) A right ideal I of R is essential if and only if 
I contains a regular element. 
Proof: See [11J, theoren 4.8 or [17], lemmas 7.2.3 and 7.2.5 • 
1 .6.22 THEOREH (Small): 
A Noetherian ring R has an Artinian quotient ring if 
and only if C(O) = c(w). 
Proof: See 1)7J, part II, section 1 or [13], theorem 2.7 • 
There is a"natural generalization of the quotient ring 
. of a ring R \-Ihich \-Ie no\" introduce (see [13]). This 
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generalization is particularly useful in studying Noetherian 
rings. 
1.6.23 Definition: Let R be a subring of a ring Q, and 
suppose C is a multiplicatively closed set .. of regular elements 
of R. Then Q is said to be a partial right (respectively left) 
quotient ring of Rwith respect to C if the elements of C are 
units in Q, and every element of Q can be written in the form 
-1 ( -1 ) ac respectively c a for some a € R, c € C. 
Ore's proof of 1.6.19 (see [17J) is easily adapted to 
this case, giving:-
1.6.24 THEOREM: 
Let C be a multiplicatively closed set of regular 
elements·of a ring R. Then R has a partial right quotient 
ring with respect to C if and only if R satisfies the right 
Ore condition with respect to C. 
We will find the following w~ll-known properties 
useful "'Then considering (partial) quotient rings. 
1.6.25 PROPOSITION: 
Let R be a ring and let Q be a partial right quotient 
ring of R with ~espect to a multiplicatively closed set C 
of regular elements of R. Then 
(i) If I is a right ideal of R, then 
t -1 IQ::: ~~c 6: Q: x E. I, c E C}. 
(ii) If I is a right ideal of Q, then I = (I n R)Q. 
(iii) If A is an ideal of R, then C = CR(A) if and only if 
AQ is an ideal of Q and A = AQ()R. 
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Proof: The proofs are easily adapted from the case \-Jhen 
C ~ CR(O), i.e. when Q is the right quotient ring of R. In 
this case, (i) and (ii) are proved in [13J, 1.36, 'and (iii) 
is proved in [25J, lemma Ij .• 
Let P be a prime ideal of a Noetherian ring R, and 
suppose CR(P) S CR(O) and Q is a partial right quotient ring 
of R with respect to CR(P). It follows easily from 1.6.25(ii) 
that Q is right Noetherian, and since Pf'lCR(P) = ¢, 
1.6.25(i)+(iii),show that PQ is a proper ideal of Q. It is 
easy to see that CQ(PQ) is a set of units of Q, so by.1.6.20 
P~ is a simple Artinian ring. If I is a maximal right ideal 
of Q, PQ 1= I, then I + PQ = Q so clearly I f'\ CQ (PQ) -I o. Since 
CQ(PQ) is a set of units of Q, I = Q, a contradiction. Hence 
Q is a right Noetherian local ring, and J(Q) = PQ. We 
therefore make the follo\,ling definition:-
1.6.26 Definition: Let P be a prime ideal of a Noetherian 
ring R, and sUI>pose CR(P)'~ CR(O) and Q is a partial right 
(respectively left) quotient ring of R with respect to CR(P). 
Then \;le say Q is a right (respecti vely ~) localisation 
of R at P. If Q is both a right and a left localisation of R 
atP, then we say Q is a localisation of R at P. It is easy 
to verify that if Q1' Q2 are both right localisations of R 
at P, then Q ~ Q." and if, further, Q is a left localisation 1 "-
of R at P, then so ,are Q1 and Q2' and Q ~ Q1. Thus if P is 
a prime ideal of a Hoetherian rine R',and if \;Ie can (right) 
localise R at P (i.e. if there is a (right) localisation of R 
at p), then ~e are justified in referring to ~ (right) 
localisation of R at P. If we can localise R at P, then we 
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denote the localisation of R at P by Rp. 
1.6.27 Definitions: Let R be a prime Noetherian ring, and let 
Q be the quotient ring of R. (Q exists by 1.6.20). An ideal A 
of R is said to be invertible if there is an R - :R sub-
o -1 b1module A of Q, called the inverse of At such that. 
AA- 1 _- A-1A _- R. I thO of E Q dAR th n 1S case, 1 q - an q ==, en 
q E qR = qAA -1 ~ RA-1 = A-1 , so clearly 
A -1 = [q E Q: qA ~ R} = {q E. Q: Aq =: R}. 
If A is invertible, then A- 1 always denotes the inverse of A. 
If every non-zero· ideal of R is invertible, then R is said 
to be a prime Noetherian Asano order. 
1.6.28 Definitions: A ring R is right (respectively ~) 
hereditarl if every right (respectively left) ideal of R is 
projective as a right (respectively left) R-module. R is said 
to be hereditary if it is both left and riglit hereditary. 
A·hereditary prime Noetherian Asano order is called 
a Dedekind prime ring • 
.. There are a number of theorel:1S concerning conmutative 
Dedekind prime rings, ancl r.mny of these have been generalized 
to non-commutative rings using the following definition. We 
note that in the commutative case, this definition is trivial. 
1.6.29 Definition: A prime ring R is said to be bounded if 
each essential one-sided ideal of R contains a non-zero 
(two-sided) ide~l of R. 
The following is a theorem of Asano ([2], satz 2.12) 
and l1ichler ([26], theorem 3.5). A short proof is given 
by Lenagan in [23J. 
1.6.30 THEOREH: 
A bounded prime Noetherian Asano order is a Dedekind 
prime ring. 
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IIajarnavis and Lenagan have also proved the following 
important result (see [15], theorem 2.6). 
1.6.31 THEOREH: 
If R is a prime Noetherian ring, then R is an Asano 
. order if and only if \'lecan localise R at each maximal 
ideal P, and the localisation Rp is hereditary. 
1.6.32 Definitions: A ring R is said to be a p.r.i.-ring 
(principal right ideal ring) if every righ~ ideal of R is 
principal. Clearly such a ring is right Noetherian. R is 
a p.l.i.-ring (principal left ideal ring) if evcry left 
ideal of R is principal. 
In [33J, theorcm 3.5, Robson proved 
1.6.33 THEOREH: 
If R is a Dedekind prime ring, then every proper 
homomorphic image of R is an Artinian p.r.i.- and p.l.i.-ring. 
As a partial converse to 1.6.33, Hajarnavis has shOl-ll1 
([14J, theorems 3.5 and 2.2):-
1.6.34 THEOREH: 
Let R be a bounded prime Noetherian ring such that 
every proper homomorphic image of R is an Artinian p.r.i.-
and p.l.i.-ring. Then R is a Dedekind prime ring. 
Theorem 1.6.34 is the starting point of our results 
in chapter l~, where ",e study Noetherian rings for \"1hich 
every ideal of every proper factor ring is principal as 
a right. ideal. 
Chapter 2. 
D-, RD-, AND- PD-RINGS. 
(Generalizations of Quasi-Frobenius Rings). 
In this chapter we will introduce Quasi-Frobenius 
rings and define three generalizations of these rings, 
namely D-rings, RD-rings and PD-rings. \'ie \l1ill sho\'l that 
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for self-injective rings, these three classes of rings all 
coincide with self-injective self-cogenerator rings, as 
studied by Osofsky in [30J. Examples relating to topi.cs 
discussed in- this chapter are given in chapter 3, and we 1;lill 
frequently refer to these examples. In particular, chapter 3 
contains examples to sho\'1 that D-rine;s, RD-rings and PD-rings 
need not be self-injective, and that these classes of rings 
do not all-Jays coincide. Our definition of a D-ring coincides 
\·ri th the dcfini tion of an annihilator rine; as given in [36J, 
\1herc .Skornjakov proves an interesting result on self-injective 
D-rings. He generalize this result in § 3, and using 
Skornjakov's methods, sho\'1 that finitely generated modules 
over D-rings are finite dilJensional. Several other authors 
have also proved results applicable to D-rings, particularly 
in the self-injective case, notably in [19J, [21], [22'] and 
[38J. Hm-/ever, we are concerned mainly with arbitrary D-rings, 
no detailed study of which has previously been undertaken. 
Our definition of RD-rincs' and PD-rings is apl)arently ne1l1. 
§ 1 Introduction. 
\Ie start this section \vi th Hakayama t s original 
definition of'a Quasi-Frobenius ring, and two well-known 
results on such rings. 
2.1.1 Definition ([28]): IJet R be an Artinian ring ,'lith 
a representative set of idempotents {e .. : 1~i~n, 1~j~tJ..J. 
J.J 
R is said to be a Quasi-Ji'robcnius ring if there is a 
permutation f1' on £1, ••• tn} such that for each i, 
< e R 
(i) 1'1(i)1 ~ e. 1E , a minimal right ideal of R. e.fi (i)1 J J. r 
Rei1 (ii) Je
i1 
~ El e'r-(i)1' a minimal left ideal of R. 
2.1.2 THEOREH: 
An Artinian ring R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring if and 
only if 
(i) I = rl(l) for every right ideal I of R. 
(ii) L = lr(L) for every left idealL of R. 
Proof: See [28J, theorem 6. 
The following theorem, proved by Eilenberg and 
Nakayama, [9]. and others, der.lOnstrutes the connection behleen 
Quasi-Frobenius rings and self-injective rings. 
2.1.3 THEOREH: 
The following conditions on a right Noetherian ring R 
are equivalent:-
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
R is a (~uasi-Frobel1ius ring. 
R is right self-injective • 
. 
R is left self-injective. 
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Proof: See [1 OJ , theorem 1. 
In [1 cD , Ikeda defined a Dr (respectively Dl ) rin6 to 
be an Artinian ring in \"111ich (i) (respectively (ii» of 
theorem 2.1.2 holds. Since then, however, this notation has 
not been used. We adapt Ikeda's notation, makinG the natural 
generalization of Quasi-Frobenius'rings suggested by 2.1.2 • 
2.1.4 Definition: A D-ring is a ring R in which 
(i) I = rl(I) for every right ideal I of R. 
(ii) L = lr(L) for every left ideal L of R. 
• 
In a D-rin6 H, ';le have an 'inverted' duality bet ... lcen 
the riGht ideal structure and the left ideal structure of TI, 
eiven by 
2.1.5 Duality (for aD-ring TI): 
" (a) I ~ leI) for each richt ideRl I of R. 
(b) L ~'r(L) for cRch left ideal L of R. 
(This duality is 'inverted' in the sence that if 11 , 12 are 
riGht ideals of It, and 11 =:: 1 2 , then 1(I1 ) 2. 1(I2 ) ). This 
duality, together with the observRtion that every proper right 
ideal of n is contained in a naximal right ideal of R, 
immediately 6ives 
2. 1 • 6 LEm·lA: 
Let I be a right ideal of aD-ring R. Then 
(i) I is a llIinimal rie;ht ideal ~ leI) is a maximal left 
ideal of R. 
(ii) I is a maxir:ml ric;ht ideal ~ 1(I) is a minimal left 
ideal of H. 
(iii) Every non-zero riGht. ideal of R contains a minimal 
right ideal, i.e. E is an essential right ideal. 
r 
a collection of right ideals of 
a ring R. Then clearly l( E I ) = (11(I ), a fact \'le ... !ill 
'X€x x xeX x 
use frequently. \Ie complete our initial observations on 
D-rings by showing a dual relation to this. 
2.1.7 LEJ.1HA: 
Let rI } €v be a collection of right ideals of l x x .I\. 
aD-ring R. Then 
Proof: l( nIx) 
xeX 
as required. 
Ie () I ) = E leI ). 
x x x€X x<;:x 
= l( () rI(I » 
XE.X X 
= Ire E leI » 
xeX x 
2.1.8 Definition: A ring R is said to be a ~ight RD-ring 
(~ight restricted'D-ring) if 
(i) If'r(J):: rl(I)A r(J) for each right ideal I of R. 
(ii) L + J = lr(L) + J for each Ie~t ideal L of R. 
'Similarly, R is a left RD-ring if 
(a) L f\ l(J) :;:; Ir (L)n I(J) for each left ideal L of R. 
, 
(b) I + J = rl(I) + J for each riGht ideal I.of R. 
R is said to be an RD-ring if R is both a right and 
a left RD-ring. Clearly a D-rine is also an 1m-ring. 
-
Let R be a right RD-ring, and let I and L be right and 
left ideala of R respectively. If J S L, then J ~ JJ ~ Ir (L), 
so L:: L + J = Ir(L) + J = lr(L). Sicilarly, if I ~r(J), 
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then rl(I) ~ rlr(J) = r(J), so I = Ir\r(J) = rl(I)11 r(J) = rl(I). 
Suppose I()r(J) = 0, so r(l(I) + J) = rl(I)Ar(J) = If\r(J) = O. 
Thus leI) t J = lr(I(I) + J) = R. But J is superfluous, 
so leI) = U, and thus I = O. Hence r(J) is an essential right 
ideal of R (a dual property to the fact that J is a superfluous 
left ideal of R). 
In 2.2.2 we show that right RD-rings are semi-perfect. 
In anticipation of this result, we now make the following 
definition. 
2.1.9 Definition: A ring R is said to be a right PD-ring (right 
partial D-ring) if R is semi-perfect and 
(i) I ='rl(I) for each right ideal I contained in r(J). 
(ii) L = lr(L) for each left ideal L containing J. 
(iii) r(J) is an essential right ideal of R. 
A left PD-rin~ is defined in the obvious way, and a right 
and left PD-ring is called a PD-ring. 
If L is a left ideal of a ring R.with J5 L, then 
clearly r(I~)S r(J), and dually, if I is a right ideal of R, 
I.s:r(J)~ then clea.rly J:= lr(J)C::: HI). It follo\<1s that ifR 
is a right RD-ring or a right PD-rine, then \.,e have a duality 
between the right ideals of R contained in r(J) and the left 
ideals of R contairiing J, given by 
2.1.10 Duality (for a right RD-ring or a right PD-ring R):-
(a) I -t leI) for each riGht ideal I contained in r(J). 
(b) J .. -1 r(J~), for each 'left ideal L containing J. 
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2 .1 • 11 LEl·1HA: 
Let R be a right RD-ring or a riGht PD-ring, and let 
I and L be a right and.a left ideal of R respectively. Then 
(i) I is a minimal right ideal of R ~ 1(1) is a maXil:1al 
left ideal of R. 
(ii) L is a maximal left ideal of R ~ r(L) is a minioal 
right ideal of R. 
(iii) E = r(J), an essential right ideal of R. 
r 
Proof: Since r(J) is an essential right ideal of R, r(J) 
contains every minimal right ideal of R, i.e. E ~ r(J). 
r 
(i) and (ii) now follow from the duality 2.1.10. But E is 
r 
the sum of all minimal right ideals, so by (i) and (ii), 
leE ) is the intersection of all maximal left ideals of R, 
r 
i.e. leE ) = J. Therefore, E = rl(E ) = r(J) as required. 
r r r 
In an analogous way to 2.1.7, we can c?mplete our 
ini tial observations on TID-rings and PD-rings \.,.i th the 
follovring lemma. 
2 • 1 • 12 LEi'iNA: 
Let R be a right PD-ring. Then 
(i) If (I }vcv is a collection of right ideals of R, each x ~ .. _J.~ 
contained in r(J), then l( n I ) =E leI ). 
.' x~x x xEX x 
(ii) If [L 1 ~{is a collection of left ideals of R, each 
x XE, 
containing J, then r( A L )"= E r(L ). 
X x '{ x . XE. X€.i 
Further, if R is a right RD-rine, then (i) and (ii) 
above hold, in addition to 
(iii) If [I } ~v is a collection of right ideals of R, then 
x X<:.i~ 
1( () I ) + J 
X 
xeX 
= ElCIX)+J· 
XEX 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are straie;htfor\'Jard and left to the 
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reader (c.f. 2.1.7). SU9pose R is a right RD-ring, and [Ix}x£X 
is a collection of right ideals of R. Then 
r( r; l(I ) + J) = () l(I)(\ (J) 
xeX x x~Xr x r = n I r\r(J) xG:'X x 
= r1( ('\ I )(\ r(J) = 
xeX x 
r(l«() I ) + J), 
xE!X x 
and (iii) fo1lo ... lS immediately. 
We will observe some properties of right RD-rings and 
right PD-rings in the next section, but in this chapter \le 
are mainly concerned with rings \·,i th bJO-sided conditions.' 
In this section, we have defined four such classes of rings, 
namely 
Class 1: Quasi-Frobenius rings. 
Claes 2: D-rings. 
Class 3: RD-rings. 
Class 4: PD-rine;s. 
In 2.2.2 we show that right RD-rings are semi-perfect, 
and hence are riGht PD-rings. Clearly now 
class 1 =- class 2 =- class 3 ~ class Ir• 
VIe \'.1ill see (in 2.2.9) that PD-rings are a natural Generalization 
of Nakayama I s original definition of Quasi-J'robeni us rings 
(2.1.1), and will deduce that in the Artinian case (in fact 
even the right Noetherian case - see 2.2.10) these four 
classes coincide. In 2.2~8 we show that RD-rings are 
continuous PD-rings, and conversely. Continuous rings are 
a Beneralizu'tion of self-injective rines, and in 2.2.14 \/e 
show that in the self-injective case, classes 2, 3 and 4 
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each coincide with the class of self-injective self-cogenerator 
rings (defined in 2.2.11) as studied by Osofsky in [30]. 
HOvlever, in 3.2.2 'Vle give an example of aD-ring vlhich is not 
self-injective, showing that class 1 I class 2. In 3.2.3 
we give an example to show class 2 I class 3, and in 3.2.5 
vie sho\'1 class 3 I ciass 4. 
§ 2 Characterizations of D-, RD-, and PD-rines. 
2.2.1 THEOREt-!: 
Let R be a ring such that l(I"r(J» = 1(1) + J for 
each right ideal I of R •. The~ idempotents can be lifted over J. 
2 Proof: Suppose a € R and a - a E. J. By Zorn's lemma, there 
is a right ideal I of R maximal with respect to the property 
I()r(J)S rea). NOvl a E: lr(a)~ l(IAr(J» = 1(1) + J, so 
there is an element b e 1(1) with b ~ a 5 0.2 ~ b 2 mod (J). 
2 2 2 2 
NO\'T b E: lr(b ) and a - b- c:: J, so a € lr(b ) + J, and hence 
r(b2 )f\ r(J) = r(lr(b2 ) + J) £ rea). But be 1(1) so 
IS 1'1(1) ~ r(b)~ r(b2 ), and by the maximality·of I, 
I = reb) :: r(b2 ). Suppose x E R and.bx ~ reb), so b 2x = o. 
Then x E r(b2 ) = reb), i.e. bx :: O. Therefore, bRf"r(b) = O. 
No\·/b(1 - b) E J, so (1 - b)r(J)~ reb), and hence 
(1 - b)(bRf\r(J».s bRAr(b) :: o. Clearly no\·/ bR"r(J) = br(J). 
But a 
2 
so (1 - a) - (1 - a) e J, and in the same way as the above 
we can find an element c e R with c ~ 1 - a mod (J) and 
cRrlr(J) = (1 - a)r(J). If x E r(J)~· then a - a 2 € J so 
ax = a.2x. Hence ar(J)(\ (1 - a)r(J) S 0.(1 - a)r(J) c::: Jr(J) = 0,. 
so bR ""' eR (\ r (J) :: O. But nO\"1 I{ = I ( (bH 1\ cl~) /\ r (J ) ) 
= 1 (bR (\ eR) + J, 
and since J is superfluous in 11, H :: l(biU\ cH), so bRf' c:1 :: O • 
. Now b - aE J and c - (1 - a) e J, so (bR $ cR) + J = R, and 
since J is superfluous, R =·bR ~ cR. Now by 1.2.8, bI{ :: eR 
. 2 for some e - e E: R, and since b - a € J, 
aR + J = bH + J :: eR + J. It follo1:1S from 1.2.16 that a can 
be lifted over J, as required. 
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2.2.2 THEOREH: 
A right TID-ring is semi-perfect, and hence is a right 
PD-ring. 
Proof: Let R be a right 1m-ring and let I be a right ideal 
of R. Then 1(I0r(J» = l(rl(I)A r(J» = lr(l(I) + J) = l(I) + J, 
so by 2.2.1 idempotents can be lifted over J. 110\{ by 1.1.2, 
E = L.(!}M 
r x X€X 
for some collection lH} X of minimal right. 
_ l.! x XIS: ~ 
ideals of R. For eachy E X, let Fy = E H • Clearly 
XG:X x 
x/y 
so by 2.1.12 R = L l(F ). NOvl by 2.1.11, E = r(J), so 
x r XEX 
J = leE ). But for each x e: X, 
_ r 
E 
r -'V 
F 
x 
Nx ' a simple right 
l(F ) l(F ) 
= 0, 
R-module, 60 by the duality 2.1.10 x x ICE ) = J is a simple r 
R " left R-module, hence a simple left J - module. But R ~ l(F ) 
= X€X x' 
so 
lIenee by 1.2.2 R J 
a completely reducible l~ft ~ - rJodule. 
is seT!1i-simple Artinian, so by 1.4.3, 
R is semi-perfect. It fol10\-/s from our remarks following the 
definition of a. right TID-ring (2.1.8) that R is a right PD-ring. 
2.2.3 Remarks: In defining ri8ht RD-rings and right PD-rings 
we introduced certain conditions on a ring R. In 2.2.2 we 
observed that the condition described in 2.2.1 is also 
satisfied by right RD-rings, so for the purposes of this 
discussion \'Ie number this condition 2.1.8(iii). Hence \-/e have:-
2.1.8(i) lor(J) = rl(I)(\r(J) for encll right ideal I 
of TI. 
2.1.8(ii) L + J = lr(L) + J for each left ideal L of R. 
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2.1.8(iii) l(Inr(J» = 1(I) + J for each right ideal I 
of H. 
I = rl(I) for each right ideal I contained 
in l' (J). 
2.1.9(ii) L = lr(L) for each left ideal L containing J. 
2.1.9(iii) r(J) is an essential right ideal of R. 
Notice that 2.1.8(i) is a natural dual to 2.1~8(ii), and 
2.1.9(i) is a natural dual to 2.1.9(ii). Further, 2.1.8(iii) 
is a natural dual to the fact that r(L + J) = r(L)~r(J) for 
each left ideal L of R, and 2.1.9(iii) is a natural dual to 
the fact that J is a superfluous left ideal of R. \"Ie have 
already observed that 2.1.8(i) ~ 2.1.9(i), 2.1.8(ii) =7 2.1.9(ii) 
and 2.1.8(i) + (ii) ~2.1.8(iii), and it is easy to sec 
2.1.8(iii) =9 2.1.9(iii) (c.f. the proof of 2.2.1). If L is 
a left ideal of R then L + J~ lr(L) + J.~ lr(L -I- J), so 
clearly 2.1.9(ii) =9 2.1.8(ii). Suppose R satisfies ;2 .. 1.8(iii) 
and 2.1.9(i), and let I be a riCht ideal of R. Then 
Inr(J) = rl(I{\r(J» = r(l(I) + J) = rl(I)n r(J), so 
2.1.8(1ii) + 2.1.9(i) =? 2.1.8(i). Hence 
.. 
2.1.9(i) ... (1i) + 2.1.8(iii) {:-::} 2.1.8(i) + (ii), and it follo\'1S 
that R is a 1m-ring if and only if Ris a right P])-ring 
satisfying 2.1.8(iii). Now 2.1.8(iii) is the condition we 
used to lift idcmpotents, and in 3.1.7 we give an example 
of a ring satisfyihg 2.1.9(i) + (ii) + (iii) in which 
idemrJotcnts .. cannot be lifted, so this example is not a right 
PD-ring. Notice that Z, the ring of rational integers, is 
semi-simple, so trivially satisfies 2.1.8(iii), but Z is not 
semi-perfect. In 3.1.3 and 3.1.[1- Ide give examples of hlo rings 
satisfying 2.1.8(iii), the first also satisfyine 2.1.8(i) and 
the second satisfying 2.1.8(ii), but neither being semi-perfect. 
Hence \'1e need the full force of right RD-rings to prove 
theorem 2.2.2 • It is this theorem that justifies the 
terninology 'partial D~ring' used in definition 2.1.9 • 
In an analogous ",ray to· the Artinian case (see v8J), 
1Ile no\.,r have 
2.2.4 PROPOSITION: 
(i) 
Let R be a right PD-ring. Then 
E = El = the sum of all minimal ideals of R. r, 
(ii) If e is a primitive idempotent of R, then eR is 
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a uniform right ideal of R and eEl' is a minimal right ideal 
of R. 
Proof: ny 2.1.11 Er = r(J) and by 1.5.9 r(J) = El , so Er = El • 
NowE is an essential right ideal of R, so clearly every 
. r 
minimal ideal of R is contained in Er - The duality 2.1.10 now 
shows that the set of all minim~l ideals of R is precisely 
the set of all right annihilators of maximal ideals of R. nut 
R J is semi-simple Artinian, so J is the intersection of all 
maximal ideals of R, so by 2.1.12 r(J) = E is the sum of all r 
minimal i deals of H, so (i) holds. Finally, if e is a prili1i t i ve 
idempotent of R, then R(1 - e) + J is a maximal left ideal, so 
eE = eR()r(J) = r(R(1 - e) + J) is a ainimal right ideal of R. 
r 
Since E is an essential right ideal of R, (ii) follows easily. 
r 
It follo\,IS immediately from 2.2.4 and 1.5.10 that 
a ser.li-prime riGht.. PD-ring is a semi-simple Artinian ring. 
In 3.1.6 we give an example to show that the converse 
of proposition 2;2.4 does not hold. However, we will see that 
under symmetric conditions \'Ie can establish a converse, 
enabling us to . sho\-I that a PD-ring is a natural generalization 
of a Quasi-Frobenius ring. In preparation, we mruce the 
following definition which, according to Kato, is due to 
F. Kasch. 
2.2.5 Definition: A ring R is said to be a right S-ring if 
every proper left ideal of R has non-zero right annihilator. 
R is a left S-ring if every proper right ideal of R has 
non-zero left annihilator, and is an S-ring if it is both 
a rieht and a left S-ring. 
Since every proper left ideal of a ring R is contained 
in a naxiJ;.lal left ideal of R, clearly R is a right S-ring 
if and only if r(L) ! ° for each maxi~al left ideal L of R. 
Hence a right PD-ring is a right S-ring. 
We now give two well-known results concerning S-rings. 
2.2.6 LEI-·InA: 
Let n be a right S-ring and sup}ose R J is sel:li-simple 
Artinian. Then lr(L) + J = L + J for each left ideal L of R. 
Proof: If L is a maxiI:ml left ideal of R, then L ~ lr(L) ! R, 
since r(L) ! 0, GO clearly L = lr(L). 0UI)lJose no\'l 14 is any 
proper left ideal. 
L + J = L1 (\ ••• l\ Ln 
lIm.,. for each . i, L::; 
L + J£ lr(L) + J~ 
as required~ 
R 
J is seni-sinplo Artinian, so 
for SOr.1C TO c?xi mal left ideals L1 , •• ,Ln· 
L. , so lr (L) := L .• Hence 
~ ~ 
L1 f\ ••• ("ILn = L + J, so L + J = lr(L) + J 
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2.2.7 tmH'1A: 
A ring n is a right S-ring if and only if every si~ple 
left R-module is isomorphic to a minimal left ideal of R. 
Proof: Suppose R is a rif;h"c S-ring and II is a sir:lple left 
R-module. Choose ° f. m E 1-1, so H = Rill. Let L = [x E R: xm = OJ, 
a proper left ideal of R. Now r(L) f. 0, so choose ° f. z £ r(L) 
\'1hence clearly xm = ° =} xz = 0. Hence vIe can define an 
R-epimorphism f:H ~ Rz by f(rm) = rz for each r 6: R. Since 
11 is simple, f is clearly an isomorphism, so H ~ Rz, and 
Rz must be a minimal left ideal of R. Conversely, suppose 
every simple left R-module is isomorphic to a minimal" left. 
ideal of R, and suppose L is a maximal left ideal of R. 
R t is a simple left R-module, so there is a R-monomorphism 
f:~ -t R. Suppose f(1 + L) = z f. 0. E'or, each 1 E L, 
lz = If(1 + L) = f(l + L) = 0, so ° I- z E r(L). Hence R is 
a right S-ring as required. 
In a similar Hay to the Artinian case (see [18J and [28J), 
\ile no\'1 establish hlO churacterizati9ns of PD-rings. 
2.2.8 PROPOSITION: 
A semi-perfect ring n is a PD-ring if and only if 
(i) E = E , and is essential both as a right and as a left 
r 1 .. 
ideal of H. 
(ii) If e is a primitive idempotent of R, then eR and Re are 
uniform right and left ideals respectively. 
Proof: If R is a PD-ring, conditions (i) and (ii) hold by 
2.1.11 and 2.2.4. Conversely, suppose R is a semi-perfect 
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ring satisfying these conditions. If L is a maximal left 
ideal of R, L :: n(1 - e) + J for some idempotent e E R, so 
by 1.5.9 r(L) = eRnr(J) :: eRAEl-l 0 by (i). Hence. R is 
a right S-ring, so by 2.2.6 L :: lr(L) for each left ideal L 
of R containing J. Suppose M is a minimal right ideal of R. 
Clearly He -I 0 for some primitive idempotent e E R, so 
me -I 0 for some m <:;: H, \'ihence H:: meR. Now 0 -I Rmes Ere = Ele, 
a minimal left ideal of R since Re is uniform. But 
N. R R ) Rme :: l(me) = rrID' so leN is a maximal left ideal of R, 
so l(M) = R(1 - f) + J for some primitive idempotent f € R. 
Now H S: rl(H) = fRf\r(J) = fEr' and since fR is unifo~m, 
fE is a minimal right ideal of R. 'l'herefore H :: rl (1-1) :: fE • 
r r-
Suppose I is a right ideal of Randle::; r(J) = El :: E
r
- By 
1.1.2, 1.3.3 and the above, there are primitive idempotents 
I :: (e1R $ ... $ e R)A E (by n r 
idempotent f~ R "lith (e 1R (/l 
vIe may ,assume fE c1R + ... + 
Ell e E • CleCl.rly 
n r 
1.3.3), and there is an 
... ill e R) + n J :: fR + J. 
e R, so fE :: fR (\ E c-
n r r-
A dimenE;ion argument clearly gives fEr = I. Hence 
By 1.2. 'i5 
I. 
1(1) :: R(1 - f) + J, so r1(I) = fRnr(J) :: fE :: I. Thus R r 
is a rir;ht PD-ring, and by symmetry, R is a PD-ring. 
2.2.9 'l'HEOREr1: 
Let R be a se~i-perfect ring with a representative set 
of idempotents {eij : 1~i~n; 1~j~tJ". Then R is a PD-ring 
if and only if there is a permutation .r-f on {1, •• ,n} such 
that for each i, 1~i~n, 
(i) e i 1R is a uniform right ic1ea1 of R, and 
a minimal right ideal of R. 
(ii) Re1"f(i)1 is a uniforr:J left ideal of R, and 
ReM (i) 1 N 
Elel.'1' a minimal left ideal of R. 
Je'M (i)1 
Proof: Suppose R is a PD,-rin~ and 1~i~n. NOVI 0 f. e, 1E , l. r 
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a t1init1a.l right ideal of H by 2.2.4 . By 1.2.11 for ea.ch e jk , 
e'1E e' k -I 0 ~ e· 1E '" 
ejkR 
~ 
e j1R 
#- e'1E e' 1 -I o. l. r J l. r e '1 J e j1 J l. r J J C 
Hence (by 1.5.1 and 1.5.12) there is a unique j E (1, •• ,nJ 
\-lith e i 1Erej1 f. o. Similarly, since Er = El by 2.2.4, for 
each j there is a unique i (1~i,j~n) with e'1E e'1' f. o. l. r J 
Hence \.,rc have a permutation 1'1 on V, •• ,n1 defined by 
'N'(i) = j whenever ei1Erej1 -I O. Clearly no\'1 (i) holds, and 
since Er = El 1.2.11 ShOVIS that (ii) holds. Conversely, suppose 
R, [eij} and 1'1 are as in the statement of the theorerl1. If e 
isa primitive idempotent of R, eR ~ J, so eRe, . ~ J for l.J 
some \'1hence by 1.5.1 eR N e .. R ~ ei1R and Rei1 ~ Re. eij , l.J 
Hence by (ii) , eR and Re are uniform right and left ideals 
respectively. By 1.2.11 and (ii), eijEl e'1'1'(i)1 -I 0 for each eij , 
so eijEl f. O. But eijR ~ ei1R, a uniform right ideal containing 
a (unique) minimal riGht ideal, so eijEr := eijEl • Thus Er ::=:' El , 
, t. 
n l. 
and by s'ymmetry, Er = El • NOVI Er = E E e e,.E , so i=1 j=1 l.J r 
dim «Er)n) = t .. + . . + t . But each e .. R is uniform and I n l.J 
t, 
n J. 
R = L L (D c .. R , so dim (RR) = t1 '+ .. + t • Hence by 1·3.3 
i=1 j=1. l.J n 
Er is an essential right ideal of R. By symnetry, El = Er is 
an essential left ideal of R, so by 2.2.8 R is a PD-ring 
as required. 
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'l'heorem 2.2.9 shO\w that PD-rings can be considered 
as a natural generalization of Nakayama's original definition 
of Quasi-l1'robenius rines. It is nm-l clear that the classes of 
Quasi-Frobenius rings, Artinian D-rings, Artinian RD-rines 
and Artinian PD-rings coincide. In fact \'le can prove a stronger 
result than this. 
2.2.10 THEOREI1: 
. The following conditions on a right Noetherian ring R 
are equivalent:-
(i) R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. 
(ii) R is aD-ring. 
(iii) H is an HD-ring. 
(iv) R is a PD-ring. 
Proof: (i) ~ (ii) is 2.1.2, (ii) ~ (iii) is trivial, and 
(iii) =} (iv) is 2.2.2 • Suppose H is a PD-r~ng cmd x ~ J. 
n n+1) R is riBht Noetherian, so rex ) = rex for some n€ m, 
lilhence' clearly ~(nR 1\ r (x) = O. But J: €.. J, so E = r(J) ~. rex) r 
and E is an essential right ideal of R, so X~{ = 0, i.o. ,xn = O. 
r 
Hence J is a nil ideal, so by 1.6.2 J is nilpotent. Thus 
J = W. N6v R is semi-perfect so R J is Artinian, ,,,hence by 
1.6.3 R is right Artinian. Now by 1.2.4 RR has a composition 
series, R = 10 :=.> 1 1 :::;> ••• ~ Ik = 0 say. Suppose O~ i <k. If 
,.,J Ii 
x E 1(Ii +1 ), then Ii+1-= r(x)AI i • But xli Lnr(x) and l. 
I. 
i 
r:-1 l.+ 
is a simple right R-modu+e, so Xli = T,' .u • 'l'hus r 
. 1(Ii +1 )I i := Er • NO\'1 lie 1: Ii+1 for SOl:1C primitive idempotent 
e E H, so y~¢ Ii+1 for some y E Ii' whence Ii = yeR ~ Ii+1' 
Thus l(I.) = 
l. 
l(ye)('\l(I. 1). But now 
l.+ 
leI. 1) l.+ 
l(I.) 
l. 
leI. 1) l.+ 
= ----~--
l(ye)" leI. 1) l.+ 
N leI. 1)ye ; leI. 1)I.e = E e, l.+ l.+ l. r 
a simple left R-rnodule. Hence, eliminating some terms if 
necessary, the chain 0 = l(I
o
) s 1(I1 ) ~ ••• ~ l(Ik ) = R 
provides a composition series for RR, so by 1.2.4 R is left 
Artinian. (iv) =* (i) nOvl follows from 2.2.9 • 
2.2.11 Definition: A ring R is said to be a right (respectively 
left) self-cogenerator ring if for any right (respectively 
left) R-module H there is an R-monomorphism from N into 
a direct product of copies of R. R is said to be 
a self-cogenerator rin& if it. is both a left and a right 
self-cogenerator ring. 
Self-injective self-cogenerator rings.were studied by 
Osofsky ill [30J. Ue \dll sho\-I that the class of self-injective 
self-cogenerator rings coincide with the classes of 
self-injective D-rings, self-injective RD-rings, and 
self-injective PD-rines. 
2.2.12 LEi·inA ([30] lemma 1 and [22] theorem 1): 
The following conditions on a right self-injective ring R 
are cquivalent:-
(i) R is a left S-ring. 
(ii) R is a right- self-cogenerator ring. 
Proof: (i) ~ (ii): Let 11 be a right R':'module and let H be 
the set of all R.;.homomorphisr.1s from i1R toRR. If 0 -I m cE. 11 
. then by Zorn's Lemma, fiR has a lJaximal submodule K. No"., by 
2.2.7 tficre is an R-homomorphism h': mR -t R 1:/i th kernel K. 
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R is right self-injective, so clearly h' extends to an 
R-homornorphism h:11 -t R. Thus hem) = h' (m) .;. o. Clearly nm·, 
the map f:N -t TT R defined by f(m) = (h(m»h~H is 
h~H 
an R-mOnO!!lOrphism as required. 
(ii) ~ (i): Let I be a proper right ideal of R, and 
suppose f:~ ~ n R is a monomorphism. f .;. 0, so for some 
x€X 
cru10nical epimorphism h:TT R ~ R, 0 f hf:¥ ~ R. 
x<=X 
o .;. hf(1 + I) = z say. Now for each i £ I, 0 = hf(i + I) 
= hf(1 + I)i = zi, 
und so 0 .;. z € 1(I). l'hus H is a left S-ring, as required. 
The ne~~t result was first proved by Kato in [22J, 
theorem 1, although the proof given below is due to 
Bjork ([4J, proposition 2.1). 
2.2.13 THEOREN: 
tet R be a riGht self-injective ring. Then n is a left 
S-ring if and only if I = rl(I) for··cach right' ideal I of R. 
IToof: S~ppose R is a left S-ring, I is a right ideal of R 
and I c:: rl(I). Choose x E.. rl(!), x ¢1. By Zorn's Lemna, 
there is a right ideal K of R maximal with respect to 
. ( ) H xR + I. . 1 I S K c_ xR + I ~ rl I • L~O\V K ' J.S 5J.rap e, so by 2.2.7 
there is an R-homomorphisnt f:xR + I -t R '-lith kernel K, so 
f(I) = 0, f(x) .;. O. Now by 1.3.11 there is an element z C R 
\-lith fCy) = zy for all y E.. xR + I. Thus zI = 0, 
i.e. z E: 1(I) = lrl(I) S l(xH + I). Thus f = 0, a contradiction, 
and I = rl(I) aft6r all. Since the converse is trivial, 
the result follows. 
Since a PD-ring is an S-ring, combining 2.2.12 and 
2.2.13 immediately gives 
2.2.14 COHOLLARY: 
The following conditions on a self-injective ring R 
are equivalent:-
(i) R is an S-ring. 
(ii) R is aD-ring. 
(iii) R is an RD-ring. 
(iv) R is a PD-ring. 
(v) R is a self-cogenerator ring. 
In [19J, Ikeda and Nakayama investigated the relationship 
between certain conditions on right and left annihilators 
,and R-hol:1omorphisms bebreen right ideals of a ring which are 
give~ by left multiplication by an element of the rin~. Their 
• 0 
resul ts are applicable to the classes of rin"gs under 
consideration here. Our next result is a modification of 
theorem 1 (i) of [19J. (Put A = R in the follm,ring for Ikeda's 
and Nakayama's result). 
2.2.15 ~HHA:" 
Let A be an ideal of a ring R and suppose x € R. Then 
xIU) A = rl (x) A A if and only if every left R-holilOmorphis:n 
f:Hx -7 A is given by right multiplication by an element of R. 
Proof: Suppose xRf\A = rl(x)(\ A and f:Rx -7 A is a left 
. R-homomorphism. If· r E. l~ then 0 = rx =? 0 = f(rx) = rf(x), 
so lex) S l(f(x». Therefore, f(x) E rl(f(x»f"\ AS rl(x)1l A 
= xRnA, 
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so f(x) = xz for some z c R. Clearly f is given by right 
multiplication by z. Conversely, suppose every R-hornomorphism 
f:Rx ~ A is given by right multil)lication. If a E rl(x)i\ A, 
then .. ,e can define an R-homor;lOrphism f:Rx ~ A by f(rx) = ra 
for each r ~ R, so rex) ::: a. Now for some z E R, xz = f(x) = a, 
so a E. xu. Thus rl(x)() AS xR. Since xRA A ~rl(x) 1"\ A 
trivially, the result follows. 
2.2.16 COROLL~~Y: 
Let L be a left ideal of a right RD-ring R, and suppose 
lr(L) = Rx for some x £ R. Then L = Rx. 
Proof: He use the same method as in the proof of 2.2.13. 
Suppose L I Rx, so by Zorn's Lemma there is a left ideal K 
of R ma:dmal \.,.i th respect to the property L <;;;; K c:. lr (L) = Rx. 
Now a right RD-ring is a right S-ring, so by 2.2.7 there is 
an R-hornoL1orphism f:Rx --i'I' El with l<:ernel K, .~o feLl = 0, 
f(x) I 0. ButEl ::: r(.J) and :x:R(\r(J) = rl(x)Ar(J), so by 
2.2.15-f is given by right multiplication by an element z E R. 
Thus Lz =0, so z E reL) = rlr(L) =.r(x). Hence f'::: 0, 
a contradiction. Therefore, L ::: Rx as required. 
We will find 2.2.16 above useful in our study of 
RD-rings, but before continuing this study we observe the 
follm-;inr.; characterization of D-rings. The proof of this 
theorem also uses the ucthods given in 2.2.13 (taken from [4]) 
together \.,.i tll techniques developed in, [19J • 
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2.2.17 THEOREH: 
The follo .. ling conditions on an S-ring R are equivalent.:-
(i) R is aD-ring. 
(ii) Every R-homomorphisc from a right or left ideal of R 
to R vIi th finitely generated image is given by left or right 
multiplication respectively. 
(iii) Every R-homomorphism from a right or left ideal of R 
to R vlith simple image is given by left or right multiplication. 
respectively. 
Proof: (ii) ~ (iii) is trivial and (iii) ~ (i) is proved 
in e:;:actly thesarae \'1ay as 2.2.13, so vie prove (i) =9 (ii). 
Suppose then that R is a D-ring. Suppose l 1 , l2 are right 
ideals of Rand f:l 1 + l2 ~ R is an R-homomorphism such that 
bot~ fl
l1
:I1 ~ R and f ll2 :l2 ~ R ore given by left 
multiplication by elements z1' z2 E R respectively. Now if 
x IS l1 '" l2 then z1 x = f(x) = z2x, so clearly·' 
z1 - z~ E 1(l1nl2 ) = 1(l1 ) + 1(l2 )· Hence z1 - z2 = Y1 + Y2 
for some Y1 e 1(I 1 ), Y2 E 1(l2 ). But nm'l if a1 IS I 1 , a2 C l2 
then Y1 a 1 = Y2a2 = 0 so f(a1 + aa) = f(a1 ) + f(a2 ) 
But z1 - z2 = Y1 + Y2' so z1 - Y1 = z2 + Y2' whence 
f(a1 + u 2 ) = (z1 - Y1)(a1 + u2 )· Hence f is also given by 
left multiplication. lIm;! Sup~)ose I is a right ideal of Rand 
. f:I ~ R is an R-holiiomorphisrJ, \dth finitely generated image. 
Let K = Ker f. Now is finitely generated, so 
there exist elements x1 ' •• , xn E. I \d th I = X 1R + •• + xnR + K. 
Clearly flK is Given by left multiplication by 0 E R, and 
by 2.2.15 fl" R:x.R -7 R is given by left multiplication 
x. 1. 
1. 
for 1" i.:;. n. Repeated application of the above nO\'1 ShOHS 
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f is given by left multiplication. This and symmetry proves 
(i) ~ (ii) as required. 
In view of 1.3.11, theorem 2.2.17 can be considered 
as a generalization of 2.2.14 • Now continuous rings can 
also be considered as a generalization of self-injective rings, 
so we nO\'1 investigate the part 'continuity' plays in 2.2.14 • 
2.2.18 THEOREH: 
A ring R is a right RD-ring if and only if R is a right 
continuous right PD-ring. 
Proof: Suppose R is a right RD-ring, hence also a right 
PD-ring. Let I be a right ideal of H. lIm·! 1(1) + J = Re + J 
for sone e :: e2 e R, and by 1.2.15 we may assume eEl(!). 
Thus rl(I)S r(e) :: (1 - e)n. No\'! Er :: El = r(J), so 
IAr(J) :: rl(I)Ar(J) = r(l(I) + J) :: (1 - e)RAr(J) = 
Hence (1 - e)E SI-::=rl(I)S (1 
r 
)R ("" 'p" - e ~. ~~nce ~ ~s an 
r 
(1 - e)E • 
r 
essential 
right ideal of R it follows that (1 - e)R is an essential 
extension of I. Now suppose e is any-idempotent of R, x € R 
and h:eR ~ xR is an isomorphism. Let y :: h(e) :: h(e)e = ye. 
If r E. H,' clearly er :: 0 ** h(er) = 0 R yr :: 0, so r(y) = r(e), 
\·rhcnce lr(y) :: lr(e) :: Re. But no\'1 by 2.2.16, Ry = Re, so 
e = zy for SOr:1C Z ~ H. Let f = yez, an idempotent by 1.5.2 • 
Nov, e :: zy, 2 so clearly fy :: ye :: y. Hence 
fR :: yezR~ yR :: fyR ~ fR, s? iR :: yR :: h(e)R :: h(eR) = xR. 
Thus xl1 iD iclcmpotently generated, so R is riGht continuous. 
Conversely, suppose-R is a right continuous right PD-ring. 
Let I be a right ideal of R and lateR be an essential 
extension of I where e :: e2 E R. Now 
eEl:' = eRClE
r 
= I(\E
r 
= It\r(J). But I ~ eR, so 
rl(I) == rl(e) = eR, ,·,hence Ir'\r(J) ~ rl(I)nr(J) ~ eR(\E 
r 
= Inr(J). 
Hence If\r(J) = rl(I)"r(J). It follovis (for example from 
2.2.6) that R is a right RD-ring. 
2.2.19 THEOREH: 
A ring R is an RD-ring if and only if R is a continuous 
S-ring. 
Proof: It follo\'/'s from 2.2.18 that an RD-ring is a continuous 
S-ring, so we suppose R is, a continuous S-ring and deduce 
that R is an RD-ring. Let t be a maximal left ideal of R. 
. R rJ If 0 I z E r(L), then (as shown in 2.2.7) E = Rz, so Rz is 
a minimal left ideal of R. Hence r(L) == El , so l(El)~ lr(L). 
Now r(L) I 0, so L~ lr(L) I R and by the caximality of L, 
L = lr(L). Therefore l(El)~ lr(L) = L. Thus .. l(El ) is 
contained in every maxinal left ideal of R, so leEl ) S J. , 
Suppose I is a riGht ideal and I ('\ El = O. No,.., I has 
an essential extension of the forn eR for some e = e2 c:: R, 
so eRA El = eEl = O. Thus e c: l(El ) := J. But J contains no 
idempoterits, so e = 0 whence I = O. Hence El is an essential 
right ideal, and in particular El contains every minimal right 
ideal, so E ~ El - Hence by symmetry, ,E = El • \-10 have also r " r 
established that l(El ) -= J. But by Nalmya~ila's Ler.lma (1.1.4) 
if M is a minimal left ideal of R then JM = 0, so J~ l(El ) 
whence J = l(El ) =-l(Er ). Let L be a maximal left ideal 
of R. r(L) I 0, so' there is a minimal right ideal M ~ r(L). 
Let e be an ,idempotent with eR an essential extension of H, 
so clearly 11 = eR f\ E = eE • NO\·! 
·r r 
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z€ l(H)~zeE = o~ zeE:.-l(E) = J# zER(1 - e) + J. 
r "r 
But 11 S. r(L), so L =- 100 = R(1 - e) + J f. R, and by the 
maximality of L, L = R(1 - e) + J. Thus every maximal left 
ideal of R is of the form R(1 e) + J for some idempotent 
e E R. The same arguments applied in 1.4.3 now show that 
Ris semi-perfect. Suppose f is a primitive idempotent of R, 
so L = R(1 - f) + J is a maximal left ideal. Now as above, 
there is an idempotent. e E R \1ith eE a minimal right~ ideal 
. r 
and L = l(eE ) = R(1 - e) + J. Then 
r 
fE = r(R(1 - f) + J) = reL) = r(R(1 - e) + J) 
r 
eE 
r' 
a minimal right ideal. Since Er = El is an essential right 
ideal, it follows that fR is a uniform right ideal. This, 
symmetry, and 2.2.8 sho\'/ that R is a PD-ring, so by 2.2.18 
R is an RD-ring, as required. 
Theorem 2.2.19 can be considered as a generalization 
of our result on self-injective RD-rings (2".2.14(i) ~ (iii». 
It is also a generalization of the follo\,ling result, \'lhich 
. \-TaS proved by Utumi in [L~oJ, theorem 7.10 • 
2.2.20 COROLL~RY: 
Let R be an Artinian ring. Then R is continuous if and 
only if R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Proof: Clearly "by 2.2.19 it is enough to sho\'1 that if R is 
continuous' then R is an S-ring. Sup)ose then R is an Artinian 
continuous ring. Let H be a minil;1al right ideal of R and 
suppose j Eo: J 'Vlith jI1 f. 0, \'lhence clearly r(j){'\ 11 = o. 
1'10\1 H has an essential extension fR for SOLle idempotent f E: R, 
" 
so r(j)f\fR = o. Therefore fR ~ jfR. But R is continuous, 
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so jfR is generated by an idempotent, and jfR ::::- J \'/hich' 
co~tains no ide~potents, a contradiction. Thus JM = 0, 
so JE = 0, i.e. E S r(J). NO\J if L is a maximal left ideal r r . 
of R then L = R(1 - e) + J for sowe idempotent e £ R, and 
since R is Artinian ° I E ('\ eR == eRn r(J) = r(R(1 - e) + J) 
r 
= r(L). 
Hence R is a right S-ring. The result now follows by symmetry. 
We end this section with some notation. In 2.2.4 we 
proved that if R is a D-ring, a riGht RD-ring or a right 
PD-ring, then Er = EI = the sum of all minimal ideals of R. 
For convenience, we now introduce 
2.2.21 Notation: If R is a ring in \;lhich Er = El , then \'le 
\;lri te E(R) or simply E instead of Er or. E1 • The symbol E 
will not be used for any other purpose, and its use will 
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§ 3 Properties of D-, RD-, and I'D-rings. 
We start this section by considering the relationship 
between a ring R, which is either a D-ring, an RD-ring or 
a I'D-ring, and fRf, \'1here f is a generating idempotent of R 
(i.e. R = RfR). The reader is asked to recall 1.5.13 to 
1.5.16 (inclusive) in particular. In this situation, ,,,e apply 
our standard notation to R. Thus J = J(R), the Jacobson 
radical of R, and if X is a subset of R then leX) :: lR(X) 
(even if X~ fRf). It is straightforward to verify that 
J{fHf) :: fJf. 
2.3.1 PROPOSITION: 
Let f be a generating idempotent of a ring R, and let 
I be a right ideal of fRf. Then 
(i) lfllf(I)::: fl(I)f :: fl(IR $ (1 - f)ll). 
(ii) rfRflfRf(I):: rl(I)f :: frl(IR $ (1 - f)R)f. 
Proof: Clearly IR is a riGht ideal of TI, IR'S fR, and I :: IRf. 
Now 1 - f e 1(1), so 1(1) :: l(I)f + R(1 - f) and 
l(I)f ::: l(IH)(\ TIf = l(IH l£i (1 - f)H). Ho,,! R :: HfR, so 
l(I)f = H.fRl(I)f. But fHl(I)f:=.1(1)fr.fTIf::: lfRf(l), so 
l(I)f ::;. HlfI{f(I):;:; 1(I)f. ~hU5 
IHnu(I) ::: l(I)f ::: l(IR ttl (1 - f)R). Clearly no\" (i) holds, 
as well as a symmetrical result for right annihilators of 
left ideals. of fRf. Hou I ~ fR! so rl (1).s rl(f) :: fR and 
z tE: r(1(1)f) ¢:::? fz E 1'1(1) ¢=> z E rl(I) $ (1 - f)R. Hence 
rfRrlfRf(I) :: fr(ltRf(1»f :: fr(RlfRf(I»f :: fr(l(I)f)f 
:: frl(1)f. 
Since rlCI) ~ fRand. l(I)f :: l(IR 19 (1 - f)R), the result 
follo\'lS • 
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2.3.2 THEOREt·1: 
Let f be a generating idempotent of a ring R. Then 
(i) R is a right PD':ring =9 fRf is a right PD-ring. 
(ii) R is a right RD-r~ng =? fTIf is a right RD-ring. 
(iii) R is aD-ring ~ fRf is a D-ring. 
Proof: (iii) follous immediately from 2.3.1 • Suppose R is 
a right PD-ring, so by 1.5.13. fRf. is semi-perfect. No\t 
J(fRf) = fJf and Jf = RfRJf = TIfJf, so by 2.3.1 
rfRf(fJf) = r(Jf $ R(1 - f»f = r(J + R(1 - f»f 
= (E (\ fn ) f = fEf. 
If I is a right ideal of fRf then IR .= fR so clearly 
(I (1 fEf)R = IR A E. It follo\/s that fEf is an essential right 
ideal of fRf. Also r fRflfRf(I) n fEf = rl(I)f () fEf 
= (rl(I)n E)f since 
rl(I) £ rl(f) = fR. If 1. is a loft ideal of fRf, then by 
I f(lr(nL + R(1 - f)} + J)f. 
In particular, if fJf = L then Jf = RfJf S RL, so 
J~ RL + R(1 - f). Clearly now (i) and (ii) hold. 
We will see that the converses of 2.3.2(i), (ii) and (iii) 
do not hold. But first we establish that under two-sided 
conditions 2.3.2(i) does have a converse. 
2.3.3 THEOREt·l: 
Let f be a generating ·idempotent of a ring R. Then 
(i) R is aPD-ring ~ fRf is a PD-ring. 
(ii) R is a self-injective D-ring ~ fllf is a self-injective 
D-ring. 
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Proof: Suppose fUf is a PD-ring. As in 2.3.2 we see that 
fr(J)f = rfRf(fJf) = E(fRf) = IfRf(fJf) = fl(J)f, and since 
RfR = R, it follows that r(J) = l(J). By 1.5.13 R is semi-
perfect, so by 1.5.9 Er = l(J) = r(J) = El = E, so 
E(fRf) = fEf. SuppoGe e is a primitive idempotent of fRf and 
r is a non-zero right ideal of R, with I ~ eR. Now 
I = rRfR = IfR, so 0 I If. Since e E fRf, 
o I efEi = eEf.s If, so 0 I eE = eEfR == Ifn = I. Hence eR 
is a uniform right ideal of R. If g is a primitive idempotent: 
of R, then gR = gRfR 1- J, so gRfnf = gRf 1= J. Hence there 
is a primitive idempotent e E:: fRf \'lith gRe ¢: ~T, so by 1.5.1 
gn N eT{, a uniform right ideal of R \-li th a (unique) minimal 
right R-submodule eE ~ gEe It follO\'IS from 1.3.3 that E is 
an essential right ideal of R. This, symMetry and 2.2.8 show 
R is a PD-ring, so (i) holds by 2.3.2 • (ii) follo\\1s 
immediately from (i), 1.5.16, and 2.2.14 • 
Our next result follows imoediately from a result 
proved by Utumi in [4 oJ , theorem 7.1, under the (\'Ieaker) 
hypothesis that R is a rie;ht continuous ring \'lhich is not 
right ·self-injective. For completeness, we provide a proof 
here which uses the stronger properties of right RD-rings. 
2.3.4 THEOREH: 
Let R.be a right RD-ring, and suppose R is not right 
self-injective. Then there is a primitive idempotent e € R 
such that for any primitive idempotent f cS R, en ~ fR if and 
. only ifeR n fR I O. 
,. 
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Proof: Since R is not right self-injective, by 1.3.11 there 
is a right ideal I of R and an R-homoiuorphism h:I ~ R l"hich 
is not given by left multiplication. Let 1 = e1 + + en-' 
a sum of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of R. For 
each i, define e.h:I ~ e.R by e.h(a) = e.(h(a» for all a e I. 
J. J. J. J. 
Clearly h = e1h + ••• + enh, and h is given by left multiplication 
if and only if each e.h is. Hence we may assume h(I) .= 
J. 
for some i. "'e write e = e .• Let K = [a - h(a):a € I}, J. 
ideal of R. Suppose l(K)e -i- J, so by 1.2.10 l(K)e = Re. 
e = xe for some x 6 l(K). Now x(a - h(a» = 0, that is, 
xa = xh(a) for all a G I, and h(I).!S eR, so 
e.R 
J. 
a right: 
Thus 
xa = xeh(a) = eh(a) = h(a) for all a E I, contradicting the 
assumption that h is not given by left multiplication. Thus 
l(K)e:: J. Then l(K)~ Re1 - e) + J, so 
eE ::: r(R(1 - e) + J) s rl(K)fI r.: = K"E. Suppose a e I, 
o f; a - h(a) E eE. Then h(o.) E eH, so a E. eR, and since 
o f. a - h(a), 0 f. a E: If"IeR. Hence eE ~ I. Nm-r eE 1=- I(\(1 - e)R, 
so hI L ,,(1-e)H is civen by left multiplication, whence h can be 
extended to an R-hor:lOr.lorphism hl:I + (1 - e)R ~ eRe Now 
I + (1 - e)R = eI $ (1 - e)R, and clearly h'l (1-e)R is given by 
left multiplication, but hI is not, so it follows that h'l 
eI 
is not given by left Qultiplication. lience we way assume I ~ eRe 
SUP110se f is an idet:lpotcllt of Rand G: eR ~ fR is an iso::1orphiso. 
. -1 As in 1.5.1, e and e are given by left multiplication, so 
clearly gh:I ~ fl~ io not. Hence as above, fE ~ I -== eR, \>lhence 
o f. eE = f:2: ~ eR f\ fIt, as required. Conversely, if e, f are 
primitive ide:7lpotents and eR () fR f. 0, then 0 -I eE = fE, so 
clearly fe 1: lCE) = J, \'lhence by 1.5.1, eR .V fRo 
Combining 1.5.15, 2.2.1 L;., 2.3.3, and 2.3.4, \-/e now have:-
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2.3.5 COROLLARY: 
The fo110\,,ring condi tio11s on a rine R arc equiva1ent:-
(i) R is a self-injective D-ring. 
(ii) The nxn matrix ring R is a self-injective D-ring 
, 11 
for all 11 E' rr~. 
(iii) Rn is an RD-ring for some n e iN, 1 <" n. 
In 3.2.2 we give an example of a D-ring which is not 
self-injective, so 2.3 .. 5 above shows that the converses 
to 2.3.2(ii) and (iii) do not ho1d~ In 3.1.6 we give an example 
to show that the converse to 2.3.2(i) does not hold. Hence 
the only properties discussed in this chapter that are Norita 
invariant are PD-rings and self-injective D-rinljs. 
Finally, 1;le note that in 3.3.8 \'le give an exar:lple of 
a s~lf-i~jective D-ring R which has an idempotent e E n such 
that eRe is not self-injective and Er(eHe) :: El(eRe) = o. 
Of course RcR I R. 
The fo110\·,ing theorem \'las proved in the Artinian case 
by Ikeda in [18J, theorem 7. 
2.3.6 THEOREH: 
Let R be a ring such that R and every factor ring of R 
is a right PD-ring. Then R is a riGht Artinian ring with 
primary decomposition. Further, if c is a primitive idenpotent 
of R, then eH has a unique co:nposi tion series. 
00 
Proof: Let T= ('\ I n • Suppose T :: 
n=1 
.,., 
eo 
0, so n (Jnn E) :: 
n=1 
o and 
by 2.1.12 U l(Jnn E) :: R. But 1 E.n so for some k £ m, 
n=1 
l(Jk~ E) :: R, whence Jkn E :: 0, and since E is an essential 
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. k 
right ideal, J = O. Even if T lOwe can apply this 
argument to the factor ring R T ' thus obtaining k € ai such 
that Jk = Jk+1 = =. (\ In = T. Suppose F is an ideal of R, 
11=1 
Then F is 
a completely reducible left R-module, so JF =r(Jk ) whence 
F =- r(Jk+1 ). But Jk+1 = Jk, so F So r(Jk) whence E ( R k ) = o. 
r(J ) 
k lIence r(J ) = R, so Jk = O. If t E iN, 1 E::t~k, then R 
Jt 
a right PD-ring and is a finite 
dimensional completely reducible right R-module, so has 
is 
a (right) composition series. It is now straightforward to 
construct a co~position series for RR' so by 1.2.4 R is right 
Artinian. By 1.6.10, to shoyl R has primary decomposition it 
is enough to show that if A is.a meet-irreducible ideal of R 
then A is primary. By considering the factor ring R A \'/e may 
assume A = O. Let M1 , M2 be distinct maximal ideals of R, 
so il1 .; N2 = R. 'rhen 0 = r(H1 + r.l2 ) = rO,I1 )f'lr(H2 ). But 0 is 
meet-irreducible and r(M1 ) I 0, r(M2 ) # 0, a contradiction. 
Hence n has a unique maximal ideal which clearly is J = \'I. 
Since \'l is nilpotent, clearly 0 is primary as required. If 
R is semi-simple Artinian the final statement of the theorem 
is trivial. Since R is right Artinian, it follows by induction 
that we may assume the finnl statement holds in every proper 
factor ring of R, and in pa~ticular in R But if e is 
a pri~itive idempotent of H, then eE is the unique minimal 
riGht R-submodule Of eR, so the result follows easily. 
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Let e be an idempotent of a primary Artinian ring, 
so R = ReR. le 0, le-1 f- 0 for k e IN, No\-' J = J some so 
o f- J k- 1 ',. 1 = HeRJh - ~ vlhence 0 f- eJ le-1 c: eE • 
- r 
Clearly nO\"l if 
fR and Rf are uniform right and left ideals of R respectively 
k-1 for every primitive idempotent fER, then Er = El = J t 
so (by 2.2.8) R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. 
In [1J ~ Satz 5, Asano ShOt-led that an Artinian ring R 
was a principal right and left ideal ring if and only if 
R has primary decomposition and for each primi ti ve ideEipotent 
e E. H, eR and Re have unique composition series (i.e. if and 
only if R is a uniserial ring). Combining'this result \-li th 
our comments above and with 1.6.14 and 2.3.6, we 
immediately get 
2.3.'7 COROLLAHY: 
The follovIing conditions on a rine R are equivalent:-
(i) R is an Artinian p.r.i.- and p.l.i.-ring. 
(ii) R and every factor ring of n is a PD-ring. 
(iii) R and every factor rinG of R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Ve now turn our attention to modules over D-rings. 
'1'ho technique vIe use (unusual, but very effective) is taken 
from [36J, vThere Skornjakov proved 2.3.14 for self-injective 
D-rings (or, by his definition, self-injective annihilator 
rings). We start by extending our definition of the dimension 
of a completely reducible module. 
2.3.8 Definition: Let H be a completely reducible module over 
" 
a ring R. Then by 1.1.2, M = 2: (Jl H. 
l. 
for some collection 
i<::I 
{l\} i~I of simple submodules of H. It is v/ell known that 
the cardinality of I, denoted III, depends only on Hand 
not on the collection t·1i} iEI of simple submodules of H. 
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We say rII is the dimension of M, written dim (M). If III is 
not finite, then we say M is infinite dimensional. 
Notation: Let X be a subset of a given set Y. Then \ole write 
X1 = X and X-1 = y\X = (y E Y:y ¢. X}. 
2.3.9 Definition: Let Y be a set. A collection C of subsets 
of Y is said to be independent if for any finite number 
/ 
of distinct elements X1 , •• ,Xn of C, and for any 
i1 i [1 , -1}, X 1 f\ • •• "X
n 
n -j ¢. 
In [35], Sikorski l)roves that if X is an infinite set, 
then there is an independent collection e of subsets of X 
"Ii th Ie I ;> Ix I. \-Je will need to apply this result to 
a courltably infinite set X, and for completeness, \'1e provide 
a proof here. 
2 .3. 10 LEt'INA: 
Let X be a countably infinite set. Then there is an 
uncountable independent collection C of subsets of X. 
Proof: Let ~ denote the real numbers and Q denote the rational 
numbers. For each a€: IR and each t E rr'J define 
define A = U A (t) ~ U <Itt. Let Y = 
a . t=1 a t=1 
for some i}, and 
U Qt. Since Q is countable, 
t=1 
so is Qt for each tE W, whence Y is countable. Suppose 
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a 1 , •• ,a ,b1 , •• ,b are distinct elements of R. Let n m . 
d = min {lai - b j \ :1~i~n, 1 ~j~m}. NOli we can choose 
t E ['I with t~n and ~_1<d. Clearly now if p E Q, 1~i~n 
2 
and 1 la. - PI<-' J. 2 t then for each j, 1~j$m, 
111 
Ib j - pi + lai - pi ~Iai - b j l' so Ib j - pi> 2t - 1 - 2 t . = ;to 
1 1 For i = 1, •• ,n we can choose p. Em with a. - -<p <a +-r 
J. ""G J. 2 t i i 2 ~-' 
1 . 
so lai - Pi\< 2 t ·"NOW t~n (by choice), so if n + 1~i~t, we 
put Pi = P1· Clearly nOli (P1,··,Pt) E. A
a1n .•• nAa ' but n. 
(P1' •• 'Pt ) 1- Ab . for 1 ~j~m. Therefore 
J 
1 1 -1 -1 r:l A ("\ •• f'lAa ("\ Ab n •• "Ab -I ¢. Hence C = A:a E ~5 is 
a1 n 1 m . a 
an uncountable independent set of subsets of Y. Since Y is 
countable, and there is a bijection bebleen any two countable 
sets, the result follows. 
2.3.11. THEOREH: 
Let R be a D-ring. Then every fini~ely generated right 
R-~odule is finite dimensional. " 
Proof: \Ie start by considering the socles of factor modules 
of RR. Suppose I, K are riGht ideals of R, K -= I and ~ is 
an infinite dimensional completely reducible right R-module. 
"Let 1 = e1 + ••• + at' a SUM of mutually orthogonal primitive 
ide~potents of R. Now (by 1.2.12 and 2.2.9) every simple 
right R-rnodule is lsomorphic to e.B for sorno"j. I~ follows 
J 
that I contains a countably infinite direct sum 
of isomorphic simple right R-modules, such 
that there is a primitive idempotent e ~ R with 
x.R + K 
~ 
K 
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~ eE 
for each i € iN. NO\'l for each i E IT'.T, there is an R-epimorphislJ 
x.R + K ~ eE ",hich, by 2.2.17, is given by left multiplication. 
~ 
Hence for each i E IN there is an element e .. E. l(K) \-li th 
~ 
•• + x r c K, n n 
then since 
so a.x.r. = ~ ~ J. 
>0() x.R + K 
'" ~ /...J --=K~-
i=1 
0. lIenee for 
oa 
is a direct sum, each x.r. E: K, 
~ ~ 
any subset N of IN we can define 
an R-homomorphism hH: 2: x. R + K -t eE by ~'I(xi ) = a.x. 
. 1 ~ J. J. J.= 
whenever i E M, hH(xi ) = ° ",henever i ¥ H, and hr-t(K) = 0, 
extending this definition by linea.rity. Now by 2.2.17, 
each hH is given by left multiplication by an eler:Jent 
bH E. lOC), and since the il:lage of h}1 is eE b. eR, \",e may 
assurnebII = ebH• By 2.3.10 there is an un.countable 
independent collection C of subsets of ['l, so I~I > INI • 
Suppose H1 , •• ,Hn are distinct elements of c. ·NO\-l for each j, 
1 -:::: j 6; n, there is an ele:!lent 
.. -1 -1 -1 '-1) t.E.. N.(')(H1 (\ ••• (\1:1. 1 (')11. 1(\ ••• nH <;;IN. If 1~j,k~n, J J J- J+ n 
j f. k, then t. ¢ Mk so bU x t . = 
. J k J 
hH (xt .) = 0. Suppose k J 
r 1 ' •• , r n E Rand r 1 bn 
. 1 
+ •• + r bM <=:. 1(1). Then for each n n 
j f. le, 1~j,k!::n, x t . E. I so r 1bH xt . + ••• + rnbE x t . = 0, J ,1 J n J 
and since j f. 1<.:, rkbHkXtj = 0. lIence for 1~j:$n, r j blI .Xt . 
J J 
Suppose r.o 1- J for some j, so Rr.e = Re. Since bH . = ebn., J J J J 
= o. But t. E 1-1., ~ 0 
J J 
b l: x t I. . = hM.(Xt .)"/' 0, a contradiction. Thus 
J J J J 
= 0. 
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r jbH . = r jebl-I. <= JI(IO for .each j. No\'1 
I K is a completely 
J J 
reducible right R-module, so (by 1.1.2 and 1.1.4) IJ= K. Thus 
l(K)IJ = 0, so l(IOI =- I(J) = E = r(J), i.e. JI(K)I = 0, \'1hence 
Jl(K) 'S.. I(I). Hence 
~ Rb" + JI(K) 
~ 1'1 is a direct sum. Now if 
Hence l: RbN + leI) is leI ) He e an (uncountable) direct sum of non-zero 
submodules of 100 TI!1' 
completely reducible 
and 
left 
since Jl(K).S l(I), if~~ is a 
R-module. Thus dim (i~~~)?!= Ie I >1ft-I1. 
NO"'1 K = rl(K) and I = rl(I), so a symmetric argument now 
gives dim (~»IINI. But this holds \'Thenever ~ is an infinite 
dimensional completely reducible right R-module, and in 
I ~ Jt\ xiR + K 
particular '-Then Tc = W w K 
i=1 
\oThence clearly 
dim (~) = I~I, a contradiction. Since every cyclic right 
RR 
R-module is isomorphic to if" for SOI:1e rignt ideal K of H, 
\ole have established that every cyclic right R-module has 
finite dimensional socle. Inductively, suppose n E N and every 
.' 
rieht R-module generated by at most n elements has finite 
dimensional socle. Let M = D1R + ••• + mn+1R be a right 
R-module (generated by n+1 eler:1ents). Let N = r.:l2R + ••• 
so by the induction hypothesis, E(N) = E(M)nN is finite 
+ t'1 1R n+ 
dimensional. HO\'I E(I.!)" N is a direct sUt:lI;,and of E(H) (by 1.1.2), 
"'Thence EO'-;) EO-I) 1\ N is 
a completely reducible right R-module, and since 
-
B(H) ~ EO-I) + N :< 
. E 0-1 ) 1"\ N - N.. --.;, R a cyclic R-module, 
E(M) is finite dir:lensional. Hence l~(H)"H 
~ B(N) EO,I) = (EOT) () N) (J3 EUO (\ N is finite dimensional. Thus by 
induct,ion, every finitely generated right R-module has 
finite dimensional socle. Finally, suppose H is any finitely 
generated right R-module containing a direct sum E $ Mx 
xEX 
of non-zero submodules of M. For each x € X, choose 
o f. m E. H • Let 11 = .E ~ m R ~ 11 and let N 
x x xeX x 0 
= E 
xe.X 
m J<= N. x -
Now (by 1.1.4 and 1.2.2) 
m R 
x 
m J is a non-zero completely 
x 
reducible right R-module, so clearly 
t1 m R+ N 
l..J x 0 
N x€X . 0 
is 
. H 
a direct sum of non-zero submodules of E(R). But M is 
c 
fini tely generated, \ihence so is t! so E(t!) is finite N~ No 
dimensional. Thus X is a finite indexing set. Clearly now 
M is finite dimensional, as required. 
Combining 2.3.11 '-lith some more of Skornjakov's 
methods, 'tie can no\'! prove 
0:; k 
Let R be a D-ring, and let T= n J • Then 
k=1 
a Noetherian ring. 
R 
T is 
Proof: Let I be a right ideal of R. R j is Artinian, so 
there is a principal right ideal K1 of R with K1~ I and 
K1 +J = I + J. If I ~ J, we put K1 = O. Suppose inductively 
n E. IN and K1 , •• ,Kn are finitely generated right ideals, each 
contained in I, such that 
(a) K ~ i-1 and K.= Ji ===r K. 0 for 1 ,..;i~ n J = J. J. J. 
(b) K1 + .. + K. J. + Ji = I + Ji for 1 ~i~ n 
(c) 
is a completely reducible (by 1.2.2) and finite 
dimensional (by 2.3.11 applied to R I n+1 ) right H-module, 
so (by 1.1.2) there is a finitely generated right ideal 
K 1 -= I such that 
n+ 
= 
+ ' ••• 
• 
Clearly, if K 1.~ I n+1 , .ve can assume Ie 1 = 0, so (a) above 
n+ n+ 
holds for i = n + 1. Now 
I {\In:=: (I + I n+1 )(\ I n := K1 + ••• 
and by (b) above, K1 + ••• + Kn + In = n I + J , so clearly 
+ ••• I n +1 + • 
Clearly no\-! (b) above also holds for i = n+1 t and since 
K C In (c) also holds for i = n+1. Suppose there 
n+1 - , 
~ . 
a sequence [ti}i=1~ IN such that t 1<t2 < ••. and Kt . 
is 
f. 0, 
. ~ 
t. t.-1 t. 
so K t!: J ~ for each i E: a'r. Choose x. E .Kt = t. ~ . ~T ~ ,xi ¢ J ~ 
~ ~ 
for each i ~ IN. No\"t for each i E' tl there is a primi ti ve 
t. 
idempotent e. c' H such that x. e. ¢ J ~. Suppose r 1 , •• , r E lI. ~ ~ J. r:l 
f.'.>O k 
and x 1c 1r 1 + •• + x erE T = n J ~ Suppose further 111 m III k=1 
1~i!!s:lTI and e.r. 1- J, so e.r.n = e.H, whence x.e. <E.: Y-J..eJ..r;R .• J.J. J.J. J. J.~ ... 
t.-1 t. 
NOvl if j>i then t.>t. so x.e.E- J J c..--:, J~. Clearly nov! 
J ~ J J 
x.e. E 
~ ~ .'. + 
t. 
~ 
x. 10. 1r. 1R + J )f'\ x.R ~- J.- J.- J. 
t. t. 
:::: 0(1 1- ••• + Kt . -1 + J ~) (\ Kt . C J ~ J. ~ 
a contradiction. Thus c. r. E J for each i .. But no\., putting J. J. 
F = E x.c.J + 'r, clearly 
i=1 J. J. -
x.c.n + F 
1 J.. 
direct stUll of non-zero submodulos of 
is an infinite 
contradictin~ 
2.3.11 • Hence for some t E· nI "le have Kt = Kt+1 = ••• = o. 
Let K =K1 + ••• + Kt _1 , a finitely generated right ideal, 
so clearly I + In = K + In for all n E. In. NO':1 T = (\ Jk, so 
00 k 
1 (T) = U 1 (J ). Thus 
k=1 
1 (I + 'I') = 1 ( I ) t"\ ( U 1 (Jk» = 
k=1 
00 
U (1 ( I ) " 1 (Jk» = 
k=1 
i=1 
co 
= l( ~ (I + J k », 
k=1 
00 
so I + T = (\ (I + J k ), and similarly K + T = . n (K + Jk). 
k=1 k=1 
But nOvl I + T = K + T, I + T K + T a finitely so T = T 
generated. right R-module. Thus every right ideal of R is T 
finitely Generated, so R T is right Noetherian, and by 
symmetry, R is Noetherian. T 
In 3.2.1 ,.,e /jive an example of a D-ring R in \fhich 
J2 
1)0 
J ~ Jk and. since R is Artin-ian, theorem = ::: ... ::: , J k=1 
2.3.12-is, in this case, trivial. However, in 3.2.6 \-Ie give 
an 
n 
T 
exar:1ple of a D-rins :a 
is. not Artinian. 
in "'hich 
0.:> 
Jk) (putting T ::: (l 
k=1 
2.3.13 De~inition ( [36J ): Let I be a right ideal of a ring R. 
In is defined for each n E IN, and \<1e extend this definition 
inductively. Suppose m is an ordinal and In is defined for 
all ordinals n< m. If m is a limit ordinal, \-le define 
I r.} = (\ In,. and if m is not a limit ordinal (i. e. m - 1 
n<m 
) f 1m m-1 ( [ 6' Oak exists we de ine ::: II • In 3~, SkornJ ov says 
it is not hard to check that this definition is right - left 
t o Co 1[:1 - IIm- 1 symce r1C 1.e. - m-1) ° tl 1 = I I. S1nce the au lor las 
I . 
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no proof of this, \'1e must assume here that this definition 
is not symmetric). If there is an ordinal n such that In = 0, 
then we say that I is transfinitely nilpotent. 
Our next result. was proved for self-injective D-rings 
by Skornjakov (D6], 'Hain theorem'). 
2.3.14 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a D-ring. Then J is transfinitelynilpotent 
if and only if R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring • 
.00 
Proof: Let T = (\ I n • No\'1 T =- l(Jr(T».= 1(J2r(T» == 
n=1 
••• t so 
by 2.3.12, l(Jkr(T» = I(Jk+1r(T» = ••• for some k E !t~. 
Thus Jkr(T) = J k+1r(T.) = ••• ~ T. Suppose inductively n is 
un' ordinal and Jkr(T) ~ Jm for all ordinals m<n. If n - 1 
exists, k then J reT) k+1 ( ) =J rT s.. JJn - 1 n = J , and if n is 
a limit ordinal, Jkr (T):::: n jII n = J • No\v if J is 
m<n 
transfinitely nilpotent, induction ShOt-FS that k J reT) = 0, so 
Jk-::;; lr(T) = T ::: J k +1 • Therefore, Jk+1 = Jk = T, and Jk = In 
k for all ordinals n. Hence J = 0, und by 1.6.3, R is Artinian. 
The result now follO\'1s trivially. 
Let I .be a rieht ideal of a right perfect ring R. If I # 0, 
then by 1.1~.5 there is a r1aximal right R-submodule K of R, so 
I . L 
K is a simple right R-module, and by Nakayat:"la's Lemma (1.1. r), 
IJ =. K c.. I. Hence IJ = I =} I = 0. Using this fact, '-Ie can 
n01:1 prove the follo1:ling corollary to 2.3.12. 
2.3.15 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a D-ring. Then R is right perfect if and only 
if R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. 
00 2 
Proof: Let T = n ~. 1'10"1 T = r(l(T)J) s: r(l(T)J ) =. ••• ,. so 
n=1 
by 2.3.12, r(l(T)Jk , = r(l(T)Jk+1 ) = ••• for some kE i:N. Thus 
l(T)Jk = 1(T)Jk+1 , so l(T)i~ = 0, i.e. Jk ~ rl(T) = T. Hence 
k k+1 k R J = J ,so J = o. But nmv J is Artinian and J = \-1 t and 
by 2.3.12 R is Noetherian, so by 1.2.2 R is Artinian. Hence 
R is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. By 1.L~.5 t every Artinian: ring 
is perfect, so the converse is trivial. 
In chapter 3, we will see that all our examples of D-rings 
can be embedded in a self-injective D-ring. It is an open 
question if this can alvTays be done. 1de end this section 
\"i th three easy results concerning subrings and overrings 
of D-rings. 
2.3.16 LEI,rNA: 
Let R be a subring of a ring S, and suppose R is 
a D-ring. Then 
(i) I = IS()R for each riGht ideal I of R. 
(ii) L = SL()R for eCl.chleft ideal L of R. 
Proo£': Cleo.rly In(I) = lR(ISI\R) for each right ideal I of R, 
and (i) follows. (ii) follows si~ilarly. 
2.3.17 LEHHA: 
Let R be a subring of a ring S, and suppose 
(i) I = (Ii\R)S for each right ideal I of S, and 
(ii) L = S(LnR) for each .left ideal L of S. 
Then if R is a D-ring, so is S. 
Proof:Let I be a right ideal of R. Then 
Since an analogous relation holds for left ideals, 
r"SlS(I) = r-n(lS(I)f\R)S = rR(S~(I"R)"'R)S = rR~(I()R)S 
by 2.3.16 • Hence rS1S(I) = rRl~(If\R)S = (InR)S = I. The 
result follows by symmetry. 
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2.3.18 Definition: Let R be a subring of a ring S such that 
(i) I = ISf\R for each right. ideal I of R. 
(ii) L = SLf)R for each left ideal L of R. 
(iii) I = (If\R)S for each right ideal I of S. 
(iv) L = S(LnR) for each left ideal L of S. 
. Then S is said to be a structure preserving overring of R. 
It·is easy to see that if S is a structure preserving 
overr;ing of R, . and T is a structure preserving overring 
of S, then T is a structure preserving overring of R. 
2.3.19 PROPOSITION: 
Let S be a structure preserving overring of a ring R. 
Then R is a D-ring if and only if S is aD-ring. 
Proof: If R is a D-ring, then by 2.3.17, so is S. Suppose 
S is a D-ring and I is a riGht ideal of R. Then 
lH(I) = lS(I)f\R ;, ls(IS)nR, and since an analogous relation 
holds for left ·id~als, 
rR1R(I) = rS(S(lS(IS)"R»nR = rS1S(Is)nR = IS,'\R = I. 
The result follows by synmetry. 
\ 
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. \'Ie note that if R is a D-ring and c € C(O), then 
l(cR) = r(Rc) =.0, so cR = Rc = R, whence c is a unit. of R. 
Hence the quotient ring of aD-ring R (as described in 
chapter 1 , section 6) is R itself. 
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~ 4 Group rings. 
In this section, we consider group rings over D-, 
RD-, and PD-rings. \ve assume the reader is familiar \.,ri th the 
basic theory of group ri.ngs (see, for example, [6J), but 
to introduce our notation, \'le give a brief outline here. 
2.4.1 Notation: Let R be a ring, and let G be a (multiplicative) 
group. Then RG denotes the group ring, i.e. TIa is the set 
of all formal sums of the form l: a g, where a € R for all 
. . g€G g g 
g E a, and only a finite nu~ber of the a 's are non-zero, g 
with addition and multiplication given as follows: for 
E (a + b )g, 
gc:G g g 
Note that E a _1bh = L ahb -1 E. R. If r E H, we \o/rite 
hc:=:G gh hEG h C 
r = L: 'a e, 'v/here a = 0 for all g 6 G, g f. 1G (the identity 
'c' g g Be:. A .• 
of G), and. a1 = r. Similarly, G 
if h <:= G, \'le \-Iri te h = 2:: a g 
gEG g 
where ah = 1R' a = 0 for all g E G, g f. h. (Ve notice that g 
this notation involves 'vlri tine 1n ::: 1G = \W). In this \-Iay, 
"n and G can be con~idered as e~bedded in RG. The product 
of thc two subsets (of nG) Rand G is the whole group ring, RG, 
so our notation is consistent. We shall often use notation 
\-Ihich can beintel'preted by the definition of the product 
of two subsets of a ring. For example, if I is a right ideal 
of rt, then IG = [1:; agE HG:a E I for all g E~ G}, n right 
g~G g g 
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ideal of llG. 
Finally, ... /e make the convention thc:d; all our standard 
notation applies to R.In p~~ticular, J denotes the Jacobson 
radical of R, and if X is a subset of R, then leX) = lR(X). 
Note that JG and J(RG) may not coincide, although our first 
lemma shows that if G is finite, JG ~J(RG). 
2.4.2 LEI1HA: 
Let R be a ring and let G be a finite group. Then 
JG ~ J(RG). Further, R J is Art"inian if and only if 
is Artinh'<.n. 
Proof: Let H be a maximal right ideal of RG. G is finite, 
RG 
s0:M is a finitely generated right R-module, and by 
Nakayama t S Lermaa (1.1. il-), H + JG = RG J c: RG But M + JG 11 11 H· 
is a right ideal of RG, so by the maximulity of H, H = M + JG, 
i.e. JG =: H. Hence JG.=. J(RG). Then 
'R 
generated right J - module, so if 
RG 
J(BG) ~s a finitely 
R J is Artinian, clearly 
RG 
J(HG) is an Artinian right 
R J - module, and hence is a 
semi-sielple Artinian ring. Finally, .. suppose RG J(RG) is 
Artinian. Let f:RG ~ ~ be the ring epimorphism defined 
by f( E a. g) :: L a + J for all Lag ERG. Let K be the 
geG g g~G g gEG g 
kernel of f. Hm·, RG ,.J R K = J' a semi-sil.lple ring, so J(RG)!:::. K. 
But RG J(HG) is Artinian, so ~ ~ R~ is Artinian as required. 
Let RG be a eroup ring. It is natural to' ask "'lhat 
conditions on Rand G are necessary and sufficient to ensure 
that HG'is a D-, RD-, or PD-ring. The results in this section 
form only a partial ans\.,rer to this question. Iro illustrate 
the problems we face, in 3.2.7 \'/e sive an example of aD-ring 
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R and a finite cyclic group G such that RG is not semi-perfect, 
so is not even a PD-ring. (Ue refer the reader to [11-1J for 
a discussion of Itlhen group rings are semi-perfect). 
We start by showing that we can restrict our attention 
to finite groups, and then anm'/or the question above in the 
self-injective case. 
2. 11-.3 I.EHHA: 
Let R be a ring and G a group. Then RG is a right 
S-ring if and only if R is a right S-ring and G is a finite 
group. 
Proof: Suppose HG is a right S-ring. If L is a proper left 
ideal of R t then LG is a proper left ideal of RG, so 
o f. rHG(LO) = r(L)G, and thus r(L) t- o. Henco R is a right 
S-ring. Let A = f E a"G c: nG: 6 a :: 0], a proper left ideal 
g~G g gEG g 
of RG. Then,rRG(A) -10. Suppose 0 f. E b gc·'rR,,(A). No\'1 for 
gGG e '" 
all h ~ G, 1 - h E A, so 0 :: (1 - h) r. b g = E (b - b -1 )g, 
eEG g gEG g h g 
whence b :: b -1 for all g, h E G. Thus, G :: l,g E G:bg I o}, e h g 
a finite 'set. Conversely, suppose G is finite and R is a right 
S-ring. Let L be a maximal left ideal of RG. nRG is finitely 
generated, so by Zorn's Lemma, L is contained in a maximal 
left R-suhmodule H of RG. Dy 2.2.7, there is an R-hor.101:lorphis::l 
f :RG --1 R \,li th kernel M. Defino an R-homomorphism f' :RG -1 RG 
by f'(x) :: E f(g-~x)g for all x E RC. Clearly f' I 0 since 
gEG 
-1 f f. o. If i € L, g x E L sM for all g ~ G, so f'(x) :: O. 
Cuppose h E. G. '1'hon 
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f' (hx) = E f ( e -1 hx ) e = E ' f ( ( h -1 g ) -1 x ) g = \l -1 w f(g x)hg 
gcG gEG 
= hE f(g-1 x )g :: hf'(x), 
e;EG 
so f' is a non-zero RG-ho~omorphism, 
maximality of L, clearly L ='Ker f', 
by 2.2.7, RG is a right S-ring. 
2.4.11- THEOREH ([5], theorem 4.1): 
gEG 
and f' (L) = 
RG '" 
so L:: In 
O. By the 
f'. Hence 
Let R be a ring and let G be a finite group. Then 
R is right self-injective if and only if RG is right 
self-injective. 
Proof: Let A, B be right RG-modules, and let f:A ~B be 
an RG-monomorphism and t:A ~ HG an RG-homomorphism. Clearly 
t':A -1 R,'defined for each a c Aby t'(a):: b 1 \"henever 
t (a) . = E b g, is an R-homor.lOrphism. Suppose R is right 
ec=G g 
self-injective, so there is an H-hOl!lomorphisl!1 v':B ~ R 
such that the dialjram 0 ~ A ~ B commutes, i.e. v'f = t'. 
t'!~' 
R 
He define an R-hor.lOmorphism v:TI -) RG by v(b) = E v' (bg-1 )g 
geG 
for all bE B. No\'! if g, g, hE G then gh:: g#g-1 --1 = hg • 
lIence 
v(bh) 
if h E G, b E. B then 
\1 --1)-:: W v'Cbhg g:: ~ v' (bg-1 )gh :: 
gEG gEG 
v(b)h. 
Thus v is an RG-homomorphism. No\." for each a c A, 
vf(a) :: E v' (f(a)g-1)g = l: Cv' f(ag -1»g 
gEG gEG 
= E t ' (ag -1 ) g = 
gEG 
Thus vf :: t,' so the diagram 0 ~ A ~ B commutes. 
t! /v 
RG 
tea) • 
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. lience RG is right self-injective. Conversely, suppose RG is 
riGht self-injective and f:I ~ R is an R-homomorphism, 
vlhere I is a right ideal of R. Define fl :IG ~ RG by 
fl<Eag) 
geG g 
= E f(a )g' for all L: agE: IG. Clearly fl is 
gGG g g~G g 
an RG-homomorphism, so by 1.3.11 fl is given by left 
multiplic'ation by an elelncnt E x g ERG. But now if a E I, 
. geG g 
then fl(a) = f(a) = ~ (x a)g, so f(a) = x 1a (and x a = 0 geG g g 
for g ~ 1). It follows from 1.3.11 that R is self-injective, 
as required. 
If 11 is an Artinian ring and G a finite group, then 
RG is a finitely generated, hence Artinian right and left 
R-module, so clearly RG is an Artinian ring. Combining this 
fact, 2.1.3, 2.2.14 and 2.4.3, ve irnucdiately get the 
follovTing corollaries to 2./t.l~ • 
2. LI-.5 COROLI,ARY: 
A group ring RG is a Quasi-Frobenius ring if and only 
if R is a Quasi-Frobonius ring and G is a finite group. 
2.4.6 COIWLLARY': 
A group ring TIG is a self-injective D-ring if and only 
if R is a self-inj~ctive D-ring and G is a finite group. 
2.l~.7 THEORgH: 
Lot R be a se/~li-perfcct ring, G a finite group, and 
suppose RG is also semi-perfect. ~'hcn R is a PD-ring if and 
only if RG i's a PD-ring. 
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Proof: Suppose R is a PD-r~ng. E is an essential right ideal 
of·R and ~ is e.n Artinian right R-module, so clearly EG 
is an essential right R-submodule of RG (see 1.3.3) and 
since G is finite, (EG)R is an Artinian right R-module. 
Clearly 110\'1 EG is an ess'ential right ideal of R (so 
E (RG) ~ EG) and is an essential extension of E (RG). Hence 
r. r 
Er(RG) is'an essential right ideal of RG. Let T = ~ x E (as 
an abelian group). He make T a ring by defining 
(a + J,x)(b + J,y) = (ab + J,ay + xb) for all a,b E R, x,y E E. 
(\o1e shall use a similar construction several times in this 
proof). Clearly T is an Artinian ring, and it. is easy to see 
(either direct from the definition 2.1.9 or by 2.2.8 or 2.2.9) 
that T is a PD-ring. Hence T is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. No\'1 
TG ~ ~g x EG is a Quasi-Frobenius ring by 2.4.5, so clearly 
nO\'lEr (nG) = El (RG) (= E(RG» and J'(~G) x E(TG) ~ J (~G) x E(RG) 
is a Quasi-Frobenius ring. Since E(RG) is an essential right 
ideal of RG, and by symmetry also an essential left ideal 
of RG, it is straightforward to show (either directly or 
using 2.2.8 or 2.2.9) that RG is a PD-ring as required. 
Conversely, suppose RG is a PD-ring~' Let M be a minimal 
right ·ideal of R, and let I b~ a minimal right ideal of RG 
vlith Ie:::: MG. No\'1 by 2.l~.2, JGI == J(RG)E(RG) = 0, so JI = 0. 
Clearly the set of all coefficients (of elements of G) 
occurring in elements of I forms a non-zero right ideal of R 
contained in H, so, by the minimality of H, this right ideal 
must be 11. But JI = 0, so H·~r(J) = El • Thus Er~ El , and 
by symllletry, E = E (= E). NO\'l JG =. J(RG) by 2. 1t.2 so r 1 
EG = r(J)G = rRG(JG)~ rRG(J(RG» = E(RG), an essential right 
and left ideal of RG. It fol10\,/s that E is an essential right 
and left ideal of R. NO\;I EG ::::. E(RG) , so 
l(E)G = lRG(EG) ~ lRG(E(RG) = J(HG), which contains no 
idempotents, so clearly l(E)~' J. Therefore, l(E) = J, and 
similarly r(E) = J. But nOH lRG(EG) = rRG(EG) = JG, so it 
HG is straightforward to show that <.TG x EG is an Artinian 
PD-rine, Le. a Quasi-Fr'obenius rins. But clearly 
~g x EG ~ (~ x E)G, so by 2.4.5 R E - x J is a Quasi-Frobenius 
ring. It follo"'18 easily that R is a PD-rine, as required. 
2.4.8 Remarks: Let G be a finite non-abelian group, and let 
F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
Then FG 
and since G is non-abelian, FG is 
for some i. Suppose R is a ring, 
non-comr:lUtative, so n.> 1 
l. 
R N J F, and the centre 
of H contains an isomorphic copy of l!' (ensuring, by counting 
mut~ally orthogonal idempotcnts, that R is semi-perfect). 
Then a standard are;ument on idempotents (c.f. It.1.8) 
shows that nc = R $ ••• $ R • In 3.1.5 we show how to 
n 1 llt 
construct a richt PD-rins \-lith the above properties such that 
[6J) , 
Rn is not a right PD-rine for any n>1 (see 3.1.6). It_ follo'.,,5 
that HG. is not a right PD-ring, so theorerJ 2.l~.7 cannot be 
generalized to right PD~rings. In 3.2.2 we show how to construct 
aD-ring R with the above ~ropcrties which is not self-injective. 
It follo1:/S from 2.3.5 and the above that although HG is 
semi-perfect, RG is not even an TID-ring. Our next theorem 
is pro(,lpted by cxaraination of this fact. In preparation, "10 
make the following-standard definition. 
2.4.9 Definition: A finite croup Gis said to be HamiltoniDn 
if every subgroup of G is normal. 
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We also need the following technical lemma: 
2 • 4 • 1 0 LEr-jl'IA: 
Let G be a finite eroup such that for any subgroup II 
of G, and for each g E: G, \'Ie have 
H = x-1 (XHx-1II)tx (\(xHx-1H)t for all t E IN. 
'1.'hen G is a Hamiltonian group. 
Proof: Since G is finite, if G is not Hamiltonian then \ ... e 
can choose a suberoup H of G maximal ... Ii th respect to the 
property that H is not a normal subgroup of G. Suppose then 
-1 d. ' II is such a sube;roup, so for some x E G, xHx r H •. Let K be 
the subgroup of G generated by II u xHx -1. II c:::; K, so by the 
choice of H, K is a normal subgroup of G. Clearly for all 
t E tN, (XHX-\O t := (XHX-1H) t+1 ~ K. But any element of Ie 
.. (II -1 H)t'f tE ITT S' G' f··t ·t f 11 18 111 xx or some I. 1nce 1S 1n1 e, 1 0 ows 
( -1)n . that for sone n E IN, K = xHx II • By hypo~hes1s, 
-1 . . -1 H.:: x Kx{)K, but K is nornal, so K = x Kx(\K = H, 
a c011t~adiction~ Hence G is Hamiltonian. 
2.1~.11 TlmOREH: 
Let R be a ring and G a e;roup such that RG is aD-ring. 
Then (i) G is a finite group. 
(ii) R is a D-ring. 
(iii) either (a) R is self-injective 
or (b) G is Hamiltonian. 
Proof: G is a finite group by 2.4., • Suppose I is ~ right 
ideal of R. The~ lRG(lG) = l(I)G, so IG = rRGlRG(lG) = rl(l)G, 
so clearly I :: rl(l). Similarly, if L is a left ideal of R, 
then L = lr(L). Hence R is a D-ring. To complete the proof, 
\ve . assume R is not self-injective and deduce that G is 
Hamiltonian. Without loss of generality, suppose R is not 
right self-injective, so by 1.3.11 there is a right ideal I 
of R and an R-hor,10morphi'sm f:I ~ R "'hich is not given by 
left multiplication. He aim to use the preceding 
let II be any subgroup of G and xE G. Let n = IGt 
and suppose fg1 ,·· ,gk} is a complete set 
representatives of H in G. Define v:G ~ 
v(g) = i ¢::} g E. lIg. for all g E G. Define 
J. 
of right 
{1, •• ,k} 
K = f E (a ( ) + fe av ( -1 »)e: a 1 , •• a1c <S I} .• gEG v g x g 
lemma, 
and k 
coset 
by 
Suppooe a 1 , •• ,alc E I and y E. G. For 1 ~ i:::: k, let 
-1 . b. = a. ~ e;.y E. Hg .• Hm·, if r; E G and vCr;) = i, then 
J. J J. J 
-1 -1 e E: Hg., so gy E Hg. y ::: TIe. say, "'hence 
J. J. J 
b ( ) = b. = a. = a ( -1). Therefore, 
v g J. J v BY 
so 
= 
IGI 
WI' 
E. (a ( ) + fCa (~-1 »)gy = E (a ( -1) + f(a (-1 -1»))g 
'G v C; v., g G v gy .. v x gy ~ ~T 
::: L (b ( ) + feb ( -1 » )e. g~G v g v x g 
Hence KG ~ K. But f is an R-homom~.rphism, so cle<.U'ly KR '$; K. 
Thus KlW ~ KG ~ 1-:, 00 K is a rir;ht ideal of RG. He note that, 
if a E ·I, then putting a v (1) = a and av(g) = 0 \.,rhenever 
vee;) f. v(1), ",e have 
E ah + E f ( a ) xh::: L (a ( ) + f ( av ( x -1 g' ) ) ) g e K. h81 h<::H . geG v g 
I 
(In fact K is generated by the set of all such elements). Let 
L be the set of all elements of the form E -1 by 6 R, 
_ yc:gHx 
\·,here g E: G and there is an element. E eyE lRG (10 \"li th 
YEG y 
-1 .' .' 
c ::: b for all y E GHx • Clearly L is a left J.deal of R. y y 
Suppose 1 E. L, so there is an element E c y E lRG (K) and 
YEG y 
an element g ~ G vIi th E 1 c = 1. No,,! for all a E I, 
yegHx- y 
o = lRG(K)K'!' ( i: c y)( L ah + E f(a)xh) 
yEG y h~H h~H 
= E ( E c a + L 1 c f (a) ) z-, z~G y€zH Y YEzHx- Y 
~ " and in particular, ° = LJ c a + WY -1 
2:: 1 c = 1, so 
yegHx- y 
ye: gH yc::gIL"'C 
f ( a) = (- [; c ) a for 
YEgH y 
c f(a). But y 
all'a IE I, 
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contradicting the choice of f (not ~iven by left multiplication). 
Hence L I R, so r(L) I O. Let 
X = fL c ,g Eo RG: E -1 CyE. L for all g c: G}. g~G g yEgHx 
(In fact, X is a left ideal of RG). By the definition of L, 
lRG(K) s. X, so rRG(X) ~ rRGIRG(K) = K. Define 
y = fEb $ E. r (L) G : yz -1 E x!b~ -1, y, z ~ G => b = b z 1. 
g~G g Y 
\'1e \·/ill ShOvl XY = 0, so Y:S: rRG(X) ~ K. (In fact, Y = rRG(X), 
a right ideal of RG). Suppose E Cgg E X and E b g E Y. 
gEG g~G g , 
Let z1, •• ,zk 'be a cOQplete set of left coset representatives 
-1 -1 
of H in,G. Then G = z1Hx lJ ••• UzkHx , and if 1 ~i,j~k, 
-1 -1 i I j, then z.Hx n z.Hx = ¢. Suppose g EG and 
, ~ J 
. Y = z.hx-1 E.. z.Hx-1 for sor:;c i, 16i~k. Then 
~ ~ 
k k 
B c b ( -1 ) = [! L c b -1 
y(::.G Y Y g, i=1 yE-z.IIx-1 Y (y g) 
~ 
= E ([! c)b -1 
. 1 -1 Y (xz . g) ~= Y<='z. IIx ~ 
~ 
t Lr(I ... ) = O. 
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Thus ( Leg) ( 'E b g) = r: ( E c b ( -1 » g = 0, so XY = 0 and g g y y g 
,gEG gc=G gEG yC"G . I 
Y £ rRG(X) So K as required. \'/e define an equivalence relation 
~ on G as follows: for y,z E G, y~z if and only if 
E (a ( ) + f(a ( -1 »)g E Y~ K. (Recall the definition 
gEG v g v x g 
of K). If A,B = G, g E G, \"e write g"'B # g",b for all b E. B, 
and A~B ~ aND for all a C A. If g E G, h E TI, then clearly 
Hg = Hhg, so v(g) = v(hg), and hence g .. oIHg. Suppose a 1 , •• ,ak c: I 
and L: (a ( ) + f(a ( -1 »)g E. Y. Suppose y, z E G, h ElI, gEG v g v x g 
-1 -1 -1 NO ... J -1 -1 so vex -1 y) = vex and yz = xhx E xHx • x y = hx z, 
and f(a ( -1 » = f(a ( -1 ». But by the definition of Y, 
v x y v x z 
a ( ) + f(a ( -1 » = a ( ) + f(a ( -1 », so a ( ) = a ( )' v y v x y v z v x z v y v z 
-1 )-1 -1 Le. Y"'z. Nm', if g <:: G, h E 11 then g(xhx g E:: xlIx ,so 
-1 -1 g"'xhx g. Hence, for all g E. G, gNHg, and gNxHx g, so we 
( , -1-1 get the transi ti vo) chain g",Hg·vxHx Hg,,,HxIIx Hg"'. • •• • 
Hence for all g E. G and for all t c IN, g",(xHx -\0 t g. Suppose 
y E x- 1 (xHx- 1U) tx (\(xHx-'l II )t for SOD:C t E IN. Then 
1 t -1 t 1..v(xHx - II) :':* y, so 1,vy, and x·-v(xHx II) x :3 xy, no XNXY. 
Recall that r (L) I- o. SUppO~JC 0 I- b c: r (L). Clearly 
E bg E Y £ K,· so there arc elements a 1 , •• ,ak E: I \-,i th gc:xlI 
= E (av (, )" -I- f(a ( -'1 »)g. Thus G 6 xIi ~ G~G g v x g 
-1 
z) , 
b = av(g) +f(av (x-1g»' and g rt xH =9 0 = '\(g) + f(av (x-1e;». 
But 1""y and XNXY, so 0 I- b = av(x) + f(av (1» 
= av(xy) + f(uv(y»' 
-1 -1)t ( -1)t \"hence xy E xII, Sb Y G. H. Hence x (xHx II x () xHx H .= H. 
-1 ( -1)t d II . ( H -1 H)t But as 1 E: H, so xHx ~. xlIx II an == x_x • 
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-1 -1 t -1 t Therefore, II c.=::; x (xHx II) x () (xHx H) , and the result novi 
foilows from 2.4.10 • 
Our previous remarks (2.l~.8) shO\'1 that if R is aD-ring 
and G a finite Hamiltonian group, then RG may not be aD-ring 
even if RG is semi-perfect. Further, in 3.2.7 we give 
an example to show that even when G is a finite cyclic group 
and R aD-ring, TIO may not be sel:1i-perfect. Ho\.,revcr, in 3.2.4 
we give an example of a D-rins R and a finite, non-abelian, 
Hamiltonian group 0 such that RG is also aD-ring. 
2.4.12 PROPOSITION: 
Let R be a ring and G a group such that RG is a right 
RD-ring. Then 0 is finite and R is a right RD-ring. 
Proof: By 2.4.3, G is a finite group and :R is a right S-ring, 
and by 2.L~.2, R J is Artiniull and JG :::J(IW). If L is 
a left ideal of H, then by 2.2.6, lr(L) + J = I, + J. Nov' 
ErG =-l(J)G = lRG(JG) 2 lnG(J(RG» = B(RG), an essential 
right and left ideal of RG, so clearly E is an essential 
r 
right and left ideal of R, \1hence El ::= Er • Similarly Er = El , 
so Er ='El (= E). Suppose I is a right ideal of Rand H is 
a minimal right ideal, M ~rl(I). Thell' 
MG Srl(I)G = rRG1RG(IG), so 
0-1 HGnE(RG) ~ rRG1RO(IG)n:r::(HG) = IGAE(HG). Thus 
o f. NOf'l1G, so 0 I-r,1fl1 an~ by the minimality of H, 11 = I. 
So rl(I),l)r(J) = rl(I)nE = IAE = Inr(J). Hence R is 
a right RD-ring as required. 
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Let R be a rine and G a group such that RG is a right 
RD-ring. In view of theorem 2.4.11, we conjecture that either 
R is right self-injective or G is a finite Hamiltonian group. 
If ECRG) = EG (Le. J(HG) = .;rG), \'le can establish such 
a result by a simple adaptation of the proof of 2.4.11 • 
However, the author has no proof for the more general case. 
We may also suspect that theorem 2.4.11 is really a theorem 
on continuous rings, which suggests the following conjecture:-
2.4.13 Conjecture: 
If R is a ring ruld G a finite group such that RG 
is (right) continuous, then R is (right) continuous and 
ei ther R is (riGht ) self-injective or G is Har:1il tonian. 
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Chanter 3. 
EXAHPLES. 
In this chapter we will give examples of the classes 
of rings discussed in chapter 2. There are many examples 
of Quasi-Frobenius rings in the literature (see, for example, 
[16J and [28J), so vie content ourselves here by observing 
that 2.3.5 (applied to Artinian rings), 2.3.7 and 2.4.5 
can provide several examples of such rings. 
§ 1 Preliminaries • 
. 3.1.1 Notation: Throughout this chapter, ~ \-1ill denote 
the ring of (rational) .integers, a subring of Q, the field 
of rational numbers. If p is a prime, then Z(p) denotes the 
integers localised at p:;a';, i.e. Z!(p.) = {£ E Q: P/b}. 
We start this section by observing a standard method 
of constructing a ring from a given ring R, and an R - R 
bimodule M (c.f. the proof of 2.4.7). 
3.1.2 LmJ!l4A: 
Let R be a ring and H an R - R bimodule. Let T = R x H 
(as an abelian group). Then T can be made into a ring by 
defining multiplication by 
(r1 ,m1 )(r2 ,m2 ) = (r1r 2 ,r 1m2 + ID1r 2 ) for all r 1 ,r2 E R, 
m1 ,m2 C::H. 
'rhe proof of this lemma is straightforward and omitted. 
Throughout·thischapter, if R is a ring and 11 an R R 
bimodule, then R x M denotes the ring described in 3.1.2 • 
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\ve \vill use this construction frequently_ 
In many of the follm·!ing examples, \ve will consider 
several rings in orde~ to construc~ a specific ring. For 
convenience, we will then indicate that one (and only one) 
of the rings under consideration has standard notation 
applied to it. Thus if R, S, T are rings, and we say 'apply 
standard notation to Rt, then (for example) the Jacobson 
radicals of R, S, T will be denoted by J,'J(S), J(T) 
respectively. 
In 2.2'.2, It/e proved that a right RD-ring is semi-perfect. 
Our first two examples show that if R is a ring satisfying 
the hypotheses of theorem 2.2.1, and either of the conditions 
described in the definition of a right RD-ring (2.1.8(i) or (ii», 
then.R may not be semi-perfect. Hence none of these conditions 
can be dispensed with in the proof of theorem 2.2.2 • 
3.1.3 Exa~ple: Let M = a ~ - Z binodule, and let 
R = ~x 11 (see 3.1.2), a commutative ring. He apply standard 
notation to R, so clearly J = J(R)"= 0 x N = r(J). Suppose 
I is.an ideal of R, so I + J = nZL x H for some n E. IN U [o}. 
NO':1 ~. is a submodule of N, and clearly 
nta.. 
o x ~ ~ reI + J) ~ reI), so 
nIL 
~ lr(I) + J -= 1(0 x n'i!) = n~ x H = I + J. Hence R satisfies 
condition 2.1.8(i). If n = 0, then I ~ r(J), so 
1(1) + J = 1(1) = l(IAr(J)). Dup:,ose 11 f. O. Noltl 
o Y. ni-l = (I + J)( 0 x 1-1) = ( I + J) r ( J) = I () r ( J), 5 a 
J ~ leI) + J = l(I{\r(J» -= 1(0 x nH) = 0 x 11 = J. Hence 
l(I) + J = "1(1 n r(J» = J, and R satisfies the hypotheses of 
theorem 2.2.1 • Clearly R is not semi-perfect, so by 2.2.2, 
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R does not satisfy condition 2.1.8(ii). 
00 
3.1.4 ExamFle: Let F be a field, and let T = TTF (an infinite 
i=1 
00 
direct product of copies of F). Let 1-1 = E $ F, an ideal of T. 
i=1 
For each i Em, let f.:T ~ F be the canonical projection 
" ~ 
of T onto the ith component of T. Let R = T xM (see 3.1.2), 
a commutative ring, and apply standard notation toR. Clearly 
J = o x M = r(J). Suppose I is an ideal of R." Define 
X = {i E IN:fi (t) I- 0 for some (t,m) E. I}, and define 
Y = [i E. IN:fi (m) f; 0 for some (O,ro) E I}. If (t tro) €. It then 
o x tM = (t,m)(O x H) = I, so clearly Xs= Y. It" is easy to 
see that I Ar(J) = IA (0 x M) = {iO,m) €. R:f. (m) f; ~" o :9 i €. Y}, 
so "1 (I n r (J) ) = [(t,m) e R:f.(t) I- 0 =* i 1- Y}. Further, 
~" 
leI) = [Ct,m) E R:f.(t) = f.(m) = 0 for all i E Y, j EX}. 
" ~ J 
Clearly now leI) + J = l(Inr(J», so R satisfies the 
hypotheses of theorem 2.2.1 • Further, we s~~ that 
r 1 (I) ~ ~ t ,m) E R : f i (t) I- 0, f j (r.l) I- 0 =} i EX, j E Y], so 
clearly rlCI)()"r(J) = I()r(J). Hence R satisfies condition 
2.1.8(ii). However, R is not semi-perfect. 
He" notice that if T and 11 are as described in example 
3.1.4, then T "is a continuous (in fact, self-injective) 
semi-simple ring, and that every ideal of T and T M 
generated by th"e idempotents it contains. HO\.fever, 
contains no primitive ideropotents. 
is 
T 
M 
Our next example, taken from Deshpande' s paper [7], 
sho\'1s that even in the Artinian case, right RD-rings need 
not be left RD-rings. 
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3.1.5 Example ([7], example 4.5): Let 1!' be a field, and let 
F(x) denote the field of all rational functions in a (commuting) 
indeterminate x "lith coefficients in F. Define v:F(x) -t 1!'(x) 
by v(f(x» = f(x2 ) for all f(x) E F(x). Let M = F(x) as 
a right F(x)-module, and r:lake H an F(x) - F(x) bimodule by 
definine a product function F(x) x 11 -t 1-1 by 
(f(x) ,m) H v(.f(x»m for all f(x) E F(x), m E H. Let 
R = F(x) x 11 (see 3.1.2), and apply standard notation to R. 
It is easy to see that J = 0 x H is the only non-zero proper 
right ideal of R, and that l(J) = r(J) = J. Hence R is 
a right Artinian right RD-ring.' Define 
L = {(O,v(b» c=. R:b E. F(x)}. Clearly L is a left ideal of R, 
and r(L) = J so L c J = lr(L). Hence H is not a left PD-ring. 
Note that 0 ~ L cJ eR is a composition series for RR, so 
H is Artinian. 
Let F(x1,x2 , ••• ) be the field of all ~ational functions 
in an infinite number of (conliluting) indeterminates x1 ,x2 , ••• 
. '
with coefficients in a field F. Define 
v:F(x ,x2 ' ••• ) ~ F(X1 ,X'"), ••• ) by 1 ~ 
2 2 
v(f(x1,x2 , ••• » = f(x1 ,x2 , ••• ). Then in an analogous way 
to 3.1.5, \'le can construct a right Artinian right RD-rinE.; H 
which is not left finite dinensional. 
Our next exanple uses the ring constructed in 3.1.5 to 
snO\'1 that if R is a ri[;ht PD-ring, 1..::: n c:::: U'~, then R may not. 
n 
be a right PD-ring. 
3.1.6 Example: Let Ii', x, H, Rand L be as described in 
example 3.1.5, and suppose 0 -I- b eF(x), so ° -I (O,v(b» e: L. 
Let R2 be the 2x2 matrix ring over R. Then 
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[CO.VCb) ) d R2 
is a minimal right ideal of R2 , but 
(O,v(b)x) 
~ (LO'VCb » ~) = tCR ) JCR~l which is clearly 2 (O,v.(b)x) J(R) J(R) 
not'a maxinal left ideal of R2 • It follows that R2 is no~ 
a right PD-ring, so by 2.3.2, the n)~ matrix ring over R, R~, 
is not a right PD-ring for any n E IN, n >1. In 3.1.5, ''Ie 
. showed that R is a right PD-ring. It is straightfor\olard to 
check that for each n E~, Rn satisfies the conditions 
described in 2.2.4 (i) and (ii), so the converse to theorem 
2.2.4 does not hold. 
In 2.2.1 1t/e showed that if R is an RD-ring, then 
idempotents can be lifted over J, and in 2.2.2 deduced that 
TID-rings are semi-perfect, and hence are PD-rings. However, 
PD-rings may not satisfy the hypotheses of 2.2.1 • Our next 
example is of a commutative ring H \'Jhich satisfies 
2.1.9(i),(ii) and (iii), but in l/hich idempotents cannot be 
lifted over the Jacobson radical of R. Hence this ring is not 
semi-perfect, and in particular is''not a PD-ring. 
" 3.1.7 Exanlple: Let p, q be distinct prime numbers, and let 
T = ~(p)n l1(q). Clearly z: ('0) + tl( (1 ) = CQ. Define 
11 <Q = 
~(p) 
~ ~(S) ft Z.( }2) + Ii ( S ) @ Zl(p) + ~(g) 
= T 2:( !> )" :K( q ) !il:(p)f\ ~q) ~(q) :K(p) 
o 
= --'I-~q) 
{) 
~, 
Li(p) 
so M is a T - T bimodule. Let R = T x M (see 3. 1• 2 ), 
a commutative ring. Nmof the only proper submodules of 
are those of the form 
-k~, p . ) 
r 
2i(p) 
for SOr:1e k E [oj UIN. (In fact 
I . 
the (additive) group .5L.. is isomorphic to the 
2L( p) _ 
(multiplicative) group C _ , that is, the group of all p 
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k-p -th roots of unity, for all k E iN). Hence the only proper 
submodules of 1'1 are 
(i) Hoooo ::: M. 
7l(p) -k (ii) l~oo = (Jl P T \-There k <:: [a} v IN. ~ ~ 
q-~ ~ (iii) HoOl = $ -.ill where I E (a} 0 IN. -T- T 
q-~ $ -k (iv) l1cl= L.! \oThere le, IE: [o]u IN. T T 
If 0;6 a e. T, me N, then a.Q ::: <Q, so aM = M, and hence 
o x M ::: (a,m)(O x M) = (a,m)R. It follows that the only 
ideals of R are· 
(a) 
(b) 
k 1 p q T x N for some le, 1 E [OlviN. 
o x ~l. for sorJ9 le, 1 G. lo.co} \) iN. 
He apply standard notation to R. Clearly J = pqT x N, 
the only maximal ideals of R are pT x 1'1 and, qT x N, and the 
only minimal ideals of R are 0 x H01 ::: r(qT x H) and 
o x H~O ::: r(pTx N). Clearly R satisfies 2.1.9(i),(ii) and (iii), 
but idempotents cannot be lifted over J. Ue notice that 
Ox F.I01 ::: (0 x Hooo){'\E, 1(0 x H01 ) ::: qT x M, and 
1(0 x HOal ) + J = (0 x H) + J = J ::: pqT x H. Hence, as we 
could have deduced earlier, R does not satisfy the hypotheses 
of 2.2.1 • 
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§ 2 Some specific examples • 
. In [24], Levy giyes an example of a commutative local 
ring which is not Noetherian, but ",hose proper homomorphic 
. . 
images are self-injective. We give Levy's example in 3.2.1 
belo ... , , and \,lill shO\V' that some of the proper homomorphic 
images of this example are self-injective D-rings, but are 
not Quasi-Frobenius rings. In, preparation, \ole recall the 
follo\dng: -
Definition: A totally ordered set I is said to be 
well-ordered if every non-empty subset of I has a least 
element. Clearly I is ,,,ell-ordered if and only if any, chain 
Xo > x 1 > ... of elements of I stops after a finite number 
of steps. Notice that our definition allows us to say ¢ is 
well-ordered. 
3.2.1 Exam~le: Let I be the set of all non-negative real 
- \ 
number~ (with the natural total 6rdering). Let F be a field 
and x a (commuting) indeterminate over F. Defin~ R to be 
:..., i 
the set of all formal sums of the form L a.x such that 
iEI 1. 
(i) 
(ii) 
a. E.. F for each i E I, and 
1 
[i E- I: a. -I 01 is well-ordered. 
1 . 
R is an abelian group in the natural way. This construction, 
and the fact that "le can make R into a commutative ring, is 
due 
a = 
to Neumann, [29]. \1e,ei ;,e 
h a, xi , b = Lb. xi E R, 
ieI 1 . i6I 1 
a brief outline here. Suppose 
j1<j2<···~io' then io - j1 ;:>io - j2 > ... ~o. It follov/s 
that )j 6 I:a.b. . -I Ol is a finite set. We may therefore l J 1 -J J 
o 
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define ab L ( I: a.b .. )x i. It is straightfor\'1ard to = • 
i€I jEI J ~-J 
j~i 
check (see [29J) that a + b = E (a. + b. )::-::i E R, ab E R, and iEI ~ ~ 
that 11 is a commutative Ting. If f ~ i E F, \ve "lri to f = LJ a. x 
. I ~ ~E 
\'lhere a = f and a. = 0 for each 0 -I i c I. Hence lie can 
o ~ 
o 
consider F as a subring of R, \·rri ting 1F = 1n = x • Suppose 
n n i o -I a € R. For each nE m, let a = ~ a .x • Let i be 
i<=.I n~ 0 
minimal with respect to a 1i 
,0 
-I 0, and suppose i -I O. NO\'1 for 
o 
each i E IN, there exists k. EO. IN "lith k. i ~ i, whence 
~ ~, 0 
n~ki =} ani = o. Clearly no\", \-Te may (consistently) write 
k. 
~ . 
= ~ ( Ea. )x~, and it is easy to verify 
i€I n=1 n~ 
~ ~ 
E anE R (see [29]). But nOvl \-Te have (1 - a)(1 + L: an) = 1, 
n=1 n=1 
so it follo\-ls that X:: {'I! a.xi~ R:a = O}S J(R). Since 
iEI J. 0 .' 
~ N F, we see that X = J(R), and R is a local ring. Suppose 
0 
-I E i and i is minimal l'iith respect to -I o. a = a.x , a. 
iE-I J. 0 J. 0 
~ i-i Let b 0 Eo R. NO\i 11 is local and b </ J bR R, = a.x so = 
i<:.I J. 
i 
whence x ,OR = aRe Hence the only principal non-zcro 
ideals of R arc those of the form xiR = A. say, for some i E I 
J. 
(so A = R). Clearly the only other non-zero ideals of H <.U'e 
o 
those of the form L xjR = 
jEI 
D. say, for some i E I (so B = J(ll»). J. 0 
i<.j 
,Clearly A.A. = A .• and B.A. = B .. = B.B. for each 
, J. J J.+J J. J J.+J J. J 
Choose 0 -I t E I, and put X = At or X = Bt • Let T = 
apply standard notation to T. If i 6. I, i ~t, let Ai 
i,jEI. 
R 
" , and 
A 
A. J., 
=X-
111' 
B. + X 
B. l. J J(T) E T A ° = Bt , and either = X , so = = 0' = 0' l. 
At = ° 
(when X = At) or At is the unique minimal ideal of T. 
Observe that for i E I~ i~t, 
(a) if X = At' then rCA. ) = At ., reB. ) = At .• l., 
. -J. l. -l. 
(b) if X = Bt' then rCA. ) = Bt ., reB. ) = At .• l. -l.. l. -l. 
Clearly if X = Bt then T is a D-rin~. Since we are assutling 
~# 0, it follows that T is not Artinian, hence no~ 
a Quasi-Frobenius ring. Notice that J2 = J = B , so theorem 
o 
2.3.12 is, in this case, trivial. \Je proceed to sho\'1 that 
(if X = Bt or X = At then) T is self-injective (see [24]). 
Suppose k E. I, k~t, and f:Ak ~ T in a T-homomorphism. Then 
f(Ak)r(Ak ) = 0, so f(Ale) <: 1r(Ak ) = Ak (by- (a) and (b) above). 
Since Ale is a principal ideal of T, it fo110\>IS that f: is 
given by r.1U1tip1ication by an element of T. Now suppose k E I, 
k<t, and f:Bk '-7 T is a T-homor!lOrphism. Choose an infinite 
sequence t>i 1 >i2 > •• >k of elements of I such that. 
1imi. t fin 1 = k. For each n G. IN, the restriction f: Ai ~ T 
n -+.;() n 
is given by multiplication by an element. an e T. Since 
m, n: E ttl, m >' n ~ in /' im =f! Ai ~ Ai ' clearly m, n t::: IN, 
n m 
m > n ~ a - a ~ r (A. ) ~ At . • He pass back to the ring R. 
n m l.n -l.n 
For each nEW there is an elenent b E R with 
n 
= 'E b .xi. Clearly, since f is 
iEcI nl. 
only defined on Ble and reEk) = At _k , we may assume that for 
each t-k~i E: I, n~n'I, ",e have b . = 0. Further, if m,n E III 
nl. 
and m ~n, then since a 
-
a E At . \ole have n m -l. , 
t-i n 
b. bEAt· n for each j E I, j-<t in' - = x R, so - \-Te n m -l. 
n 
that b . = b ,. Suppose i E I. If i?:t - k VIe put dl.' = 0. 
nJ mJ 
see 
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If. i<t - k, then i<t - i for some n E gl, so we put d. = b ..• 
Let d = ~ d.xi • Clearly 
ieI 1 
n 1 
{i E I:di i ,o} is \'lell-ordered, 
nJ... 
so d E R. Further, the construction ensures d - bEAt . for 
R 
each nc m. Hence, putting a = d + X EX = T, 
n -1 
n. 
a - a E it. = r(fi. ) for each n E~. Since the restriction 
n ~1n 1n 
f:i. ~T is given by multiplication by a , we see that 1n n 
the further restriction f:B. ~ T is given by multiplication 
1 
n 
by a for each n £.. IN. But limit [i } = k, so clearly 
n ~oo n 
- -= Bk , so f:~ ~ T is given by multiplication_ by a ~ T. 
It follows from 1.3.11 that T is self-injective. We have 
established that every proper homomorphic image of R is 
a commutative, self-injective, local ring. If we factor out 
by an infinitely generated ideal of R other than J(R), ''Ie 
~ 
obtain a non-Artinian self-injective D-ring. If \'le factor out 
by a ~initely generated (hence principal) proper ideal of R, 
we obtain a self-injective local ring with zero socle, which 
clearly is not even a PD-ring. 
3.2.2 Example: Let I be the set of all non-negative real 
numbers less than or equal to 1 (E lIn. Let F be a field and 
x a (commuting) indeterminate over F. Define T to be the set 
of all formal sums of the form I! a. xi such that 
(i) a. c:: F for each i E I, and 
1 
(ii) {i E I:ai I o} is finite. 
iEI 1 
Putting xk = ° for each real nur.lber k.:>1, T can be made into 
a cor.unutati ve ring by defing addition and C11Ultiplication 
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in the natural way (see 3.2.1). In the same way as 3.2.1, l'le 
see that T has only hlo classes of ideals, that is, 
(a) A. = xiT for some i E: I. J. 
(b) B. = E xjT for some iE I. J. j€I 
i<j 
Clearly nOli, a proper factor ring of the ring R considered 
in 3.2.1 is a structure preserving overring of T. Vie apply 
standard notation to T, so clearly Ao = T, Bo = J = J2, B1 = 0 
. and A1 = E, the unique minimal ideal of T. Further r(Ai ) = B1_i. 
and r(B.) = A1 . for each i E I. Hence (by observation 
J. -J. 
or by 2.3.19) T is a D-ring. We show tha~T is not 
1 1 
self-injective. For each n E ~, let k = 2- -~, and for 
n . 2n. 
each i E I, if i 
other\'/ise let a. 
J. 
k 
= k n for some 1 I n E ~, let a. = 1, J. 
= o. Suppose n £ IN. If rn <=: U,{, m >n, then 
1 m~ 
. ~m> k n so x .... 1-k = O. He may therefore (consistently) 
define f :A1 1 n - c n 
n 
~ T by multiplication by I: a.xi. If rn,n E u~, 
iEI J. 
co 
r:1 :::o-n, then clearly f is an extension of f , and U A1_k = B1, III .. n n=1 n ";! 
so we· define f:Bi ~ T by f(x) = fn(x) whenever x E A1_k • 
n 
Clearly f is a rr-hOl:lOnlOrphism, and since L a. xi ¢ T (because 
iE.I J. 
[i E I:ai I 0] is not finite) \-le see that f is not given by 
multiplication by a.n element of T. Hence (by 1.3.11) T is 
not self-injective. In preparation for our next exacple, we 
also note that since CJ.i I 0 =* i ~k2 = i, we have 
f(Bi) =:: A-a-Bi = Bi- OS Bi' and feBi-) S A-a-Bi = Bo = 0, so f2 = o. 
3.2.3 Example: Let T and f be as in 3.2.2, so T is a 
commutative, local D-ring, and there is an ideal I of T 
with f:I ~ T a T-hor:1omorphislil not given by mUltiplication 
by an element. of 'l', and f(I) ~ I, f2(I) = O. Considering T 
• 0 
as a T - T bimodu1e, let R = TxT (see 3.1.2). We apply 
standard notation to R, so J = J(T) x T and r(J) = E = 0 x E(T). 
Hence R is a commutative local ring with unique minimal 
ideal E, and r(J) = E, reEl = J. Clearly E is essential" ~o R 
is an RD-ring. We will show R is not a D-ring. Define 
A ~ {(f(x),x) E R:· x E:: I}, an ideal of R. Suppose (s,t) E l(A). 
Then for each x e I, 0 = (s,t)(f(x),x) = (sf(x),sx + tf(x». 
So 0 = sx + t£(x), i.e. tf(x) = -sx. Since f is not given 
by multiplication by an element of T, it fo110\."s that t EO J(T). 
Clearly s E J(T), so l(A) ~ J(T) x J(T). Thus 
E(rr) x E(T) = r(J(T) x J('l'» == r1(A). In particular, if· 
o I- t E E(T) then (t,O) S r1(A). Since x = 0 =:'> f(x) = 0, 
clearly (t,O) ¢ A. Hence A I- r1(A), so R is not aD-ring. 
3.2.l~ Example: Let F = (Q, the field of rational numbers, and 
construct the D-rine T as described in 3.2.2 • Thus the 
elements· of T are formal power series in an indeterminate x 
over Q. Let G be the quaternion group, that is, 
( 2 3 2 3] L~ G = ~,y,y ,y ,z,yz,y z,y z subject to the relations y = 1, 
L~ 2 2· 7-
Z = 1, y = z , and zy = y:Jz • G is easily seen to be 
a Hamiltonian e;roup. No\,r by Haschke' 5 theorem (see [6J), 
CQG is a semi-simple Artinian ring, and clearly 
J(~)G '" JeT) G ~ QG t so J('l'G) -= LT('l')G. lIenee by 2.4.2, 
J(TG) = J(T)G. Recall that by construction, we can consider Q 
as a subring of T. Define 
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\1 2 y3 2 y3z ) 
°1 = 8 + y + y + +- z + yz + y z + 
~(1 2 y3 2 y3z ) 
°2 = + y + y + - z - yz - y z -
1(1 2 _.y3 2 y3z ) e~ = - y + y + z - yz + y z -:; 8 
~(1 2 3 2 y3z ) e4 = - y + y - y -z + yz - y z + 
1(1 2 f = - y ). 2 
Then it is straightfor"'Jard to check that e 1 , e2 , e3 , e4 and f 
are mutually orthogonal idempotents in the centre of TG, and 
that e.TG ~ T for i = 1,2,3,4. Further, direct calculation. 
l. . 
shows that since j:1 4 Q, f is a primitive idempotent. Let 
R = fTG. \·/e \'1ill sho\'1 that R is aD-ring, uhence, since 
it ... rill follow that TG is also a D-ring. Now f is a primitive 
idempotent in QG also, so J(RJ = f§(~)G ~ fQG is a simple 
Artinian ring with no ider,lpotents other than the identity, 
i.e. is a division ring. Hence R is a scalar local ring. Let 
I be the set of non-negative real numbers less than or equal 
to 1 (E ~). Now every n6n-zero element t E T can be expressed 
in the form t = xit for some t E:..T, t A. J(rl'), d o 0 0 'F an some 
i G I. Since G is a finite group and J(TG) = J(T)G, whence 
J(fTG) = fJ(T)G, it follows that every non-zero element 
i r = fr E R = fTG can be expreosed in the form x fr for some 
o 
fr E R, fr ¢ J(R), and some i E: I. But R is a scalar local o 0 
ring, so fr R = R for any fr E. R, fr A:.. J (R). Thus the only o . 0 0 ~. 
non-zero principal right ideals of R are those of the form 
i 
x fR = A. say, for some i E I (so A = R). Clearly the only 
l. 0 
other right ideals of H arc those of the form L xjfR = B. 
l. 
say, for some i E I (so B = J(R». Since xf is in the centre o . 
-
of R, in the sam~ way, we see that these ~re also the only 
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left ideals of R. For each i € I, clearly rR(Ai ) = B1_i = ~(Ai)' 
and lR(Bi ) = A1~i = rR(Bi ). Thus R is a D-ring, so TG is also 
a D-ring. Recall from 3.2.2 that T is not self-injective, so 
this example shows that theorem 2.4.11 is non-trivial. 
Our next example is a similar construction to that 
given in 3.1.7 • 
3.2.5 Example: Let R be a prime Noetherian semi-perfect 
ring such that 0 f. J(R) = xR = Rx for some x € R. (For 
example, take R to be the nxn matrix ring over ~(p) for some 
prime p E. IN and some n E fif). Let Q be the quotient ring of R 
, (which exists by 1.6.20). It follows from 1.6.21 that x £CR(O), 
-1 • xR R J ( ) 1 «»n IL n so x G Q. S~nce = x = R, clear y J R = X l< = Rx , 
00 00 
-n -n' U x-IL = U Rx-n , so x R = Rx for each neW. Let N = l< 
n=1 n=1 
sub-bimodule of Q containing R, and let N If an R 
- R H=R' • 
" 
r E.. R, nCS IN, then \-Ie denote the -n elel~iEmts x r + R, 
-n RE N by x -n -n respectively. Let T = R x H (see rx ,+ r, rx 
3.1.2), a semi-perfect ring, and apply standard notation 
-1 
to T. Clearly, J = J(R) x H and (by 1.5.9) Er = El = 0 x xR R. 
Uri te E = E • Suppose 0 f. r E R, so for some n E IN, 
, r 
n-1 . n -n -n-1 
r E Rx ,r <f: Rx , \'Thence rx e R, rx 4 Rx • Hence 
if In E 1-1, 0 f. (O,rx-n ) = (r,m)(O,x-n ) ~ (r,m)TrtE. If me 11, 
-:n -n+1 then m G Rx ,m ¢ Rx for some n ~ ~, so 
. ° f. (0,m)(xn- 1 ,0) E E. CleaJ."'ly nO\-I E is an essential right 
ideal of T. Let e be a primitive idempotent of R. Then 
eRx-1 + R N eR + Rx 
R Rx . 
eR + J d 1 = , a simple rieht R-mo u e, so 
J 
clearly (e,O)E is a minimal right ideal of T. Suppose e E R, 
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m ~ M and (e,m) = (e,m) = (e ,em + me). Then e = e , and 
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(e,m)E = (e,O)E. It follo\"1s' by symmetry and 2.2.8 that. T is 
a PD-ring. 
It follO\'/s from 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 that if 1 -I n, E IN, then 
the nxn matrix ring over the D-ring constructed in 3.2.2 is 
a PD-ring which is not an RD-ring. However, the construction 
given above enables us to give an example of a PD-ring which 
is not an RD-ring, and is not an nxn matrix ring for any 
1/n€lN. 
Let R 
= ft(p) 
~Z'(p) 
an abelian group, and define 
multiplication in R by 
It is straightfor\'/ard to check that R is a prime Noetherian 
semi-perfect ring, and that 
= 
Const'ruct Q, l1 and T as described above, so T is a PD-ring. \--/e 
apply standard notation to T. It i.5 '-lell known that \ve can 
choose a sequence a 1 , C'.2' ••• E tN such that a 1P + a 2P
2 
+ ... 
cannot be (consistently) \'Tri tten as an element of ~(p). For each 
n E: ttl, let f = 
.n 
n 
•• + a P 
n 
~.an idempotent, of R, and 
let e = (f ,O)'e T, an idempotent of T. Put A 
n n n 
a right ideal of T. It follows from the choice of a 1 ,a2 ,·· . 
that n An =. J. Clearly for each n E n·r \ole have rl(Jn+1 ) = I n+1 
n=1 
) n+1) n+1-~ (1 - en z Erl(J = J # z € enT 
. ~ ~ 
'A = rl(A ). Hence f'\ rl(A ) = r( U leA » ~ 
n n n 1 n n=1' n= 
J, which contains 
2 DO 
no idempotents, so if e = e E T and U l(A ) ~ Te, then 
1 n-n= 
116b 
e = 1. If T is an RD-ring, hence by 2.2.18 a continuous ring, 
ea 
it follov/s that U 1 (A ) is an essential left ideal, so 
n=1 n 
I>() 
E So U l(A ), ''1hence E =: l(A ) for some n E IN. But 
n=1 n n 
a f. Ee 1- EA for each n t TI{, so E 1. l(A ). Hence T is not 
n n n 
an RD-ring. Finally, ''Ie notice that 
~ ~ J~R) " p~~;; $ p~~:;, . a commutative ring, so clearly 
T is not an nxn matrix rinG for any 1 -I n E N. 
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3.2.6 Exnrmle: Let R be a pril:te, scalar local, Noetherian 
ring such that 0 f. JeR) = xR = Rx for SODe x E R. He construct 
Q, Hand T as in 3.2.5, and apply standard notation to T • 
.1 n-1 n.... SUP90se 0 r r ~ R, so rEx H, r f. x l{ for some n EN. 
-n+1 -n+1J-Then :{ r e R, x "F- xR. But R is scalar local, so 
-n+1 n-1 
::c rR = R, i. e. rR = x R. Clearly nO\i the only right or 
left ideals of R are the pO\oferS of J(R) = xR. It follows that, 
the only right or left R-submodules of 11 are those of the 
-11- Rx-n 
f x l{ orm --rr- = ~ for some n E IN. Suppose n E tt'i, mE H. Then 
only (riCht or left) ideals of T are 
(i) x~ x n = A say for some n e {OJ v IN n 
(ii) o x M = \J 
(iii) o x x-~ B for E: (O} v IN. 
-r = say Gome n n 
Cleo.rly Ao = T, A1 = J, Bo = 0, and B1 = E, the unique 
nininal ideal of T. Further, reV) = H - 1("1) .. ., and 
rCA ) = Bn = 1(/1. ) and reB ) = A = l(B
n
) for each n € ur. 
n n n n 
Jance T is a D-rine. We now consider when this exasple is 
self-injective. Su~poGe t E T. Then clearly tT = Tt. If 
f:tT ~ ff is a riGht T-hor:loI:lorphism, then f(tT)r(tT) = 0, so 
f(tT) ~ lr(tT) = tT = Tt. Thus f(t) = xt for some x € T, 
\Thence f iG Given by left l1ultiplicD.tion. Since there is only 
one non-.:!rinci!,al ideal of f,l.', na:Jcly H = 0 x 11, a!1d there is 
Do nuturul one-one correspondence betueen right T-ho;:1omorr>hiGr.1s 
f:O ): fl ~ T (\'1hcrc feU) = lr(H) = ';1 = 0 x H) and right 
R-cndo:·\orphisr.1s of r·~, \-/e il.mediately get:-
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LEImA: 
T is right self-injective if and only if every right 
R-endol11orphism of M is given by left multiplication by 
an element of R. 
He complete this example by putting R = ~(p) in the 
above (so J(R) = p~(p) = ~(p)p), for some prime p E Z, and 
deducing that T is a commutative D-ring, but is not 
self-injective. Suppose a
o
,a1 ,a2 , ••• en. For.each ~E W 
-i' p R define hi:~ 4 H by 
i -i 
r e R. Clearly h .. is an R-homomorphism, and since p p = 1 E R, 
J. 
h. is an extension of h. for each i, j € IN, i > j. Hence \'le 
J. J . 
-J. 
define h:N ~ N by hem) = hi (m) \'Ihenever m E P R R. It 
2 
only remains to choose a
o
,a1 , ••• such that a o + a 1P + a 2P + ••• 
cannot be (consistently) \'lritten as an eleme~t of Z(p). 
2 1 (Notice that 1 + p + p + •• '=' ). It is \'rell knoi-Jn 1 - P 
that this can be done, for example, by choosing a = 1 if 
n 
n is priDe, and a = 0 othcl'Hise. Hence we can find an 
n 
R-hor:10::lOrphism h:ll -+ H not given by I!lUltiplication by 
an element of TI, so T is not self-injective. Let. H be the 
ring of all R-cndornorphisrns of M (called the ring of p-adic 
integers), and for each r ~ R let h be the element of H 
r 
given by multiplication by r. If 0 f. h E: H, then clearly h is 
an epinorphism, so h = h(pk)h' for sor.le k E iN and sor:le 
isomorphism h' of H.· Hence the only right ideals of Hare 
those of the forn h( k)H for some k E IN. If \'Ie identify R p ., 
\·Ti th its image in H under the ring monomorphisr.l r ~ hr for 
each r ~ R, then H is a structure preservinK overring of R. 
-----------~----------~--- -~----
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Clearly N is an H - H bimodule, and every H-endomorphism 
of H is giv0n by multiplication by an element of H. Hence 
H x M (see 3.1.2) is a' solf-injective D-ring, and is a 
structure preserving averring. of the D-ring T. 
Our last example in this section completes our 
observations on group rings over D-rings. This example is, 
in all essential details, that given by Hoods in [41], 
page 129. 
R 3.2.7 Examnle: Let.n = Z(7)' and let F = JtR) , the finite 
field with 7 elements. Let G be the cyclic group of order 3, 
i.e. G = [1,y,y2}\,/here y3 = 1. By Haschke's theorem (see [6]), 
FG = R N RG J(n) G - J(R)G is seni-simple Artinian, so J(RG) =: J(R)G, 
and by 2. 1+.2, J(RG) = J(R)G. Let e = 5 + 6y + 3y2. Clearly 
e - e2 ~ J(RG), but we will see that e cannot be lifted 
over J(RG). Suppose a + 2 by + cy = f is an idempotent of RG 
and f 
-
e E J(RG). Then clearly b I- 0, c I- 0. From the 
relation f f2, deduce that 2 2bc b2 (1 2a)c, = \le a + = a, = -
2 (1 2 and c = (1 - 2a)b. So bc -- - 2a) , and thus 
2 2(1 2a)2 \-lhence a a + - = a, = j- or a = oJ. Since a - 5 E:: J (n), 
'''0 have a 1 = '3". So b
2 
= j-c, c 2 j-b, b = j. But = so = c 
6 - j- = j-(1 r?) <i J(ll), so e - f q.. J(RG), a contradiction. 
Hence e cannot be lifted over J(RG), so RG is not semi-perfect. 
Con~tructing the (not self-in~0ctive) D-ring T, as in 3.2.5 
and 3.2.6, we see that TG is not semi-perfect, so is not 
a D-ring (in fact not even a PD-ring). 
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~ 3 Examples in matrix form. 
Suppose e, 1 - e are both primitive idempotents of 
aD-ring R which is not self-injective, and suppose eE ::: E(1 - e). 
We aim to find such a ring, so we investigate the properties 
of R, - making simplifying assumptions vlhere appropriate. 
Suppose I is a right ideal of R, I C eR, and h:I -7 eR is 
an R-homomorphism not given by left multiplication. (Uithout 
loss of generality, such exists, as shown in the proof of 
2.3.[1-). Let S be the set of all idempotents fER \-lith fH {;f eRe 
If f E:. S, then (see 2.3.[!-) the restriction h: I () fR -+ eR is 
also not given by left multiplication. We consider the case 
when I::: n fR. Now it follows from 1.5.8 that 
fES 
R(1 - e)R ::: b R(1 - f), so I - n fR == r(R(1 - e)R), an ideal 
fES fc:::S 
of R. Now Ie is a left ideal of R, I ~ eR, so 
Ie () E ~ eRe n E ::: eEe ::: o. -So Ie::: 0, and thus I s eR (1 - e). 
Hence eR(1 - e) contains I, an ideal of R which, by 2.2.17, 
is not finitely generated. We consider the case when 
I ::: eR (1 - e), and further assume (l3y::u:1etrically) that 
(1 e)Re is an ideal of R. Let A ::: (1 - e)Re. Then 
AI + IA 'S. I () A ::: 0, so IA :: AI ::: o. no\'[ \'Ie can ahtays \:,ri te R 
in natrix form using the ring isomorphism 
xH exe ex(1 - e) for each x € R. This 
- e)xe (1 - e)x(1 -
involves considering I ::: eR(1 - e) as an eRe - (1 - e)R(1 - e) 
bililOdule, and f. :::( 1 - e )Re as a (1 - e)R (1 - e) - eRe 
, 
bimodule, \'lith a 'suitable' multiplication I x A ~ eRe, 
A x I ~ (1 0 - e) H (1 - e). I!m·/ ever,·- vii tIl the assumpti OllS nW.de 
above, this multiplication is trivial. of course these 
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assumptions have taken us fo.r m-ray from the general case. 
H0i1ever, the reader may find this an instructi ve introduc'~ion 
to the construction that follows. 
Let R and ~' be semi-perfect rings, and let. t-1 be 
a non-zero R - T bimodule and N a non-zero T - R bimodule. 
~Je define Q = fR defining addition coordinate-wise 
IN 
and multiplication by 
r 1 ,r2 e R, m1 ,m2 E !-i, n 1 ,n2 E 1'1, t 1 ,t2 E T. It is 
straightforward to verify that Q is a ring. 
for all 
The remainder of this section is devoted to exwJination 
of the construction nbove, 60 we preserve our notation 
throughout. 
Gleorly \/(Q)"'. ~ an ideal of Q, so 
Q R T 
vTITI IV ViOn <a \J(T) • Since \'I(Q) ~ J(Q), it follOi"6 that 
J (Q.) = IJ (R) 1-1 l · NOH suppose 11 and 'I' are local rings, 
L N J(T~ 
so is a direct sum of tvo simple Artinian rings. It 
follOi'lS that if Q is u PD-ring then E( Q) is a direct suu of 
two wini~al ideals~ Since are ideals 
of Q, and since the socle of a PD-ring is un essential richt 
and left ideal, it follo\'lS that if Q is a PD-ring then neither 
nor contain any non-zero right or left 
ideal of Q. Suppose r E. nand rH = o. lJ.'ho3n clearly 
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is a right ideal of Q. Ve therefore make the following 
aSDumption (assumed for the remainder of this section). 
3.3.1 Assumption: For any non-zero elements r e R, t G T we 
have rH f. 0, Nr f. 0, Nt ;.f 0,' and tN f. 0. 
Note however that we now drop the supposition that R 
and T arc local rings. 
Ue aim to apply 2.2.17, so we need to investigate 
properties of Q-homomorphisms from right ideals of Q to 
minimal right ideals of Q. In preparation, \ve list the 
following conditions:-
3.3.2 Conditions: For any minimal submodules 11 ,N of I-Ll , o 0 ~ 
NR respectively, 'and for any submodules R1 , T1 , H1 , N1 of 
HR, 'l'T' MT , NR respectively, 
(i)' Every T-homomorphism g:T1 ~ Mo is given by left 
multiplication by an element of M. 
(ii) If a E H, Ho ~ aT, and f:H1 ~ aT is aT-homomorphism 
then there are elements r ~ R, m eM such that for each 
t 6 T, at E: H 9 mt = ° and x E: H1", f(x) = at =? .0 
f(x) .. = rx + mt;. (Notice that if a E H , then aT S 1'1 , so 
o 0 
mC:. mT = 0, \-Thence f is given by left multiplication by r E.R). 
(iii) Every R-homomorphism g:R1 ~ No is given by left 
multiplication by. an element of N. 
(iv) If a E. N, No S at'{, and f:N1 ~ an is an R-homomorphism 
then there are elements n 6 N, t ~T such that for each 
r E.. R, ar E. No 0:::9 nr = ° and x E: N l' f (x) = ar .=? f (x) = tx + nr. 
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3.3.3 LE1,1HA: 
Every right Q-homol:1Orphism from a right ideal of Q to 
a minimal right ideal of Q is given by left. mUltiplication 
by WI element of Q if and only if conditions 3.3.2 (i) ~ (iv) 
are satisfied. 
Proof: Suppose first conditions 3.3.2(i) -7 (iv) are satisfied. 
Let I, K be right ideals of Q, Ie r.1inimal,and suppose 
h:I ~ K is a right Q-hOlTIOl:lOrphism. Define h1 :I ~ 
:] h(x) for each" E I. and similarly 
[: :J K. Clearly h = h1 + h2 is Given by 
left multiplication if and only if 111 and h2 are, so \.fe l:1ay 
assume h = h1 or h = h2 • Without loss of generality, suppose 
h = h 1 , so h(I) ~ Since K is 
a mini"mal right ideal, it follO\'1S from assumption 3.3.1 that 
Let I + -0 
N 
I + [: 
h(1 b 
I ~ d 
~ ~€ 
for some r:Jinimal rieht T-submodule 11 of H. 
o 
:J = b :J · I (\ b ~ = ~o :J ' and 
:] = ~ :] In [: ;J = 0 :J • NOH Y 0 
:]' c=. [: :J ~ :J = 0, so 
=I " ~l ~ c Ker h. If a E A then for sor:le y E Y,. N 
ICer h, so ~ a~ = r J~ :]'= Ker h. ';[ 
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So b Mf ~ Ker h. Suppose h. Then \'le 
° 
can define aT-homomorphism g:X ~ 11 by g(x) = m ",henever 
o 
there is an element b E ~ ui th b . J E. lund 
By 3.3.2(ii), there is an element 
r E. R "ith g(x) = rx for all x E X. But b· :1 0= Ker h, 
so rAH = g(AH) = 0, \'lhencc by 3.3.1, r E lR (1\.). Clearly now 
h is given by left nultiplication Suppose nOVI 
[: :J i Ker h. \Ie cun define aT-homomorphism g:Bo -:> Ho 
by g(b) = " "henever b E. Bo and h (~ :]) = [: ~. 
By 3.3.2(i) there is an element d:. E 1-1 such"that h(b) = o(b 
for each b EB •. So o(B = H'. SUP.DO SC x E X, b 1 ,b2 E B, o 0 0 
m1 - eX. b 1 = m2 - ex; b 2 • Hence \'Ie can define a T-homor.lOrphisr:1 
f:X -:> aCB + 110 S oi.T by f(x) = t:l - aCb "henever b J E I 
and HOVI by 3. 3.2(ii) there are 
elelllents r c. R, f3 E. 1"1 such that f(:>~) = rx + f3 b \'lhenever 
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f(x) = at b, and f3 b = o whenever otb E !<Io • Suppose b :J EE I 
• Then f(x) = m - och, and since 
m E H = oGB there is an element b E B with m = ocb • 
o 0 0 0 0 
So f(x) = oc(b - b). But cX.b E ri so ~ b = O. Thus o 0 0 {oJ 0 
f(x) = o(.(b - b) = rx + pCb - b) = rx - db. But o 0 p 
f(x) = m - o<..b, so m = rx + (0(. - (3 )b, that is, 
so clearly rA~'l = 0 \-Thence by 3.3.1, rA = O. It follo\-IS that 
h is given by left multiplication by ~ at: 1 as required. 
We may argue analogously for Q-hornomorphisms from I into 
minimal right ideals contained in 0 using conditions 
3.3.2(iii) and (iv). We leave the reader to verify the 
necessity of the conditions. 
If A is a proper right idear of R, we define 
IN(A) = [~ E. N:nA = 0], a left T-sub,nodule of N. Clearly 
lQ (rA Ill) = f 11~ . ~_. I:N(A) so to ensure that Q is an S-ring 
we need to assuoe IN(A) I o. If A is a proper left ideal of R, 
. \-10 define rH(A) = [r:1 E H:Ar:1 = ~}. Using similar .notation 
for annihilators of proper right or left ideals of T in N 
or 1-1 reSi)ectively, to ensure Q is an S-ring, , .. e clearly need 
3.3.4 Assumption: If A is a maximal right (respectively left) 
ideal of R, then IN(A) 1_0 (respectively rH(A) I 0), and if 
B is a maximal left (respectively right) ideal of T, then 
rN(B) I 0 (respectively lM(H) # 0). 
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It is not'! clear that Q is an S-ring, so by 2.2.17 and 
3.3.3, Q is a D-rine if and only if conditions 3.3.2(i) ~ (iv) 
and their left equivalents arc satisfied. Before looking 
at some specific examples, we consider when Q is self-injective. 
3.3.5 Definition: Let A be a right ideal of R and let f:A ~ R 
be an R-homomorphisn. i1e say f is H-balanced ir' for any 
a 1 , •• ,ak E A, m1 , •• ,mk is H with a 1m1 + •• + akmlc = 0, \"Ie 
have f(a1 )m1 + •• + f(ak)mk =0. He similarly define 
an N-balanced T-homooorphism from a right ideal of Tto T. 
3.3.6 IJmmA: 
Q is right celf-injective if and only if for any 
submodules R1 , H1 t N1 , T1 of TIn' H'l" NR, TT respectively, 
the followine conditions are satisfied: 
(i) .Every 11-hornomorphism f:1-11 ~ H is given by left 
multiplication by an element. of R. 
(ii) Every H-balanced R-hol:iomorphism f:R 1 ~ R is given by 
left multiplication by an elowent of H. 
(iii) Every T-ho!.lOnJorphiG!!1 f :T1 -;. H is given by left 
multiplication by an element of M. 
(iv), (v), (vi):- analoGous conditions on R-ho~o~orphisms 
f:N 1 -> N, g:R 1 ~ N and II-balanced T-homomorphisr:ls f:T 1 -+ T. 
Proof: SUp.iJOSe the· conditions (i) ~ (vi) are satisfied, I is 
a right ideal of 'l', and h: I -'t Q is a Q-homOt.lorphism. In the 
same >lay as ~3.3.3 .• we may assume her) S ~ and use 
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conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Let 
I + b :J = b ~' 
In 6 :J = Go :] , I + k d = ~ J N T 
In b d = ~o :1 · Nm>/ ~o :] c R C d' so 
h (~o ~) c b ff ~ ~=~ J ' \-/hich contains 
° ° 
. no non-zero right ideal of Q. Hence ~o ~ ~ K;r h. Clearly 
now ... /e can define an R-hornor:lOrphism f:A -7 R by f(a) = r 
[a. 
y: 
:] E 
I for 1 ~ i ~ k, then 
- ~: ~ [: :j .O+~ :] ~ -, 0, so + :J = Yk 
h(k: ~)~ :J h(~: ~) ~ ~ + •• + rok = 0, .' 
° 
i.e. f(n 1 )m1 + •• + f(8.k )I;1k = 0. Hence f is N-balnnced. So by 
(ii), f is given by left multiplication by an element r E R. 
Let h': I ~ Q be the Q-ho",o;1,orphis:n defined by 
Clearlyh is given by left multiplication if and only if h' 
.is, GO \·re may aSSUl:1e h(I) ~ ro 
Lo ~. 
But no\>/ 
~ S Ker h, and in a similar >ray to 3.3.3, using 
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(i) and (iii), we can deduce that.· h is. given by. left-
multiplication. It follows from 1.3.11 that Q is right 
self-injective. \Ie leave the reader to verify the necessity 
of the conditions. 
The results we have established enable us to give some 
specific examples of D-rings. We start with a non-self-
injective example. 
3.3.7 Example: Let R = '£ = zt(p)' and let H be as described 
in 3.2.6, and let N = H. Clearly R, T, H, N fit the general 
construction described, including assumptions 3.3.1 and 
3.3.4 • Recall that R x M (see 3.1.2) is a D-ring (by 3.2.6), 
and that if m c:: 1'1, then every submodule of mR is finitely 
generated. It follows from 2.2.17 that conditions 
3.3.2(i) ~ (iv) are satisfied, so Q is a D-ring. However, as 
observed in 3.2.6, condition 3.3.6(i) is not satisfied, so Q 
~s not self-injective. 
3.3.8 Exaaple: Let S be a self-injective D-ring, and A an ideal 
of S such that. l~(A) 
,;) 
s 
= rS(A). Let R = T = A 
Clearly R, T, H, N fit the general construction described, 
including assumptions 3.3.1 and 3.3.4 • Further, since S is 
self-injective, it is straic;htforward to verify that conditions 
3.3.2(i) -7 (iv), 3.3.6(i) --7 (vi), and their left symnetries 
are satisfied. Hence Q is a self-injective D-ring. 
3·3·9 Examrle: Let S be a self-injective D-ring and let A be 
ideal of R. Let R S and 1'1 lS (A) , N = rS(A). Let T be an = A = 
the ' Llirror image' of R (Le. T = R as an abelian group, but 
"' 
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if r 1 , r 2 , r3 E R \-lith r 1r 2 = r3 in R, then r 2r 1 = r3 in T). 
Clearly R, T, N, N fit the general construction described, 
including assumptions 3.3.1 and 3.3.4 • Further, since S is 
self-injecti ve, it is straightfor\mrd to verify that 
conditions 3.3.2(i) ~ (iv), 3.3.6(i) ~ (vi), and their left 
symmetries are satisfied. Hence Q is a self-injective D-ring. 
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Chapter 4. 
RINGS 1tIHOSE PROPER HOMOMORPHIC IHAGES ARE I.P.R.I.-RINGS. 
Let R be a prime bounded Noetherian. ring, each of \·,hose 
proper homomorphic images is a self-injective (hence 
Quasi-Frobenius) ring. By 2.3.7 the proper homomorphic images 
of Rare Artinian p.r.i.- and p.l.i~-rings, so by a theorem 
of Hajarnav.is (1.6.34), R is a Dedekind prime ring. In. this 
chapter we will generalize this result by considering 
Noetherian rings whose proper homomorphic, images- are 
i.p.r.i.-rings (defined in 4.1.1). 
, The results of this chapter are the joint work of 
Dr. Hajarnavis and the author. In particular, following some 
results of the author, Dr. Hajarnavis observed the result given 
in theorem 4.2.8, and guided the author's further research. 
We start this chapter by establishing some of Robson's 
results on i.p.r.i.-rings (see [32]). 
§ 1 I.p.r.i~-rings. 
4.'1.1 Definition: A ring R is said to be an Lp.r.i.-ring 
(respectively i.p.l.i.-ring) if every ideal of R is principal 
as a right (respectively left) ideal. 
The proof of the follo\'ting lemraa, knol,om as Krull t s 
Intersection Theorem, is identical to that given by Goldie 
for p.r.i.-rings in [12], lemma 3.1 • As observed by Robson 
in [32J, Goldie's proof is equally valid for Noetherian 
i.p.r.i.-rings. 
I 
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4.1.2 LEf'lf.lA ([32], corollary 3.2): 
Let R be a Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring, and let A be an 
ideal of R. Then there·is an element a E A such that 
00 
(1 - a)( ~ An) = o. 
n=1 
n n Proof: A = xR for some x E: H, so clearly A :::; x R for each 
nE.tN. 
()Q 
n An is an ideal of R, so 
n:::;1 
oa 
/"'IAn Rf ER I , = y or some y • 
n:::;1 
Y €. An for each n tIN, so there are elements r 1 ,r2 , ••• E: R 
2 
with Y = xr 1 = x r 2 = 
Then y 
• Since R is Noetherian, 
•• + 
Ie 
:::; x Y6 1 + •• + xysk E xyR. 
2 Hence yR ::: xyR. Clearly nOH y = xb 1 = x b2 = ••• for some 
b 1 ,b2 , ••• E yR. 
some t E n~, and 
Now R is Noetherian, so r(xt ) :::; rext+1) for 
t 
clearly x H()r(x) :::; o. So yRflr(x) :::; o. Thus 
bi :::; xbi +1 for each i E. IT·j, so Rb 1 ~ Rb2 =: •••• So 
R~n :::; Rb
n
+1 for some nE M, bn+1 :::; zbn say. But bn :::; xb l' n+ 
n+1 n+1 
so (1 - zx)b 1:::; O. Now x Y.E yR, x y:::; yr say, and 
n+ 
n+1 e n+1) y :::; x b l' so Y - b 1r € r x n yR :::; O. Thus Y :::; b 1r n+ n+ n+ 
so (1 - zx)y = o. Since x E A, zx E A and since yR:::; nAn, 
n=1 
the result follows. 
Le~rna 4.1.2 immediately gives us:-
1~.1 .3 COROLLARY: 
Let A be a proper ide~l of a prime Noetherian 
00 
i.p.r.i.-ring. Then n An :::; O. 
n=1 
I 
CJ 
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4 .1. L~ COROU.JA.RY: 
Let P be a prime ideal of a Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring R. 
Then either P is a maximal ideal of R or an ideal direct 
summand of R. 
Proof: Suppose P + l(P) J R, so P + I(P) -:::: 1>1 for some ma:dmal 
ideal H of R. Suppose further P J H. Then N = roR for SOl!le 
m E' H and by 1.6.21 m E C(p). But, P ~ H = mR, so 
2 00 
P = mP = m P = ••• s. nNn • No,·, by 4.1.2, (1 - x)p = ° for 
n=1 
some x e H, so 1 E x + ~ep) -== H, a contradiction. Hence either 
p = M, a maximal ideal of R, or P + I(P) = R. Suppose 
P + lep) = R, so 1 = e + y for some e E P, Y E lep). For each 
pEP, yp E I(P)P = 0, so p = (e + y)p = ep, and in 
2 particular, e = e • ~'hus P = eR, so l(P) = R(1 - e). HO\·, 
(1 - e)2 = 1 - e, so (\ (l(p»n = I(P), and by ;~.1.2 there is 
n=1 
an ele~ent f e I(P) with (1 - f)I(P) =.0. Thus for each z E I(P), 
(1 - f)z 2 = 0, i.e. z = fz, and in particular, f = f • 
R(1 - e) = 1(1") = fll, "hence f = f(1 - e) = 1 - e, so 
l(P) = (1 - e)R. Then R = eR ffi' (1 - e)R = P ~ I(P) as 
required. 
Hence 
1~.1.5 Definition (r~2J, pace 12'1): A rinG R is said to be 
~·l-Gir.)'!)le if ~ is a sili1!'Jle rine, Le. if H is a J:laximal 
ideal of R. Clearly in this case, J = V is the unique maximal 
ideal of R, and an Artinian V-simple rinG is a primary 
Artiniall rinG~ 
The follO\"inG theorem \·ms first proved by Robson in [32J, 
-
theorem 3.6 '. The proof Given below combines 4.1.4 with the 
techniques of [3~, theorem 2.2 • 
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4.1.6 THEOREH: 
A Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring is a (finite) direct sum of 
prime Noetherian i.p.r~i.-rinGs and \'l-simple Hoetherian 
i.p.r.i.-rings. 
Proof: Let R be an indecomposable Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring. 
Clearly it suffices to sho\'! R is prime or H-simple. By 1.6.5 
R has a finite number of minimal prime ideals, P1, •• ,Pn say, 
and W = P 1 () •• n P n' no term in this expression being 
redundant. Suppose n"/'1 and let A = P2{\ •• ("lPn' so P1 ¥- \.[, 
Att;H. Let A = aR, so by 1.6.21, a~ C(P1). NO\-I 
W = aR ('\ P 1 = aP 1 = AP l' and P 1A =: An P 1 = H = AP l' so 
P1Ak ~ Akp1 
P 1kAk ~ \1k. 
for each k 6. iN. Suppose inductively k E U,{ and 
Then P k+ 1 Ala 1 = P kp Ak+ 1 c: P kAk+ 1 P c: ',.,le,,, = Uk+ 1 • 1 11 -1 1- I 
Since W is nilpotent, induction shows P1
mAm = ° for some m ~ m. 
k_ k No\'! P1 = pR for some pER and clearly p H = P1 for each 
k 1" S' R' IT tl' r(pt) = r"(p2t) f t r IN - € U~. • 1nc e 1S ~oe -wr1an, or some <:. U~, 
t 1 1 tn (t) ° - t P tAt _- ptAt -_ 0, ,~r.1, so c ear y p .('\r p = • But >-:m, so 1 
i.e. t t t t A S rep ). Thus P1 ("I A = 0. Since "le are assuming 
R is indecomposable, 4.1.4 ShOHS that P1 , •• ,Pn are maximal 
t t ideals, so by 1.6.13 P1 ~ A = R, and since P1 -=i \'1, A -$.1;1, 
this is a contradiction. lience n = 1, i.e. W is a prime ideal. 
Hence by 4.1.4either W = 0, Le. R is prime, or H is 
a maximal ideal, i.e. R is W-si~ple. 
\-Je \-Jill show that a Hoetherian i.p.r.i.-ring has 
a quotient rinG which is an Artinian p.r.i.-ring. Since, 
by 1.6.20, a prime Noetherian.rinG has a simple Artinian 
quotient ririg, theorem 4.1.6 shows that it suffices to 
consider Noetherian V-simple i.p.r.i.-rings. 
r 
Cj 
1~.1 .7 PROPOSI'lIION ([32J, lenmas l~. 1 and 4.2): 
Let R be a Noetherian W-simple ring. Then C(O) = C(W), 
and R has a primary Artinian quotient ring Q. Further, 
\1(Q) == VIQ = QH. 
Proof: Inductively GUppOSC k E iN and C(\-J) =-: C(Hk). Let 
A = [x €: R: (H + Rel)x ..:= \'1k +1 for some d c. c(\n} , a right ideal 
) k+1 of R. Suppose d E.. C(H , x E A, (H + Rd)x ::= 'd and r E R. 
By 1.6.20, R V has a quotient ring, GO by 1.6.19 there are 
elements d 1 E C (\1), r 1 £ 
and d E. C (\-1) c: C (\'1k ), so 
k+1 R ",ith d 1r - r 1d E. H. HO\', d.x E \'/ , 
x E \vk , ",hence d1rx e:: r 1dx + Hx ~ \,/k+1. 
Hence A is an ideal of R. Now A = a 1R + •• + atR for SOi:1e 
a 1 , •• ,at E. R, and there are clements c 1 , •• ,c t E. C(H) with 
(W + Rci)ai = \'I
k
+
1 for 1~i~t. Applying 1.6.21 to ~, nhm-,s 
t 
that f) (1;1 + Re.):::>\} + TIc for some e E. C(U) (since a finite 
~ -i=1 
intersection of essential left ideals is clearly an essential 
1 f · ) ( ) 1,+ 1 (. J ) A-e t ~deal ,so vI + He A = \T • NNI e E. C \' , so e 'T- \'1, and 
~ince R is H-simple, (W + Re)li = R. Thus 
A = (W + Re)RA = (W + Re)A ~ Vk +1 • Now if d£ C(W), dx E Wk +1 , 
1" 1< ) k+ 1 then d E C(W~) so x 6 V·, whence (W + TId x 5 W , so 
x e A = W1<:+1. 'rhis and symmetry gives C(H) == C(Uk +1 ). Since 
H is nilpotent, cOl) c;;:; C(O) by induction. No", for some n GiN, 
n n-1 ( n-1) . U == 0 and H I- O. Clearly 1 H J.S a proper ideal of R 
containing W, so 1(Vn - 1 ) == W. Suppose c ~ C(O), x E R, ex E W. 
. n-1 n n-1. ( n-1) Then ex\! t:= u = 0, so ::1,/ == 0, ~. e. x E 1 \1 == H. 
This and symmetry gives C(O) .~ C(H). Thus C(O) = C(H), and 
by 1.6.22, R ·has an Artinian quotient ring Q. Clee.rly 
H(Q)()R ~ \01, and by 1.6.25, H ( Q) ~ I,:!Q (\ QU, and QU and. HQ are 
ideals of Q. Thus HQ = Q.HQ QH, ",hence 2 112 == (\1(~ ) = .. Q, and 
f 
1 
i 
J 
I j 
I 
I 
" 
i 
I 
I 
1 
1 
i 
! 
I 
I 
~ 
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inductively 0 = \./nQ = (\-lQ)n, for each n E iN. Thus \1Q = \~(Q) = Q~'i. 
If B is an ideal of Q, then clearly B () R is an ideal of R, and 
since R is W-simple, it follows that WQ is a maximal ideal 
of Q. I'lence Q is a primary Artinian ring, .as required. 
4.1.8 THEOREH ([32], theorem 2.4): 
Let R be a primary Artinian ring, and suppose \V = zR 
for some z € R. Then there is a completely primary Artinian 
p.r.i.-ring T and ne ~ with R ~ T , the nxn matrix ring 
n 
over T. Further, the only ideals of R are the pOvlers of H. 
Proof: Let 1 = e1 + •• + en' a sum of mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents of R. Now R is W-simple, ,so R = W + Re 1R, 
",hence e1Rei -$ H for each i. By 1.5.1, there are elements 
u1i e e1Re i , v~1 e e i Re 1 with u1ivi1 = e1 , vi1 u1i = 
1 ~ i 6 n. Let T = e1Re 1 and define f:R ~ Tn by 
e. for J._ 
f(x) = (U1 .XV. 1 ) E T for all x e R. It is straightforward ~ J n 
to check that f is a rine isomorphis~, and clearly T is 
a completely primary Artinian ring. How W = J, so (by 1.2.2) 
\1 
""""') 
H£:. 
is a completely reducible-right R-module. Suppose 
M1~ •• ,I\ are . 1 t .. 2. r~ght ideals of R strict y conalnJ.ng W wJ.th 
'" H1 
H2 = W2 E/) !. 
Mt 2 (9 -. Define A = fa c: R:za E \'l } and \l L 
_Ai = [0. G R:za E I\} for each i. NOh! \'12 C Hi :S \'1 = zR, so 
clearly \'1 ~ A c:::.. A. and H. = zA. for each i. Hence A = fR + \oJ ,:! J. J. J. 
for some f = f 2 e R, and there are idempotents f 1 , •• ,ft E R 
with ff. = f:f = 0 and A. = (f + f.)R + W for each i. J. ~ ~ J. 
zf1r 1 + .. ,+ zftr t f£. \l, and each zf. r. E:. zA. = N .• But J. J. J. J. 
H N 1 t is a direct zf.r. E \12 \}2 + •• + \'12 
SUlCI , so for each i. So J. J. 
f.r. E A = fn + W, and since f.f = 0, f.r~ E W for each i. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ftR + \'l 
+ •• + is a direct sum in ~ • Thus Hence \J 
( hI ) ( . 2. ) ~ n. But 
H H . . 
R ~- T ~o . t' n' - \ir~ ~ng t .... n, so dim 
dim «(~2.) ) = 1 . X , ~.e. ~ xc.. is a simple right T-module. Choose 
" T 
. 2 
x IE X, x ¢ X (or if X = 0, put x = 0). N 0\'1 X = xT v 2 + •• " so 
x X ('!ii)X = -;-T • 
. xJ. X But X = H(T) = J(T), so by Nakayama's Lemma 
(1. 1 .l~) , X = 0, i.e. X = xT. Suppose I is a proper non-zero 
right ideal of T, so for sone Ie <::: a'l, 1= ):kT , I i:xk +1T. 
Define K = (a ~ T: xka E. I}, a right ideal of T, and K 1- xT. 
But T is a completely primary Artinian ring, so K = T. So 
Ie k T . " th 1 ( . hI-) I = x K = x T. Hence ~s a p.r.~.-rlng, . e on y rlB ~ 
ideals beine; tho pOiJors of x'I' = J (T). The final statement of 
the theorem follm'/s il.l(:lcdintcly from tri'e isomorphism H ~ T • 
n 
It is well known that if T is a p.r.i.-rinG and n E ~, 
then the nxn matrix ring Tn is also a p.r.i.-ring (see ~~t 
page 77 I or [3?J, theorem 8.5). Hence \'/e have the follo\'linC 
corollary to If.1. 8 • 
1t.1.9 COHOLLARY: 
Let R be a primary Artininn ring, and suppose V = zR 
for some z E R. Then R is n p.r.i.-ring. 
As shovm by Robson in [)2],' theorem If. 5, UE' can no\-, 
dcduce:-
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4.1.10 COROLLARY: 
A Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring has a quotient ring "/hich 
is an Artinian p.r.i.-ring. 
I 
Proof: Combine 1.6.20,. L~ .• 1.6t 4.1.7, and 4.1.9 • 
4.1.11 COROLLARY: 
Let R be a Hoetherian i'J-simple ring, and suppose \'I = zR 
for some z, E R. Then the only ideals of R are the pO\'lCrs 
of W, and R is an i.p.r.i.-ring. 
Proof: By 4.1.7, R has a primary Artinian quotient ring Q, and 
H(Q) = \vQ = zQ, so by l~.1.8, the only ideals of Q are those 
of the form (W(Q»k = wkQ for some k G (~u~. Suppose A is 
a proper ideal of R. Applying 4.1.7 to R A and R, \'Ie see 
that C(A) = C(W) = C(O), so by 1.6.25, AQ in an ideal of Q 
k 
and A = AQ f\ R. Thus there is an inteeer k E IN 'vi th AQ = \'J Q. 
So A = AQ" R Ie .. Ie k = \.J Q"R. But for the same reason, W = \-1 QnR. 
Therefore, A k Ie = W = z R as required. 
Our next theorem was first proved by Robson in ~2], 
section 5, under symmetric conditions. 
h.1.12 THEOREH: 
Lot R be a Noetherian i.p.r.i.-ring. Then 
(i) The ideals of R commute. 
(ii) R has primary decomposition. 
(iii) An ideal of R is primary if and only if it is the 
power of a prime ideal. 
(iv) Every ideal of R can be expresned as a product of primo 
ideals of R. 
_____________________ ~~~ ___ ~ __ ~ ___ ~_~ __ ~ ________ ~ ___ " ___ .,,_. _. 0 ___ ,"0_" __ • ____ _ 
Proof: If T1 , T2 are rines satisfying (i) ~ (iv), then 
clearly so is T1 ffi T2 • By L~.1.11, it is clear that 
a Noetherian H-simple i.p.r.i.-ring satisfies (i) ~ (iv), so 
by 4.1.6, we may assume R is prime. It follows from 4.1.4 
that the only non-zero prime ideals of R are the ma;dmal 
ideals of R, so by 4.1.6 every proper factor ring of R is 
a direct sum of Noetherian H-simple i.p.r.i.-rings, so every 
proper factor ring of R satisfies (i) -t (iv). Suppose A, B 
are non-zero ideals of R. Hovl H in prillle, so AB" DA f. O. 
R Applyinr; (i) to ABf'\BA gives AD + (ABABA) = BA + (ADf\BA), 
i.e. AB = BA. So (i) holds in R. If A is a non-zero 
meet-irreducible ideal of Rj then applying (ii) to R ii. ShOHS 
A in primary. Since 0 in a prime, hence priDary, ideal of R, 
clearly (ii) holds in R. Applyine (iv) to ~, \'Ie see that 
there are non-zero prime ideals P l' •• ,P n of R, anel k1 ,·· ,len € 0.'1 
k1 k2 k 
wi th t ::::> p p " p n = B say. Clearly vIC may choose -~ - 1 2 ••• n 
••• + k minimal, 
n 
and, since B J 0, applying (iv) again 
R ~, we clearly get A = 
k1 k? k 
P1 P2 · ••• Pn n, so (iv) holds in R. 
(iii) follO\"s irill.10diately from (iv) and the definition of 
a primary ideal. 
d 
· --~-~----~.~~~~~-
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§ 2 Noetherian rings whose proper homomorphic images 
are i.p.r.i.-rines. 
l~. 2.1 PROPOSITION: 
Let R be a prime Noetherian ring \-lhose proper 
homomorphic images are i.p.r.i.-rings. Then 
(i) The ideals of R commute. 
(ii) R has primary decomposition. 
(iii) An ideal of R is primary if and only if it. is the 
power of a prime ideal. 
(iv) Every ideal of R can be expressed as a product. of 
prime ideals of R. 
Proof: By 4.1.12, (i) ~ (iv) hold in every proper factor 
ring of R, so in the same \'1ay as in 4.1.12, we can veri fy 
(i) ~ (iv) for R. 
4.2.2 LEl-1HA: 
Let R be a Noetherian ring ,{hose proper homomorphic 
images are i.p.r.i.-rings, and let P be a non-zero prime 
ideal of R. Then 
either (i) p is a maximal ideal of R, P -f p2 
or (ii) P is a minimal non-zero prime ideal, and P = 
(iii) P is a minimal ideal, 2 O. or and P = 
IToof: Suppose A is a non-zero ideal of R with p2 ~ A ~ P 
(if such exists). Applying 4.1.4 to : shows that P is 
p 2 
a maximal ideal of R, so (i) holds. Suppose no such ideal A 
2 
-exists, so either (iii) holds or P = P • In the latter case, 
if Q ,is 
to R Q' 
a prime 
CoO n pn c:= 
n=1 
ideal of RtO -f Q S P, then by 4.1.3 applied 
2 00 n Q. But P = P = ••• = n p , so P = Q. Hence 
n=1 
r 
U 
if P = p2, then P is a minimal non-zero prime ideal, so 
(ii) holds. 
4.2.3 LENr-fA: 
Let R be a Noetherian ring vlhose proper homomorphic 
images are Lp.r.L-rings, and let P, Q be prime ideals of R. 
Then either P ~ Q, Q s P or Q + P = R. 
Proof: Suppose P 1= Q. and q 1= P, and suppose H is a maxinal 
ideal of R "'lith P ... Q ~ H. Since P 1- Q, Q¢ P clearly neither 
P nor Q are maximal ideals of R. If p2 = o =- Q, then p~ Q 
since Q is .prime, so P 2 -I 0 and similarly Q2 f. O. By 4.2.2, 
2 2 ~ n ~ ft 
,.,.e must have P = P and Q =Q-. But now P = II P c:=. n h , 
n=1 n=1 
00 .n 
and Q -= n 1-1 , and applying ll-.1.3 to the prime factor rings 
R 
P and 
n=1 
R 
Q 
00 c:-a .n 
vIe sec that n Un c P and n 1-1 c:::. Q. Hence P = Q, 
n=1 n=1 
a contradiction, which completes the ~~oof. 
So far \"Ie have investigated the ideal structure of rings 
.' 
'''hose proper homomorphic ilnagcs arc i.p.r.i.-rings. In order 
'to progress further in the prine case, we need information 
on the one-sided ideal structure of such rings. To this end, 
we introduce an extra hypothesis, nanely boundedness. Our 
next lemma,which is ,similar to [1LrJ, lemma 3.1, is 
a technical result which helps us to use the assumption of 
boundedness effectively. 
Let R be a prirae bounded Noetherian ring such that 
(i) the prime ideals of R £omrnute, and 
r 
cr 
------------------------------
(ii) if P, Q are prime ideals of R, then either P ~ Q, Q 5 P, 
or P + Q = R. 
Let I be a meet-irreducible essential right ideal of R, and 
define PI = LX E R: Ax -= I for some right ideal A 1=-I}. 
Then PI is an ideal of R', and there is a non-zero prime ideal 
n Q of Rand n E ~ such that Q ~ PI and Q = I. 
Proof: Suppose x,y E PI' and A, B are right ideals of R, A -$1, 
B ¥ I, with Ax = I, By ~ I. Since I is meet-irreducible, 
I c (A + I)A (B + I), and clearly [<A + I) {\ (B + I)] (x + y) ~ I. 
So x + Y € PI. Clearly nml,1 PI is an ideal of R. NO\-I R is 
bounded and I is essential, so I contains a non-zero ideal, 
and by 1.6.6, I contains a product of non-zero prime ideals, 
o -I Q1 Q2 •• Qn ~ I say. Clearly \'I'e may assume n is r.1inimal, 
i.e. I does not contain a product of n - 1 non-zero prime 
ideals. Now for each i, Q1 •• Q, 1Q- 1··Q c:t I and (using (i» J.- J.+ n 
(Q1·· Qi-1 Qi+1··Qn)Qi == I, so Qi -S PI· J'hus Q1 + •• + Qn= PI· 
Novi 1 ¢ PI' so (by (ii» for any i, j either Qi = Qj or 
Qj ~ Qi. But no\-! He may put Q = l:1in LQ1, •• ,Qn}' a non-zero 
prime ideal of R, and Q =: PI'" Qn;S I as required. 
Since \1e also need the left-handed version of lemma 4.2.4, 
we restricted the stated hypotheses (i) and (ii) to symmetric 
properties of a ring. However, if R is a prime bounded 
Noetherian ring whose proper hOr.J.omorphic images are 
Lp.r.i.-rings, then It.2.1 and 4.2.3 shoH that R satisfies 
hypotheses (i) and (ii) of 4.2.4 • 
4.2.5 PROPOSITION: 
Let R be a prime bounded Noetherian ring whose proper 
homomorphic imae;es arei.p.r.i.-rings, and let P be a non-zero 
prime ideal of R. Then 
(i), P is a maximal ideal of R. 
00 
(ii) n pn = o. 
n=1 
(iii) For all n E IN, C(P) = Cepn) ~ ceo). 
2 Proof: Suppose A is a non-zero proper ideal of R and A =A • 
R is prime, so by 1.6.21 \'le may choose c ~ C(O)AA. By 1.6.10, 
cA = I1 () •• AIk for some meet-irreducible right ideals 
I 1 ,.· ,1k of R. Clearly c
2 E' C(O) 1\ cA =. Ii' so by 1.6.21 each 
I. is essential. Since A ~ Rand c c CeO), cA ~ eR, so for ~ 
some j, 1 ~ j ~k, eR ~ I .• Define PI. as in 1~.2.4, so there 
J J 
is a non-zero prime ideal Q of Rand n E m with Q 5 PI. and 
J 
cRA == r j so A = Pr .' \'ihence 
J 
A + Q =. Pr .• If A -= Q then c E A 
J 
2 n n 
= A = •• = A = Q :::= I j' so 
cR ~ A = I j , a contradiction. Thus A ~ Q. Suppose first A is 
prime, so by 4.2.2 A is a minimal non-zero prime ideal. But 
A~ Q, so by 4.2.3, R = A + Q ~ Pr .' a contradiction. Hence J . 
2 if P is a non-zero prime ideal then P f P , so by 4.2.2 P is 
a maximal ideal. But now, even if A is not prime, 
A + Q ~ PI .' A ¥ Q, and Q is a non-zero prime, hence a maximal 
J -
-ideal of R., Hence R = A + Q = PI .' a contradiction. Thus if A 
J 
is any non-zero proper ideal of H then A ~ A2. Let P be 
oc:> 
. 'd 1 of R and let A -_ A pn, and a non-zero pr~13e ~. ea I , _ suppose 
n=1 
A I O. Then A2 I O. Now A = 
A2 
00 pn 
n A2 • But by 4.1.6, 
n=1 
R 
A2 
a direct sum of Noetherian V-simple i.p.r.i.-rings, so 
(~2) 2 = ~2. Hence A = A2. a contradiction. So 
Applying 4.1.7 to for each n ~ ~ clearly eives 
c(p) = C(pn). Suppose cE.C(p), xER and cxc = O. NOvl for 
c 6: C(pn) . pn pn. 00 all n E H, and cxc E , so XES So x <=: (') pn 
n=1 
Thus C(P) ~ C(O) as required. 
is 
= 
~'he proof of our next re.sul t is a combination of [14J, 
proposi ti on 3.2, and the proof of [13J, theorem 2.58. 
4.2.6 PROPOSITION ([1Lr] , lemma 3.3): 
Let R be a prime bounded Noetherian ring such that 
(i) the non-zero prime ideals of R are maximal ideals, and 
(ii) the maximal ideals of R commute. 
Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Then R satisfies the 
Oro condition with respect to C(P). 
. 9roof: SUl>pose a G H, c 6 C(p). For each n E IT'l", R pn is 
a \I}-simple ring, so by 4.1.7 and 1.6.19, there are elements 
an G. H, c
n 
E C(P), and Pn €:. pn \Ti th aen - CRn = Pn • Let 
I = P1R + P2R + ••• , and let K be a right ideal of R maxi~al 
\/i th respect to I II K = 0, so clearly I Gl K is an essential 
O. 
riGht ideal of R. It ~ollows from 1.6.21 that IP m K 2 (I Gl K)P 
is an essential right ideal, so by 1.6.10, IF G1 K = 1 1(\ •• nI t 
for aome ~eet-irreducible essential right ideals I 1 ,··,It 
of R." Suppose 1 ~j ,.;;t. Define PI. as in 4.2.ll- • Since non-zero 
J 
primo ideals are maximal, 4.2.4 ShO\·,S that for some k.<S. iN, J 
;i 
d 
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k. k. 
PI ~ ~ I .• If I ~ I
J
. clearly In P J c. I .• If I t I., then 
J J J J 
k. 
since IP -= I., P ~ PI .' so P J <::.. I;. Hence in either case, 
J J ' v 
k. 
1(\ P J ~ I j. Puttine k = max{ k1 ' •• ,kt}' \'Ie see that 
Ie _ . . ( 
II"\P =. 1 1 (') ••• nIt = IP fIJ K. But IP $ K)"I = IP, so 
In pk = IP. Nm.,. R is Noetherian, so I = P1R + •• + l' R for m 
some m E IN. Choose n~maxDc,m}. No\'i 
, n 
Pn E I AP ~ IP = PiP + •• + ProP, so Pn = p1 q1 + •• + pmqm 
for sOl,ne q1".,qm E. P. Nov! for 1~i~m, ac.q. = ca.,q. + Pl..ql." l. l. l. l. 
so a(c1q1 + •• + cmqm) = c(a1q1 + •• + amqm) + pn ' But 
ac = ca + p. Thus 
n n n 
a(c 
- c 1Q1 - • • - cmqm) = c(a . - D.1Q1 - .. - a Q ). But n ' n m m 
c E 
n 
c(p) and Q1,··,qm E P, so c - c 1q1 - .. n - c mqm E c(p) 
= C(p). 
+ P 
Hence R, satisfies the right Ore condition \vi th respect to C (p). 
The left Ore condition follo\'lS by symmetry. 
Let R be a prime bounded Noetherian ring whose proper 
homomorphic imaGes are Lp.r.i.-rinGs, and let P be a non-zero 
prime ideal of R. By 4.2.1, 4.2.5, 4.2.6, and 1.6.24 we can 
localise R at P. Since Rp is both the right and the left 
partial quotient ring of R tlith respect to C(p), 1.6.25 ShovlS 
that Rp is both right and left Noetherian. NO\.,. 
J(Rp) ;; PRp' (= RpP), a principal right ideal of Rp' As 
, 
observed by Hajarnavin, it follo\.,.s from [31], theorem 3.6, 
that PHp is also a principal left ideal of R, so by [15J, 
proposition 1.3, Rp ~s a Dedekind prime rine. Hence by 1.6.30 
and 1.6.31, R is a Dedekind prime ring. The results quoted 
-
are proved'for a Iflore general case than \ve need here, so, for 
completeness, we usc our extra conditions to provide an easy 
proof of these facts. 
4.2.7 THEOREr1: 
Let R be a local prime bounded Noetherian ring, and 
()Q 
. n In :: suppose J = xR for SOLle xE: R and 0. Then J :: Rx, 
n==1 
the only non-zero ideals of R are the pO\'lers of J, and R is 
a Dedekind p.r.i.- and p.l.i.-ring. 
Proof: If J = 0, R is simple Artinian and the result is 
trivial, so suppose x I- O. R is prime, so x E C(O)," and since 
R has a quotient ring Q by 1.6.20, we may write x-1 (€ Q) 
without confusion. Let A be a non-zero proper ideal of R. 
o I- A, so for some k E IN, A'~ x~ and A 1= xk+ 1R • 'l'hcn 
R 
Xk+1R 
gives 
A + xk +1R :: xkn, so x-kA + ~d~ :: R. But xR == J is superfluous 
in R, so x-1-.: A = R. 'l'hus A :: xl'n. Hence every non-zero ideal 
of n is a power of J. Now (by 1.6.21) x E C(O), so Rx is 
an essential left ideal of n. But H is bounded, so for some 
}-k C;. n'I, x'R s=. Rx. Clearly \;'C 111<;tY D.ssurne k is miniElal "1i th 
1 , then B :: {.r ""-- R :rx L_C· xkn 1-respect to this property. If k I ~ = ~ 
is·a proper ideal of R, since xl1 is an ideal of R, and B 5. xR 
since R is local. But xkn -= Rx, so x~ :: Bx, and hence 
l' lr-1 
x 'R ~ xHx. Then x ~ R =- 11x, contradicting the choice of k. 
Thus k :: 1 and xR ~ Rx. But x E. J, so Ex ~ J :: xR. So xH :.:: Rx. 
Suppo~e I is an essential right ideal of R. R is bounded, so 
I containsu.non-zero ideal, Jk say. Now by 1.6.3, 
Artinian,s6 by 4.1.9, is a p.r.i.-rine. Thus 
for 60r.le u € n. But Jk:s I, so.(ai)J:: 
R 
Jk+1 
I 
is 
and 
by Nakayama's IJemma (1.1.4), ~:: 0, i.e. I :: aRe Since I is 
r 
c; 
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essential, a € c(o), so IR ~ RR' a projective right R-module. 
Since any right ideal of R is a direct summand of an essential 
right ideal of R, it follows that every right ideal of R is 
principal and projective. Since \'le have established J = Rx, 
the result now follows by symmetry. 
4.2.8 THEOREH: 
'Let R be a prime bounded Noetherian ring whose proper 
homomorphic images are i.p.r.1.-rings. Then R is a Dedekind 
prime ring. If, further, R itself is an i.p.r.i.-ring, then 
R is also an i.p.l.i.-ring. 
~!.: Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of R. By 4.2.1, 4.2.5, 
4.2.6, and 1.6.24, we can localise R at P, obtaining 
a Noetherian local ring Rp. It is easy to verify that Hp is 
is an 
i.p.r.i.-ring, so P = zR + p2 for som~ z ~ R, whence 
2 PRp PRp 
~Rp = zHp + P Rp. Thus (-;o-}") )PRp = 'R' so by Nakayar:1a' s z \p Z P 
lemma (1.1.'-1-), PHp ::: zRp. Supyose I is an essential right 
ideal of Rp. ~'hen (by 1.6.21), IIICRp(O) f. 95, so clearly 
I()CR(O) f. ¢, \-lhence InR is an essential right ideal of R. 
Novi by 4.2.1, Inn contains a product of commuting non-zero 
prime ide.:l.ls of TI, each maximal ideals by 1~.2.5, so 
I A n 'Okp' P ; 1.1.,\ Z.s; '1·· n' for some k E m and some maximal ideals 
P1, •• ,Pn distinct from P. Clearly Pi(\CR(P) f. ¢ for 1~i~n, 
k· . d t' 1 so I ~ P P 1- _.P nRp, a non-zero ideal. Thl.s an a symme rl.ca 
a..rgument sho\'1G that Hp is bounded, so by L~_2.7, Rp is 
a Dedekind prime ring. It follo\,/s by 1.6.31 that R is an 1\5ano 
order, and since R is bounded, 1.6.30 shO\-1S that R is 
a Dedekind prime ring. Finally, suppose also that R is an 
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i.p.r .• i.-ring and A = aR is a non-zero ideal of R. Then 
aeE en (0), -1 -1 But -1 -1 so a E A • nO\;I Aa' 'S AA ~ R, so A=- Ra. 
Since a <:.: A, clearly A .- Ra. Hence R is an i.p.l.i.-ring 
as required. 
Theorem 4.2.8 completes our study of prime Noetherian 
rings whose proper homomorphic images are i.p.r.i.-rings, and 
we now finish this section with a partial structure theory 
for the non-prime case. 
II- • 2 • 9 THEOREN: 
Let R be a Noetherian ring whose properhonomorphic 
images are i.p.r.i.-rinc;s. Then 
either (i) n is an i.p.r.i.-ring 
or (ii) W is a prime ideal of R, and 
either Ca) R is prime, 
or (b) W is a minimal ideal of TI, 
or (c) R is V-simple, w2 = 0, and if 
U = A ? .'\.1:::> ••• :;:;> f.. = 0 is a chain 9 n 
of ideals of maximal length, then n = 2 • 
. or (iii) R '" [~ l"~ for some prir:1G Noetherian i.p.r.i.-
TJ 
rings Sand T, and for some non-zero S - T . 
. birnodule M satisfying 
r/ 
(a) M contains no non-zero proper sub-bicodule U 
(b)-if 0 I s E S, 0 I t G~, then sM I 0 
and Ht -I O. 
Proof: Suppose A, B are non-zero ideals of R with A $ B = R. 
h A ",,_R_ d ",R . .. 1 1 1 '1' en - B an B::.: A are J..p.r.J..-rJ.ngs, \-l1ence c ear y 
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(i) holds. Suppose then R is indecomposable. Suppose first 
W is a prime ideal of R, so by 4.2.2 either (ii)(a) or (ii)(b) 
hold, or R is W-simple~ Suppose then R is W-simple. First, 
consider the \v2 I- 0. Then R is i.p.r.i.-ring, case ? an so 
\12 \1 \J \'l = zR + for some zE R. But_ no\,I (ZIr)H = zR , so by 
Nakayama's Lemma (1.1.4) H = zR, whence by 4.1.11, (i) above 
holds. Suppose now R is \1-simple and H 2 = o. Let 
a non-zero proper ideal of R, so clearly A ~ \-1. 
and R A is an i.p.r.i.-ring, so by 4.1.11 either 
A be 
NOvl 
\"/ 
A 
\l 
is 
a minimal ideal of R or A = ~J. Clearly no"., this case is 
= 
covered either by (ii)(b) or (ii)(c). We now consider the 
0 
case \-Then \1 is not prime. By 1.6.5, there are ninimal prime 
ideals P1, •• ,Pn of R such that W = P1 ".·"Pn.' and no Pi is 
redundant in this expression. Since \'1e are assuming \1 is not-
k prime,·n/,1. Nou \1 = 0 for some kE rr-I. Let 
k k - t P k P k k .1 B = P 2 (\ •• f\ P n 1- W, and Ie H = 1 (\ •• fl n = P 1 (\ B ~ \v. 
Suppose !I. is a non-zero ideal of R and A := H. Then clearly 
-P1 P n. 
A' ···'A are the minimal 11rime ideals of the i.p.r.i.-ring 
11 and since \lk = 0, it fol10\'ls from 4.1.6 that A' 
P k P k 
11 1 n ii. = A() ••• ('I-A = 0, i.e. that H = A. Hence 11 is a minimal 
ideal or M = O. Now ench P. is a minimal price ideal of R, 
J. 
and R is indecomposable, so it follO\'1s from 4.2.3 and 1.6.13 
pk 
thatM I- 0 and -~ = ~- Gl ~ • Hence N is a minimal ideal, and 
by 1.2.14 there is an idempotent e E R \'li th 
P1
k 
= eR + ~ = Re + M and B = (1 - e)R + M = R(1 - e) + M. 
Suppose P1 ~ 1(1.1) and P 1 $ r. (t-1), so by the minimality of 11 
; 1-1 2 0, P111 = MP1 • Clearly H = so 
H = P1H = P 211 1 = .. = 
P k11 1 = (eR + 11)M = eH ~ eR, and sinilarly 
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k k k M 5 Re. But now P1 = eR = Re, so R = P1 e 1(P1 ), 
contradicting the assumption that R is indecomposable. Thus 
P1 £ 100 or P1 =' rUn. Similarly, Pi ~ 10.0 or PiS rOO 
for i = 2, •• ,n. But l(M) I R, reM) I R, so by 4.2.3 l(M) and reM) 
each contain at most one minimal prime ideal. Since n> 1, , 
clearly now n = 2 and either P1 £ rO·I) , P2 =. leN) or P2~r(M), 
P1 := l(M). Without loss of generality, assume P1 S. rOO and 
P2 S 10,1), so P 1 ~ l(H) and P2 ,i rO,I). No\o/ by the minimali ty 
of N, H = P1M - •• = P1kl1 = (eR + M)H ~ eR, so P1k. = eR. 
Similarly, P2
k 
= B = R(1 - e). Then 
k k ' 
H = P 1 r. P 2 = eR () R (1 - e) = eR (1 - e), and 
k k (1 - e)Re £ P1 n P2 = M~ eR, so (1 - e)Re = O. H~nce 
eRe = eRe + (1 - e)Re = Re, and (1 - e)R(1 - e) = (1 - e)R. 
R Clearly nO"'1 eRe ~ k 
P2 
and (1 - e)R(1 - e) R :t. -1 ' and P ~ 
1 
11 = eR(1 - e) is an eRe - (1 - e)R(1 - e) bimodule. Let 
S = eRe and let T = (1 - e)R(1 - e),' so S and Tare 
Noetherian i~p.r.i.-rings. Define R I = l-S r.q 
o ~~ 
(\'Ii th the 
obvious ring operations). Clearly the liiap ex(1-e) -I 
( 1-e) x ( 1-e ~ 
defines a ring isomorphism R ~ R', so R' satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem_ Since M is a minimal ideal of R, 
clearly M is a non-zeroS - T bimodule which contains no 
non-zero proper sub-bimodule. Let C = [s ~ 5: sH :::: o} 
and let D = {t E. T: _ Nt = o}. Clearly C and D are proper ideals 
of Sand T-respectively, and X = [~ ~] is an ideal of R'. 
LetS' = 1?. 
c 
ideal of 5' 
o 
T -
and T' = D • Suppose X I O. Then l~ 
MJ T' 
'" R' X' an i.p.r.i.-ring, so 
t,tl 
Tj 
is an 
I • 
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HJ =- rO for some rn ~ M, t 6 T. 
T' Lo 
lienee there is an element x e T' with mx = 0, tx = 1T,. Now 
by 1.5.2, xt is an idempotent of T' and xtT' ~ txT' = T', 
and since T' is Noetherian, a dimension argument sho\'1S 
·,t - 1 
A . - T'. Thus m = mxt = 0, so ro 01 P~>' M1 = ro 
Lo tJ Lo T~I Lo 
ul ' 
T~ 
a contradiction since M F 0. Therefore, X = 0, i.e. C = ° 
and D = 0. Finally, suppose W(S) F 0. Then C = 0, so by the 
minimality of M, M = \·I(S)11. But (\v ( S ) ) k = 0, so 
1-1 = \'l(S)H = ... = eWeS) )kH = 0, a contradiction .. But-
IV R S = eRe - -p k 
k 
so P2 = P2 ' \.,hence S is a prime ring. 
2 
Similarly, T is a prime ring, and since R ::! R', \-Ie see that. 
R is as described in (iii). 
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§ 3 Examples. 
In this section we give examples of the classes of rings 
studied in this chapter. vie start Hi th examples of the prime 
case, and in particular,' examples of Asano orders and 
Dedekind prime rings. 
4.3.1 Example: Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and 
let x, y be indeterminates over F which commute with the 
elements of F. Let R = F[x,YJ be the ring of polynomials 
in x and y. ,.,ri th coefficients in F, subject to the relation 
xy - yx = 1. Then (see [43]) R is kno\'1n' to be a simple 
hereditary Noetherian domain \-lhich is not a division ring. 
Thus xR is an essential proper right ideal, and since R is 
simple, xR contains no non-zero ideal. Hence R is not bounded. 
Ho\Vever, R is simple, so clearly an Asano order, and 
r 
hereditary, so it is a Dedekind prime ring. 
The following example illustrates some points at which 
Asano orders can differ from Dedekind prime rings. 
4.'3.2 Example «(15], page J~L~8): Let R be as in 4.3.1 above. 
Let S = R [z] be the ring of polynomials in a commuting 
indeterminate Z \oJith coefficients in R. Then (see [321) 
S is an Asano order. NO\·, S ,." R Zs - , which is not Artinian, so 
by 1.6.33, S is not ~ Dedekind prime ring. Thus S is not. 
hereditary,and, by 1.6.30, S is not bounded. 
1~.3.3 Example ([3~ , exal!lple 7.3): l,et F be a field of 
characteristic zero, and F(y) be the field of rational 
functions in an indeterminate y. IJet x be an indeterminate 
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over F(y) which comDutes with the elements of F. Now let 
R = F(y) [x] be the ring of polynomials in x ,-,i th coefficients 
in F(y) subj ect to the 'relation :cy - yx = 1. Clearly R is 
a partial quotient ring ?f the ring described in 4.3.1 • 
Let S = F + ::ill, a hereditary Noetherian domain \-lith unique 
non-zero proper ideal A :.= }d.'t (see [31~]) ~ Clearly A = A2 , so 
A is not invertible. Hence S is not an Asano order. If A = as 
for some a £ S, then as = A2 = 2 ' as, \"henc e S = as, 
a contradiction. Thus S is not an i.p.r.L-ring. ITOH (1 - x)S 
is an essential right ideal of S "/hich does not contain A, 
so S is not bounded. Since S A is a simple ring, so trivially 
an i.p.r.i.-ring, this example shows that the assumption 
of 'boundedness' in theorem 4.2.8 cannot be removed. 
LI-.3.4 Exampl~: l,ot R be any shlple rins and let x, y be 
commuting indeterninates over R. Let ~ = R Gc,y] be the ring 
of polynoDials in x and y with coefficients in R, subject to 
2 2 ~he relations x- = Y = xy = yx = O. Then clearly 
\l(:3) == xS + yS, and \./(S) ~ R, a sir.lple ring, so S is 
H-simple. It is straightfor\'rard to verify that l-l(S) is not 
principal as a right ideal of 0, but that every proper 
homomorphic image of S is an 1. p.r. i. -ring. Clearly S is 
of type (ii)(c) in 4.2.9 • Notice that if we let R be 
a simple Artinian ring in the above, then S is also Artinian. 
\'/c note here tliat the example given in 3.1.5 is of 
an Artinian p.r.i.-ring that is not an i.p.l.i.-ring. 
Hov/ever, the nilpotent radical of this example is a prir:Je, 
minimal ideal, and every proper homoraorphic image of this 
example is an i.p.l.i.-ring. 
Finally, we note that if R is any ring of the for~ 
described in 4.2.9(iii), then R is not an i.p.r.i.-ring 
(this fact is clear frolJ the proof of 4.2.9), but clearly 
R has a unique minimal ideal,contained in every non-zero 
ideal of R, and every proper homomorphic inage of R is 
an i.p.r.i.-ring. 
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